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“Rare.” I heard myself saying as if from a distance. I quickly looked
away  from  the  waiter’s  almost  nervous  surprise  and  ignored  Luke’s
questioning expression. To be honest it surprised me as much as anyone else
when I said it but I found I couldn’t bring myself to speak up to change it. The
waiter  hurried  off,  no  doubt  to  have  a  whispered  conversation  with  the
manager as well as the cook. 

No one ordered a rare steak anymore. Not after all  the hype about
various  diseases  known  to  pass  through  insufficiently  cooked  meat.
Restaurants were even more leery about it because even one illness could
ruin them. I felt guilty knowing I was putting them in an unenviable position
with my request. Where had it come from? I hated rare meat even before the
disease thing came about…

“So…”  Luke  cleared  his  throat  nervously,  his  deep  brown  eyes
attempting to catch mine. “What brought that on?”

A sigh escaped me as I tried to figure out why I suddenly had a craving
for a rare steak. Luke had known me since we were children and we had
found ourselves falling in to the ‘high school sweetheart’ category. Even a
few wild college years hadn’t been enough to pull us apart. “I don’t know.”

“You’ve got them sweating already and I doubt they even have the
meat on the grill yet.” He chuckled, glancing over my shoulder where there
was no doubt a manager standing on the other side of the room attempting
to get up the courage to ask me to change my mind. “Maybe you should…”

“Sign a waiver… yeah… I’ve come to the same conclusion. I don’t want
to  cause  trouble…”  I  sighed  and  stood,  turning  to  see  the  well-dressed
manager on the far end of the room. He was trying unsuccessfully to reassure
the  waiter  that  everything  would  be  alright.  The  poor,  portly  little  man
seemed  just  as  worried.  Both  froze  as  they  glanced  up  and  saw  me
approaching. 

“Ma’am…” The man began but I held up a hand.
“It’s  alright.”  I  gave  him  my  best  smile  and  spoke  quietly  so  the

patrons  nearby  would  not  overhear.  “I  would  be  happy  to  sign  a  waiver
stating that if anything should happen I will neither take legal action against
you nor speak the name of this restaurant.  I  will  claim to have cooked it
myself. I am not concerned, though. I have every confidence in the quality of
your food.”

He gave me a relieved smile and motioned me to follow him. Once the
door to his office was closed he sat behind his desk and shuffled papers as he
spoke. “I thank you for offering to do this, ma’am. Though I doubt there will
be a problem, most of our staff have been paying far too much attention to
the news. They keep forgetting how often the stories there are exaggerated.”

“Exactly.” I laughed. “I doubt the problem is nearly as big as stated
and I have absolutely no desire to put people out of jobs.” I took the waiver
from  him  when  he  offered  it  and  signed  at  the  bottom.  After  a  brief
handshake I returned to the table while the cook was informed it was okay. 

“You know…” Luke said after a brief and unusually awkward silence.
“This isn’t the first strange thing you’ve done lately.”
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“Oh?” His comment was genuinely surprising and I  tried to think of
anything else…

“I suppose it isn’t anything big, really…” He laughed nervously. “Just…
little things.”

“Like  what?”  I  couldn’t  think  of  a  single  thing  I’ve  done  differently
lately.

“Well… you stopped drinking milk. You’ve been staying awake later,
you have nightmares almost every night…” He began counting each off on
his fingers and it occurred to me that he’s been waiting for some time to do
this. I had wondered why he seemed so preoccupied… “You have migraines
at least once a week, you use more spices when you cook… Hell, I couldn’t
even eat that chili. The cayenne just about burned a hole through my tongue!
What’s up with you lately?”

I  shook  my  head,  at  a  loss  for  words.  I  could  explain  my  surface
reasoning but not the cause behind that.  Milk simply does not taste good
anymore. I haven’t been getting tired until nearly four in the morning even
though my schedule has not changed. The nightmares… I remember nothing
of them. All I know is that I wake suddenly with my adrenaline racing and
Luke holding me with fear in his eyes. Bright lights trigger the migraines so I
have had to wear sunglasses most of the day and rarely drive at night thanks
to the increasingly popular LED headlights that seem to cut straight through
my skull. My taste buds seem to have changed recently as well and most
food tastes bland without a good dose of pepper or strong flavors like onions
and garlic. I could explain all that to him… but what good would it do? There
would still be the question as to why.

“And then there’s that.” Luke said, watching me.
“What?” I asked, shaking away my thoughts and wondering what I had

been doing.
“When  you  aren’t  focused  on  what  is  going  on  around  you,  you

become still.  Completely  still… like a statue.  I  don’t  think you were even
breathing just now. You didn’t used to do that.”

“I… didn’t notice.” I said lamely. Of course I didn’t notice – he had just
pointed out it happened when I wasn’t paying attention.

“Did something happen recently while you were at work?” He asked.
“Nothing I can think of.” I said after a moment. I work in an antique

and  second  hand  shop.  The  old  man  who  owns  it  has  developed  health
problems that make it difficult for him to run the place by himself. Of course
it’s difficult to pinpoint a strange occurrence in the shop since strange things
happen all the time. There are a lot of unusual people who manage to bring
in even more curious items.

“Hmm… Is  there a history of anything like this in your family?” He
asked, smiling as the waiter set our food down in front of us, hurrying away.
He picked at his pasta thoughtfully.

“I  don’t  know.  You  know  how  much  I  hate  talking  to  mom…”  I
muttered,  cutting  the  steak.  The  pink  meat  in  the  middle  simultaneously
disgusted and appealed to me as the juice began pooling around the pieces. I
hadn’t spoken to my mother in years, our contact limited to greeting cards on
holidays and birthdays. After dad died she started pushing me to move back
home and return to college. She seems to think I should study to become the
curator of a museum. I don’t know how much I’d like that, though. I like the
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relaxed  pace  of  the  antique  shop.  I’d  be  scared  to  touch  anything  in  a
museum.

“Maybe  it’s  time.  I  bet  she  misses  you  but  is  too  proud  to  say
anything.”  He  grinned.  I  shook  my head but  couldn’t  help  but  smile.  My
mother had been born to a wealthy family and had been to private schools,
etiquette lessons and all that stuff I’m glad I never had to sit through. She
looked almost regal even first thing in the morning. Where most people reach
for the alarm clock on waking, she grabbed a brush. Never a hair out of place,
never an uncontrolled word, never an apology or backward glance once she
made her mind up about something. We argued over my career choice, love
choice and general life choice the last time we talked. She wanted me to drop
it all and return home where she could supervise and make sure I succeeded
in life. I told her she was a domineering bitch and needed to keep her nose
out of my life. She said she would and hasn’t spoken to me since. I didn’t look
forward to the conversation we would have next but I know Luke would never
give up until I at least tried to talk to her. 

“She doesn’t  miss  me and I  don’t  want  to  talk  to  her.”  I  muttered
around a heavenly bite of steak. I seemed to get hungrier as I ate, quickly
spearing the next piece and not bothering with the steak sauce.

“Are you still worried about her trying to talk you into dumping me?”
He  asked,  his  amused  smile  fading  as  he  watched  me  eating  with  near
desperation. He set down his fork, his forehead wrinkling in concern.

When the  last  piece  was  gone  felt  a  brief  pang  of  disappointment
followed immediately by a need for more. My adrenaline began pumping and
I felt myself tense. An electric jolt of fear cut through me as I realized how
much I wanted more… meat… raw meat…

“Miranda?” Luke’s voice sounded weak and scared. I opened my eyes
to see him looking at me uncertainly.  A quick glance around showed that
most  of  the people  nearby were staring at  me, every eye trained on me
seemed vacant. “Maybe… we should go…”

“Yeah.” I whispered, looking at the faces still motionless and expectant
around me. Luke dropped a fifty dollar bill on the table as we hurried out. The
meal was almost half that but I didn’t object to the large tip. 

Once in the car Luke took a deep breath and closed his eyes, leaning
back into the headrest. 

“What,” He asked after a long silence. “was that?”
“I don’t know.” It was unsatisfactory but it was the only answer I had. 
“You’ve said that a lot tonight. I’ve never seen anything like that. Hell,

I’ve  never  felt  anything  like  it.”  He  shook  his  head,  starting  the  car  and
pulling out of the parking lot. 

“Felt?”  I  asked weakly,  starting to realize more and more just  how
strange my life had managed to get in a staggeringly short amount of time.

“It was…” He shook his head, at a loss for words. “It was a need. A
need to be as close to you as possible but only if you wanted me. I don’t
doubt everyone else felt the same way… but why? What did you do?”

I  shook my head,  not even able  to  speak this  time.  My throat  had
constricted as tears came to my eyes. I’d never heard that tone in Luke’s
voice before… wariness bordering fear. The rest of the ride home was silent
and he settled in his favorite chair, pretending to watch TV while covertly
observing me. I started to read but feeling his eyes on me, I soon gave up
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and went to the kitchen to clean. That took too little time and I was soon
unable to do more than stand in the door to the living room fidgeting. Finally,
exasperated, I grabbed the car keys and slipped out the door pretending I
didn’t see his look of relief as I passed the living room door. He didn’t ask
where I was going or when to expect me back. I felt a sinking in my stomach
as I slipped behind the wheel and turned the key. I listened to the persistent
dinging that was reminding me to buckle up. It took a long time to force my
hand to obediently fasten the safety belt and put the car in reverse. I didn’t
want to… I didn’t want to go back. I swore I never would… but Luke might be
right. Mother might have answers. 

With a frustrated groan I turned the car on the half forgotten path back
to my mother’s house.
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I pulled up to the gate and stopped the car. The old house was just
outside  the  city  in  the  twisting  maze  of  roads  that  had  not  yet  been
converted into something new and lifeless. The winding streets were plotted
by the founder of the city,  each lot  almost  a city block in size with thick
woods between each house.  It  was as close as you could get to living in
nature  around  here.  It  had  all  been  designed  for  the  founder’s  wealthy
friends, most of whom liked their  privacy.  From the main road no houses
were visible, large metal plaques declared the house number and in some
cases the family name. I glared at the aged bronze that reminded me that
this road would take me to see my mother, the last of the grand Selwoods. I
did not consider myself  to be from that family anymore.  Even though we
were not legally married I had changed my last name to Whittacer years ago.
Luke was my husband as far as I was concerned and neither of us saw cause
to involve the government in our private life. 

Leaving the car at the gate, I squeezed through the bars and began
the walk up the driveway. It was late and I was not expected so the gate was
locked. I had thrown that key along with the one to the house at mom after
our argument. My stomach churned nervously as I started running through
the possible ways I could apologize or at least justify my long silence. 

I came to a stop as the woods  fell away to reveal the house looming
out of the darkness like the great beast it was. I didn’t know whether to be
surprised to see that nothing had changed in all these years. The white house
towered three stories, thick columns supported a long balcony on the second
floor and looked for all the world like bony fingers. My heart skipped a beat
when I saw the golden glow of a light in the middle attic window… when I was
young mother would  light  that  window to welcome father  home when he
worked late. 

Tears stung my eyes as I scanned the other windows, the dark one on
the far right used to be my welcome. It was always on when Luke dropped
me off after a date… She was more willing to welcome home the dead than
the living. Somehow I doubted this would go well.  

I  trudged up  the  driveway,  listening  to  the  crackle  of  white  gravel
under my shoes. That brought a smile to my face and I sighed. I still wore my
battered old tennis shoes, the jeans with holes in the knees and wrinkled old
sweatshirt I preferred when at home. I had changed out of my nicer clothes
as  soon  as  we  got  back  from  dinner.  The  dinner  clothes  might  have
prevented yet another argument but she would simply have to accept that
her daughter liked to be comfortable as much as she liked being herself.
Someday she may be able to do it but until then reminders were necessary. 

I paused at the door, my hand raised to push the doorbell. Being so
close I found myself losing my resolution. My hand had begun to drop when
the door opened and mother stood staring at me in genuine surprise. 

We looked at each other in silence, her taking in my slovenly clothes
with disapproval. I was the one taking the brunt of the surprise, though, as I
realized she had not changed at all. Not a silver hair amid the dark auburn,
not a wrinkle on her perfect skin. She could have been my sister. 
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“Miranda, dear…” She said uncomfortably after a moment. “I hadn’t
expected you for… a while yet.”

“Yeah… I’m sure.” I found myself pushing back anger as always, not
happy that she knew I would be the one to break the silence. “I have a few
questions I need answered, though. Something strange has been going on
lately and Luke thinks it may be hereditary.”

“Oh.”  She  said  weakly,  reaching  over  to  flick  the  light  switch  that
would  turn  off  the  attic  light.  “Please,  come  inside.  I  do  not  think  our
conversation is one that should be overheard.”

I  looked behind  me,  not  sure who might  be  listening.  Mother  lived
alone out here, no neighbor in easy hearing or sight. I followed her through
the depressingly familiar hallways and into the parlor where she slowly sank
into her old crimson wingback chair. 

“I’ve been having nightmares I can’t remember lately.” I said after an
awkward silence. I was getting very tired of those kinds of silences. “I ate a
steak cooked rare today and you know how much I hate them cooked that
way. I…”

“Your  eyes  are  sensitive  to  light,  you  can’t  get  enough  garlic,  no
matter how much you eat you are still hungry, you are most tired at noon and
your intuition has been making more decisions lately than your mind.” She
interrupted  me  wearily,  lightly  resting  her  head  in  one  hand.  The
disappointment in her voice was more of a shock than her list of symptoms.
All true.

“Yes…” I said, dropping on to the couch beside her. “What is going
on?”

“You are awakening, dear.” She said, shaking her head. “But it is too
soon… Have  you  read  any  unusual  books  or  handled  any  old  items  that
seemed strange?”

“I don’t…” I began but suddenly I remembered the jewelry box. A man
had brought an old wooden jewelry box to the store not long ago. It  was
beautiful,  intricately carved with birds and trees. When I opened it the box
had shocked me but I hadn’t thought much of it at the time. Static electricity
zaps me all the time and it hadn’t occurred to me that wood doesn’t hold a
charge… “A jewelry box.”

“Decorated with a phoenix.” She gave me a short, sad laugh. She took
a deep breath, held it for a moment and released it slowly. “Alright, I suppose
it is time to tell you.”

“Tell me what?” I frowned, not liking the surrender in her voice.
“Miranda… we are not human.” She said slowly, holding up a hand as I

began to protest.  “Our race is  ancient,  forgotten by the humans.  We are
Entaent and we are few. To ensure survival we have hidden for a very long
time and must continue to do so. Your Entaent side is waking almost forty
years too soon but nothing can be done to stop it now that it has begun.”

“What is an Entaent?” I asked, feeling queasy again. This couldn’t be
real... but my mother is not known for her joking nature.

“We are guardians. And we are almost immortal. It is possible to be
killed but difficult. Though our origins are lost, some think we were the angels
God created though we have no physical wings. Those who can see beyond
the physical can see them.”

“So… we’re real angels?”
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“No.” She said uncomfortably and sighed, leaning back in her seat. Her
reluctance to continue was obvious. “There is no creature known or theorized
by humans that properly describes us. We are guardians of the earth and its
creatures – including humans. However… we… also need sustenance of an
uncommon variety. We feed on spirits. Dead spirits will keep you active but
will not quell your hunger. Living spirits are the only ones that will.”

“I have to eat souls?” I almost shouted, horrified and disbelieving. “You
have got to be kidding! No one can even prove they exist!”

“Calm down, dear. You will not be eating entire souls. I should hope
not, anyway. That would defeat the purpose of being a guardian. We take
small amounts – just enough to stop the hunger. Unfortunately there is only
one  simple  way  to  reach  the  spirit…”  She  turned  her  eyes  to  the  cold
fireplace, not able to look at me.

“And that would be…?” I prompted, impatient and unbelieving. This
was insane.

“Blood is the carrier of the spirit.” She turned to look at me reluctantly,
her eyes meeting mine. In the green depths of them I saw no humor, no lie. 

“I’m  a  freaking  vampire!?”  I  gasped.  Something  in  that  comment
jerked mom back into her usual self, cool and detached.

“Don’t  be crass,  dear.  If  you were a vampire I  would  have said  as
much. Those creatures wish they were like us.” 

“You just told me that we’re hard to kill, virtually immortal and drink
blood. Sounds like a vampire to me.” I said bluntly, deciding to humor her
even if this was all crazy. 

“If  you are wise,  dear,” She said slowly, her eyes flashing in anger.
“You will not compare us to those vermin. There are many who take offense
to it.”

“Okay, so what’s the difference?” I asked, sitting back and crossing my
arms over my chest. 

“Vampires were created long ago when a human sorcerer discovered
the truth about us and attempted to create a spell that would make him an
Entaent. Between his weak body and faulty spell it failed and he became a
vampire. A pale shadow of an Entaent. We cannot be harmed by crosses, holy
water, wooden stakes or garlic. In fact, garlic strengthens us. It purifies the
blood, destroying the imperfections we might have ingested. We can go out
in the day,  though we burn easily  and the bright light can cause terrible
headaches. A cloudy day is actually quite comfortable.”

“So… if those aren’t our weaknesses, what is?” I asked.
“Capture.  The movies attribute vampires  with  superhuman strength

but  we do not  have that  any more than they do in real  life.  We can  be
captured and trapped. Without blood our time is limited, though the amount
varies. The ingesting of spirit includes the ingesting of time. Each little bit we
take adds time to our lives. Eventually the time will run out.”

“You mean I’m going to be stealing years off of people lives?” I stood
and began pacing. “How can you expect me to believe this, mother? Even if I
believed it, what makes you think I would want to be like that?”

“I do not expect you to believe it at first. We agreed to let you grow up
as  a  normal  human,  without  the  weight  this  knowledge would  add.  Most
Entaents wake up  between their fortieth and sixtieth year, late enough to
understand that they will be able to make use of the knowledge they have
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gained over the years and avoid the inevitable pains and suffering that come
with aging. The price of survival is to take those same years of suffering away
from other people. You are too young to understand…”

“Alright… so supposing all this is the truth… what does that mean for
me?” I asked, suddenly very tired.

“It means you must give up many of the trappings of human life. I tried
to convince you to push Luke away because he will not understand… but now
you really must get him out of your life. It is not because I do not like him.”
She said hastily as I turned to begin our usual argument. “It is because you
will inevitably end up taking his blood and you will never be able to forgive
yourself for stealing his time.”

“I can’t just throw him aside!” I shouted at her. How could she think I
would steal his spirit? “Besides… I’m pregnant. I have to stay with him for the
child.”

I thought it quite an excellent excuse but knew my lie had failed when
she  shook  her  head  wearily.  “Please,  Miranda…  do  not  make  this  more
difficult than it needs to be. Humans are not compatible with Entaents. Even
if you remained with him, you would never bear a child by him. Besides, you
already have a husband waiting for you. Normally you would not meet him
until you were both ready but I think under the circumstances it would be
best if I contacted him. It is time you face the truth of your past as well as
your future.”

“What?”  I  demanded  through  clenched  teeth,  fists  balled  up in  an
attempt to hold back my fury. “You arranged a marriage for me? When did
this happen?”

“Yes. Shortly after you were born. That is an ancient Entaent tradition.
I know it seems terrible but you will see the truth of it when you meet him.”
She said shortly, walking toward the old desk in the corner of the room and
flipping through an old address book.

“I’m not going to marry some  vampire I’ve never met. Do you hear
me?”  I  shouted  as  I  left  the  room.  Left  the  house.  I  stormed  down  the
driveway, fuming the entire time. Once in the car I slammed it into drive and
peeled out, the clang of gravel hitting the gate granting some small amount
of satisfaction. 

It took every bit of my willpower to slow to the speed limit on the way
home. I had gone to mother hoping to find out I just had a strange variety of
cluster migraines that affected my appetite. How the hell would I explain all
this to Luke? Whether the part about Entaents was true or not, there was still
two big problems… My strange new habits bothered and scared Luke and
mother had arranged a marriage with some guy. I could only hope my lack of
purity would be enough to break things up. 

I pulled into the driveway and sat in silence for a moment. Chances are
the only way to get out of this would be to disappear. She couldn’t force me
to turn away from Luke and marry some stranger if  she couldn’t find me.
Taking a deep breath, I got out of the car and hurried into the house. “Luke,
pack a suitcase.” I called as I ran through a list of important papers we would
need to take with us. The rest I could hire movers to box and store until we
had time to come get them. “We need to get out of here. My mother has lost
her mind and…”
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“It won’t do any good to run away from this.” I froze at my mothers’
voice drifting to me from the living room. She sounded as calm as ever. I
slowly approached the door and looked in to see mom and Luke drinking
coffee on the couch. Luke’s eyes were worried as he looked at me. 

“How did you get here?” I asked, suddenly scared. I took the shortest
route home and never saw her pass me. Her car wasn’t outside, either.

“There  is  more  to  tell  than  what  can  be  explained  in  so  brief  a
conversation. It is obvious that you are not quite ready to hear the full extent
when  even  the simplest details elicit such a response.” She sipped at her
coffee as if she was not doing her best to destroy my hopes and dreams. I
couldn’t be some kind of blood sucking immortal… it was impossible…

“Mrs. Selwood was just telling me about your rare disease.”  Luke said
carefully. “She said you need to go to a clinic in Europe if there is any chance
for you to survive.”

“Disease?” I glared at her furiously. “So which is it, mother? Am I sick
or a vampire?”

“Vampire?” Luke looked from me to her, his worry deepening.
Though I didn’t blink, I didn’t see her move. One second she was sitting

on  the  couch,  the  next  she  was  inches  from me,  the  green  of  her  eyes
deepening to black. 

“Never,” She hissed. “Never compare us to them.”
I stepped back as her eyes returned to green. “What do you expect me

to think? You tell me some wild story that is utterly impossible, tell me I have
to leave Luke and marry some stranger and you think I’m not going to try and
get the hell away from you and all this nonsense? You expect me to just say
‘Alright, mother. No problem.’? It’s not going to happen. I may be sick but I’ll
go to the hospital and get an opinion from them.”

“That would be foolish.” She said softly,  returning to the couch and
retrieving the cup sitting on the edge of the coffee table. She ignored Luke as
he  shifted  slightly  away  from  her.  “You  are  awake  now.  Your  body  has
changed enough that the doctors would refuse to let you leave. At this point
you represent an anomaly and they will want to study you whether you like it
or not.  Everything from the arrangement of your organs to your DNA has
shifted enough that it no longer resembles that of a human.”

“What?” Luke asked weakly.
“I had tried to spare Luke the trouble involved in all of this but you

seem to prefer to put him in danger.” She looked from me to him. “There are
things in this world that most humans are unaware of. There is a world hiding
beneath the one you know and we are of that world. Most humans do not
wish to know about us or any of the other things going on because if they did
they would have to accept that not only are they not at the top of the food
chain but they have little or no control over the world around them. We are
content to remain unknown for our own safety as humans are notorious for
destroying that which they do not understand or like.”

“So… how does knowing what you are put me in danger?” He asked,
looking from me to mom and back. I dropped into one of the chairs opposite
them to listen. Maybe it would all make more sense if I heard it as explained
to a human… but I doubted it. 

“There are  many reasons  it  is  dangerous  for  you.  Foremost  is  that
Miranda will have a duty to help keep the humans from becoming aware of
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the hidden world. There are some who think it is time to let ourselves be
known and hate that they cannot overthrow our decision to keep things as
they are. The most troublesome ones are the vampires. Most of them wish to
make themselves known because of the popularity of vampires in books and
movies.  There  are  so  many  young  people  pretending  to  be  vampires
nowadays that they are certain it will be safe. They envy our kind and make
trouble  for  us  whenever  possible…  As  soon  as  they  become  aware  of
Miranda, and it will happen very soon, you will become a target. They will
hurt you to hurt her.”

“I can wear a cross and keep them away that way, right?” He asked,
his expression somewhere between worried and skeptical.

“Traditionally, yes. This is modern times, though. If they cannot reach
you in person they will shoot you from a distance.”

“And the other reason he is in danger?” I asked, afraid I already knew
the answer.

“If  you  say  or  do  anything,”  She  said  gently  but  firmly,  her  eyes
holding his.  “To compromise our secrecy and safety,  I  will  kill  you myself
even if it means my daughter will never forgive me. It is far more important
that she lives than that she loves me. Do you understand?”

“Yes.” He said weakly. I didn’t know whether to take her seriously or
not – I just couldn’t imagine my prim and proper mother killing anyone.

“There are some things that don’t add up.” I said, breaking the silence.
“Such as?” Mom turned to me and raised a questioning eyebrow.
“You  said  we’re  practically  immortal.  Nearly  impossible  to  kill.  How

could dad die, then? Couldn’t have been a mugging.” I thought I had found a
flaw but my confidence wavered when I saw tears begin to gather in her
eyes. 

“I knew I would have to tell you some day but I had hoped it would be
much later… when it was farther away.” She closed her eyes, holding the
empty coffee cup tightly. “A new vampire clan had moved in to the city and
had taken on a habit of leaving a terrible mess behind. They were attempting
to overthrow our position as guardians… he went out to fight them alone one
night and discovered too late that he had miscalculated their numbers. He
was….”

We waited in silence when her voice caught in her throat and she had
to take a moment to collect herself. I’d never seen her so emotional… Finally
she continued. “They tore him apart… burned him to ashes, powdered his
bones and scattered him to the winds. We regenerate at an incredible rate…
but without anything to regenerate from we simply cease to be.”

Her tears more than her words convinced me that she might be telling
the truth about all this. Luke was the first to speak. “I’m sorry for your loss,
Mrs.  Selwood.  I  can’t  imagine  what  I  would  do  if  anything  happened  to
Miranda. I want to do anything I can to help.”

“Then  you  will  leave  her.  Move  away  and  never  return.”  She  said
softly, wiping away a tear. She held up her hand to silence me before I even
took a breath to form the protests bubbling up. “I understand you love her
and I know that she loves you as well… but you must consider how this will
affect her.  You cannot imagine losing her… and I  doubt you will.  She will
never be sick, her wounds will mend quickly and she will not die even if shot
in the heart… but she will outlive you by many centuries and the longer you
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are with her the harder it will be for her to watch you grow old and die while
she remains young. If your love is true… you will leave for her sake. You will
find someone else and raise a family. I am sure she would want you to be
happy even if it means being without her. I know it will hurt at first but in
time it will pass. Please consider this before you decide to remain with her.”

I winced as he remained silent, thinking about this. She had struck a
nerve with the mention of family. We had been trying for years to have a
child  with  no  success.  At  last  he  looked  up  at  me.  “I  cannot  make  this
decision without you. Would you rather I leave or do you think you would be
happier if I remained. We could still raise a family and when the time came
you would still have the children…”

I couldn’t tell him and knew I wouldn’t have to. Mother spoke again,
her voice gentle and apologetic.  “You will  never have a child by her.  We
cannot bear the children of humans.”

Again he fell to disappointed silence and mother turned to me. “Please
understand, Miranda. Think before you refuse to let him go. I know how you
feel  about the plans your father and I  made but I  assure you it is not as
terrible as it seems. If you refuse to consider the man chosen for you, if you
remain with Luke, you will have to protect him almost constantly as he will be
targeted by many creatures and spells. When at last he dies whether because
you failed to protect him or he simply gets old or falls ill… you will be alone.
You  will  watch  the  generations  of  humans grow old  and die  yet  you  will
remain.  Marriages  are  arranged  very  carefully  and  with  good  reason  –  it
ensures each of us has an anchor. Some fall to madness if they are alone too
long.”

I held her gaze, disturbed by the helpless fear I saw hidden behind her
eyes. “What about you, then?” I asked softly. She had been alone since dad
died.

“I  am waiting  for  someone  suitable  to  be  found.  The  Grandmaster
contacted me last week to let me know that it would not be long now.” She
took a deep breath and sat up straighter.

“Grandmaster?”  I  frowned,  more  complications  to  be  taken  in  to
consideration. “How would anyone know who to send?”

“The Grandmaster is the oldest of us. I’ve met him only once but I’m
sure you will like him. We all go to see him when we first waken fully. Within
the month I have no doubt someone will be sent to bring you to him. He is
the one who arranges marriages and keeps records of all of us.”

“How does he decide who will marry whom?” I frowned, not liking that
my future rested on some decrepit old man.

“He uses magic, of course.” She almost smiled. “He has a spell that
points to those who will be compatible. Sometimes it takes a while, though.
I’ve been on the list since your father died but no one is wakened who would
get along with me… I suppose I am a little too old fashioned for most.”

The disappointment in her voice was unmistakable and I moved to sit
in the wide space between mother and Luke on the couch, wrapping my arms
around her. She tensed at first, the hug unexpected after so many years but
soon she relaxed and returned the hug. “It will all work out, mom.” I couldn’t
believe I was about to defend the system I had been arguing against all night.
“If he found dad I’m sure he’ll find someone just as great.”
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I sat back and closed my eyes as I became aware of a wonderful scent,
spicy and sweet. It made my stomach growl, the steak I had eaten seeming a
distant memory. “Luke? Are you cooking something?”

“No…” He said, confused. 
“Luke.” The urgency in mom’s voice brought my eyes open. “You need

to go for a walk. Think about what you have heard and return in an hour or
two, alright?”

“What? He can’t go for a walk this late at night! This isn’t exactly the
greatest neighborhood…” I protested.

“Dear, you’re hungry and as long as he is here it is not safe.” She
stood, gently pulling Luke’s arm to encourage him to stand. I looked at him in
surprise, that smell was coming from him?

“Hungry? She… would actually drink my blood?” He asked in disbelief.
“If she gets hungry enough, yes.” Mom said, pulling him toward the

hallway. “It is strong during waking. It will be safe to return in an hour. By
then I will have helped her find food.”

I jumped up and followed them, annoyed that she felt I couldn’t be
trusted with Luke. “Mom, I’m not going to bite him or anything. If it will make
you feel better he can take my car, alright?”

I handed Luke the keys and smiled apologetically. He leaned forward
as he took them and I started to give him the usual quick kiss goodbye but
that scent filled my senses and the kiss lengthened. I didn’t care that mom
was standing right there, I never wanted that kiss to end. 

We were jerked back to reality far too soon and when I was able to
focus my eyes again it was to see mom standing between me and Luke, her
eyes black and her skin pale, her features drawn tight in fear. “What are you
doing?”

“Just… kissing him goodbye…” I said uncertainly, the black eyes just
looked wrong on her and it was seriously creepy.

“You  have  no  idea  what  you  just  did…”  She  whispered  nervously,
turned to Luke. He stood where he was, that same dazed look on his face I
had  seen  on  those  people  in  the  restaurant.  Drawing  a  hand  back,  she
slapped him. I started to protest but he blinked a few times and shook his
head, looking at me with something approaching fear. “Go now.”

He turned and went down the hall without another word, his footsteps
faster than they usually were. After a moment mom slowly turned, concern in
her eyes. “You didn’t mean to do it, did you?”

“Do what?” I asked, though I felt my heart skip a beat when I realized I
wasn’t hungry anymore. 

“You fed on him. I’ve only seen the Grandmaster feed that way… I’ve
never known anyone else strong enough to take the spirit without drawing
blood as well.” She returned to the couch, wringing her hands nervously. “I
understand now why the Grandmaster arranged for you to marry his son. He
will no doubt be powerful as well.”

“Wait, wait, wait… I stole some of Luke’s spirit?” I suddenly felt sick. 
“You  took  about  five  years  off  of  his  life.”  She said  quietly  as  she

looked up at me. “But now you see why you must send him away. Can you
promise him it  won’t happen again? Can you live with yourself  when you
accidentally steal so much time from him that he dies in your arms?”
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“But… I love him…” I sat heavily next to her, unable to hold back tears
as I realized she was right. I couldn’t promise not to do that again. I had
hardly noticed I was doing it that time.

“I know… and I am sorry. I should have found a way to break you away
from him years  ago.  I  kept  thinking  maybe  you  would  get  tired  of  him,
though.  Maybe  you  would  turn  away  from him on  your  own… I’m  sorry,
Miranda. I’m so sorry for putting you in this position.” She held me close and
let me cry until there were no tears left. 

“How…  did  you  know  how  much  time  I  took  from  him?”  I  asked
hesitantly. 

“After you’ve done this for a while you learn how to gauge how much
time someone has based on the strength of their spirit. You can control how
much you take. If I hadn’t stopped you, you might have drained him before
realizing what you were doing.”

“What am I going to do?” I whispered, leaning back and closing my
eyes. “I can’t imagine life without him.”

“That is only because it is all  you  have known. I  own many houses
around the city… I will arrange for you to move in to one of them. I must ask
that you change your name back to Selwood, though. You need to distance
yourself from him or he will be a target. If you move fast no one that matters
will be aware of his connection to you. There is not much time, though. You
are waking faster than anyone I’ve seen before. Once fully wakened there will
be no question as to what you are to any non-human.”

“Alright.” My throat almost closed as I said the word. I didn’t want to
leave… but I couldn’t do that to Luke again. I had no doubt that once he
realized what I  had done he would always be a little nervous around me,
afraid to kiss me. What a way to end a relationship.

I forced myself to stand and with mom’s help, I was packed by the time
Luke returned.
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I stood in the empty room, motionless and hollow. Luke had been wary
of me when he first returned and was not as troubled as I had hoped by the
stacked suitcases that left a narrow passage by the door. He sat across the
room from me and listened as I explained why I had to leave and though I
saw him holding back tears as I left, he did not hug me and I couldn’t bring
myself  to  kiss  him.  With  our  goodbyes  said,  I  loaded  my  car  with  the
suitcases  and  returned  to  mom’s  house.  That  night  she  made  all  the
arrangements and after only one day the house was ready. Yesterday crews
had  swarmed  over  the  house,  fixing  anything  that  needed  fixed,  double
checking to make sure the wiring and plumbing were updated and working,
cleaning  the  dust  of  the  last  few  months  off  of  everything.  The  house
sparkled and smelled like lemons.

I knew I should be pleased. It was a nice two story house in a good part
of the city. I could hear children laughing and playing down the street and
there was a gentle scratching of thorns as a rosebush brushed against the
window. The gardeners mom hired were in the yard mowing, watering and
pulling weeds from the neglected flower beds. Though there was no furniture
right now mom had told me we would go shopping later this afternoon. She
would  get  me anything  I  wanted.  While  all  the  work  had  been going  on
yesterday we went to get my name changed back. I was a Selwood again and
mother made sure I understood that was more than a word. I had a bank card
that  would  allow me to charge anything to the Selwood account  which,  I
discovered, was staggeringly large. Dad had been good with investments and
between  his  stocks  and  rent  from all  the  properties  he  and  mother  had
purchased, the account had done nothing but grow. 

With a heavy sigh I went to see the rest of the house. The front door
opened to an entry room with built in benches to either side and coat racks in
each corner. A long hall stretched straight forward, bisecting the house. It
ended in a door that led to a screened in porch looking over the gardens and
pond in the back yard. The first door on the left went to the large dining
room,  the second to  the kitchen.  The far  wall  of  the  kitchen had a  door
leading to the utility room. The right side of the hallway had doors leading to
a parlor, a bathroom and the living room. A staircase in the parlor led to what
would no doubt turn into my library and two bedrooms. 

It wasn’t big, really… but it would do. I sat against the wall of the open
upstairs landing, content to wallow in self pity until mom showed up. The light
cream colored paint on the blank walls seemed almost like it was mocking
me, cheerful in its lack of suffering. I closed my eyes and let my head thump
back against the wall. 

“Miranda Selwood?” The unfamiliar, deep voice jerked me out of my
mental rut. I looked up, expecting to see one of the gardeners, but what I saw
was a tall man with thick auburn hair and deep green eyes. He wore a simple
dark gray business suit and was looking at me as if someone had made a
mistake. 

“Yes?” I pushed myself up, knowing I didn’t look like much in my jeans
and old t-shirt but I didn’t like the doubt in his voice. 
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“Yes…” He glued a professional smile to his face and nodded. “Alright.
The Grandmaster needs to see you.”

“What?  Now?  Umm…  My  mom  is  going  to  be  coming  soon…”  I
frowned, suddenly very nervous. 

“Yes. Now. Don’t worry, this usually doesn’t take long.” He chuckled as
I stood and started to walk toward the stairs. Stepping forward, he rested a
hand on my shoulder, gestured and after a stomach churning lurch, we were
no longer in my house. We stood in what could only be described as a palace.
The smooth white marble floors and walls were interspersed with beautiful
tapestries and rugs. Graceful wooden tables held artfully arranged books and
vases of fresh flowers. I  very quickly put my hands in my pockets just to
make very sure I  didn’t  touch anything.  The hand on my shoulder gently
guided me to a door on the right and into a slightly less grand library. Heavy,
dark bookcases lined the windowless walls. Three chairs and a sofa covered
in deep green leather took up the center of the room. One of the chairs was
occupied by a young man with what I was coming to see as Entaent features.
High  cheekbones,  narrow  nose,  strong  brow,  auburn  hair…  but  when  he
looked up it was eyes the color of sapphire that rested on me. Was this the
guy they were going to make me marry? I could fall into those eyes…

“Ahh, Ms. Selwood.” He smiled knowingly and I found myself blushing.
“I am Grandmaster Sarmentum.”

“I… uhh… Nice to meet you.” I finished lamely, doubly embarrassed.
Hell of a first impression. The Grandmaster chuckled and stood, walking over
to take my hand, kissing it lightly before releasing me.

“A pleasure to meet you as well.” His eyes seemed to sparkle as he
motioned me to sit. I took the chair opposite the one he had been sitting in
and cursed silently as my head swung around almost involuntarily toward the
door. I could smell  that spicy scent again… not sweet this time but it still
made my stomach growl. Mother had taken me yesterday to show me how to
feed. My teeth were getting noticeably sharper but she still had to puncture a
hole in the wrist of the chosen victim for me. That man, too, had been all
spice and no sweetness. The blood didn’t have the metallic taste I remember,
either.  It  had taken mom some time to convince me to try it.  I  felt  dirty
afterward but the hunger was completely gone. I hadn’t eaten today, though
and that scent was almost overwhelming.

“I didn’t think you had eaten today so I took the liberty of arranging
something for you.” His soft laugh brought my attention back. “I know it is
difficult to hunt for the first few weeks. Breaking the human conditioning is
not easy but perhaps I can set your mind at ease.’

The scent became even stronger as the door opened and a I heard a
dark muttering, barely audible. I looked back to see a man in handcuffs being
escorted in by two guards. He glared at the Grandmaster and took a breath
to say something but stopped, his eyes taking on that distant look that I had
seen far too often lately. I glanced at the Grandmaster and saw him focusing
on  the  man,  holding  his  eyes.  I  cleared  my  throat  to  get  his  attention,
knowing the man would remain in thrall  until  one of us broke it.  “Who is
that?” 

“He is  a  convict.  He  viciously  stabbed two women to  death  in  the
parking lot of a mall. He was released on a technicality. Police error. We do
not like having people like this running loose so he was brought here. I’m
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sure you have noticed the scent on humans. A warm, sweet scent surrounds
good people and a spicy scent for bad. With that it is very easy to tell who
deserves to die and who does not in a moment. There is nothing good in this
man anymore.” He gestured for me to go to him. “Drink your fill. I doubt you
have had a chance to do that yet and it will  do you a lot of good. Do not
worry about killing the man – he deserves to die.”

I wanted to politely refuse, I wanted to cling to what little humanity I
felt in myself. I didn’t want to kill… but… the scent was almost intoxicating
and without being aware of walking the space between us, I found myself
standing in front of the convict. His eyes were unfocused as he waited. The
guards had retreated to the door, knowing they would not be needed. I was
still not comfortable with the idea of drawing blood so I stood on my toes to
bring my head up to his and kissed him, surrendering to the scent as I did
once before. Just like the last time I lost myself  in it  as the man became
responsive, returning the kiss. This time I released him of my own will as his
scent began to grow faint. When at last I stepped back he slumped to the
floor, his expression one of contentment and he fell into a sleep. 

“Impressive.” The Grandmaster murmured as I returned to my seat.
“You have a good feel for the spirit. You left him almost exactly one year.
Your  mother  had  told  me  you  could  feed  that  way  but  I  was  uncertain
whether to believe her. It takes much more skill,  concentration and effort.
Few are able to do it.”

“It… comes naturally…” I said hesitantly, feeling my chest tighten at
the memory of that first kiss. He spoke as if it were an honor but it seemed
more like a curse. Would this happen any time I kissed anyone?

“Only  if  you  want  it  to.”  He  said  and  laughed  at  my  panicked
expression. “I’m sorry… you were thinking very loudly.”

“You  can  read  my  mind?”  My  voice  was  weak  as  fear  and
embarrassment fought for control. 

“Yes. I usually avoid doing so out of respect for those around me but
you were broadcasting. In time you will be able to control how much is visible
to others. If you like I can put you in contact with someone who will teach
you. If you would rather learn on your own I have a book you can borrow.” He
smiled as I  relaxed and looked to the guards still  standing silently by the
door. “Take him to the town the victim’s families live in. Leave him on a park
bench. If the relatives do not kill him he will have a chance to redeem himself
before death.”

I watched the men drag the enthralled convict out absently. It hadn’t
occurred  to  me that  people  might  be able  to  hear  my thoughts… it  was
unnerving to say the least. I felt another of those awkward silences coming
on. “So… Somehow I doubt you asked me here just to make sure I’m eating
well and to offer a book loan.”

“That  was part of the reason, actually.” He chuckled, picking up the
book he had been reading. “The other part was to answer any questions you
might have. Most of those who are newly awakened have more questions
than their parents can or will answer.”

“That’s putting it mildly.” I sighed, sorting through the list of questions.
“I’m still having trouble accepting all of this to begin with. I grew up thinking
vampires and whatnot were just Hollywood creatures and I’ve never even
heard of Entaents. This all came out of nowhere and the only reason I give it
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any credit  at  all  aside from almost  killing my boyfriend,  is  that  I  just  got
teleported to a castle from my house. Mom mentioned spells but… it just
feels so surreal.”

“I imagine it must. Most of the creatures you see in movies do exist in
some form. Many of them are made bigger than life to add to the excitement
but they do exist. Magic exists in another form, though there are rarely words
or  anything of  the sort.  We do use gestures but  it  is  not  necessary.  The
‘spells’ we use are simply an enforcement of will. The gestures are a form of
conditioning that helps in the casting even in times of stress and distraction.”
He leaned back in his chair and closed his eyes, smiling to himself as he
continued. It was obvious he had given this talk many times and, rather than
be bored by it, he enjoyed it. “All living creatures with brains complex enough
to support an intelligence at least equal to humans are capable of performing
magic. Humans are just as capable as any other creature and some of them
make an effort to use it. However, we above all other species are best suited
to  the  use.  Our  will  is  stronger  than  most  and  more  in  tune  with
that-which-is.”

“That-which-is?” I asked, raising an eyebrow.
“Some call  it God. The best description I’ve heard from a human is

Tao.” He opened his eyes and seemed to look straight through me. “I know
you feel it. Even before we awaken we are aware of it constantly. Because of
that you may not realize what it is or even that it is unusual to feel.”

“You’re right about that. I have no idea what you’re talking about.” I
admitted. 

“I can show you.” In a fluid motion he was out of his chair and kneeling
in front of me. I caught myself before thinking anything too embarrassing as
those eyes held mine and started reciting ‘twinkle, twinkle, little star’. The
laugh filled his eyes first, then made itself known vocally. “Well, I suppose
that’s one way to mask your thoughts.”

I  knew  I  was  blushing  and  wished  I  could  control  that,  too.  The
Grandmaster touched a finger to my forehead and closed his eyes. After a
moment everything changed. Colors seemed more bland and lifeless, the air
seemed… empty yet it pushed in on me. I felt like I was in a cage… alone… 

Slowly the Grandmaster opened his eyes and stood, returning to his
seat. Slowly everything returned to normal. The world around me came back
to life and I sat in mute silence simply enjoying the fullness of something I
had taken for granted all my life. 

“Now you  know how the  average  human  sees  the  world.”  He  said
softly, giving me a chance to reacquaint myself with that-which-is. “There is a
reason we are here. While none of them are fully aware of their purpose we
know ours.  Most  of  them are  incapable  of  seeing or  feeling  some of  the
creatures that live alongside them. Part of it is because these creatures do
not wish to be seen and part of it is that the humans do not want to see. This
does not mean the creatures do not wish the humans ill. It is our job to keep
the humans safe. We cannot save them all, nor should we. Survival of the
species is hardly an issue… but there is an order that must be kept. When
problems arise you must see to them. Your mother will be giving you some of
her  properties  and  stocks  to  ensure  you  remain independently  wealthy.
Without  a  job  you  will  be  free  to  go  where  you  are  needed  whenever
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necessary. For a time your mother will remain to help if help is needed but
eventually she will move to somewhere she is needed.”

“For a time? How long is ‘a time’? Why does she have to leave?” I
frowned, not happy that  the first  time I’ve actually  gotten along with my
mother since grade school will be cut short.

“Forty or fifty years, most likely. Long enough to make sure you have
control over your abilities and have gained enough strength, both spiritual
and social, to support yourself.” 

“Where will she go?” I relaxed, glad I wouldn’t have to deal with all this
on my own.

“It is not decided yet. We will see where she and her husband will be
needed.” He opened his book again, flipping a few pages. New husband… I
had almost forgotten about that and the thought of the arranged marriages
filled me with bitterness. 

“Why do we have to have arranged marriages? Why can’t we just get
all the singles together once a year and let them decide for themselves?” I
asked. 

“Because  this  saves  time  and  prevents  errors.”  He  smiled  at  my
derisive snort. “And you only support the system. Come here. I will show you
how it is done.”

I  walked  over  to  stand  beside  him  and  look  down  at  the  book.  It
showed my family tree with me at the bottom next to… Drake. “I… have a
brother?”

“Yes. He is almost three hundred years old now. He and his wife guard
a European city and some of the surrounding forest.”

“Why didn’t mom tell me?” I asked, growing angry. All these years I
thought I was an only child!

“Because she would have had to explain everything. Whether it was
because you were not ready or because she was not ready I do not know. I
would be surprised if it were not both.” He did not look up from the book as
he spoke and I took advantage of the next pause.

“Why is there such an age difference? Wouldn’t it have been easier to
raise us together?”

“Yes and no. It is not about ease, you see. Entaent women can bear
only two children in their lifetime. Most have their first within ten years of
wakening. The second is often saved until  much later when they wish for
further companionship and have time to enjoy the experience fully.” He sat
silent after finishing, giving me a moment to consider this and waiting for my
next comment. Again I had the distinct impression this was almost scripted.

“But you can’t choose when to have kids. It just happens. Some people
try for years and others have kids they don’t want.” I protested. 

“That is the way for humans. We make the choice consciously. You will
not have a child until you want one.” He rested his finger on mother’s name
on the family tree. “Now, watch and you will see.”

The air began to feel almost as if it was charged with static and when
he removed his finger a bright starburst of light glowed there. He turned the
book so that  I  could see the side.  Quite a few of  the pages glowed with
varying intensities. He turned to one of the dimmer pages and one name had
a faint light over it. “So… that means he is compatible?”
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“Exactly.  Somewhat.  Not  the best match by far but they would get
along quite well.” He turned to the brightest page, one that was almost as
bright as the spot of light over mother’s name. “This is the one she will be
paired with. He is almost half her age but he, too, has had his two children
and his wife pass recently. Once he has finished grieving and is ready to have
someone else in his life, he will go to your mother. I doubt there will be a
romantic relationship for many years, though.”

He  closed  the  book  and  set  it  on  the  table  beside  him,  the  lights
dimming as contact was broken. I returned to my seat thoughtfully. “So…
they don’t have to be married right away?”

“In a way the word ‘married’ is misleading. It has become accepted
because with very few exceptions, those who are matched will fall  in love
over time. In truth this is simply a partnership. It is necessary to work with
someone for many reasons. You need someone you trust to be nearby in case
of an emergency, you need someone to talk to in the long years that will
make up your life.  You need someone who understands your problems, fears
and  joys.  None  will  fault  you  if  you  never  marry  the  person  in  the
conventional  sense.  There  are  some  who  have  been  together  for  many
hundreds of years as nothing more than friends. If this is what you wish it will
be accepted.” He smiled at my relief. “You mentioned a party… we do have
one every year to break the monotony. There is a costume ball here where
you  can  meet  the  others,  make  contacts  and  if  you  are  not  emotionally
attached to your partner, you may find someone in a similar state.”

“That sounds like a lot of fun.” I smiled, liking the idea of a costume
ball in the grand hall I first saw. “When is it?”

“All Hollow’s Eve, of course.” He chuckled. “The humans know it to be
the one night of the year when the spirits are free to do as they will. It is a
sort of compromise we offer them. For one night the creatures of spirit are
given free run and the humans are fully aware of the danger. From dusk until
dawn the next morning, we can do nothing to prevent them from causing
trouble with the exception of those who seek to cause harm to our loved ones
or homes.”

“So  all  these  creatures  know about  us?”  I  frowned.  “I  thought  our
existence was a secret from everyone.”

“Most are unaware. Some, mostly the vampires, do know that we exist
as a species… but  they are  not often aware of  our  identities.  When they
discover  one of  us it  almost  always causes problems.  Unfortunately,  your
father worked more openly than most and did not call your mother to help
him when he realized he had been ambushed. She still finds ways to blame
herself  for  his decision.”  He shook his head sadly.  “When she discovered
what had happened… Ahh, Miranda, you would have been proud of her. She
avenged his death well. She called in your brother and his wife – together the
three destroyed the vampire clan responsible. Word travels fast among that
type and they still tiptoe around us.”

“I  had  wondered  if  she  did  anything…”  I  said  quietly,  still  having
trouble imagining mother killing vampires. “I couldn’t ask her, though. Just
talking about him dying was almost too much for her.”

“I know. That is why I told you. Keep in mind they have been punished.
Vengeance has been had. When you encounter vampires yourself it will be
important to keep your temper. They may not be as powerful as us but they
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are dangerous in large numbers.  Soon they will  know a new Entaent has
wakened and they will seek you out. They may already be aware of you. Your
mother will make sure they cannot catch you off guard and alone.”

“How  can  she  do  that  without  being  by  my  side  all  the  time?”  I
frowned. Our relationship may be getting better but I still had no interest in
going back to having her hover over me.

“In time you will  understand.  There is  a  connection that  cannot  be
broken.  She  is  always  aware  of  your  state.  She knows if  you  are  happy,
angry, sad or hurt. A burst of fear will bring her to your side in an instant.” His
smile faded slowly. “There is one favor I must ask of you, though. She has
never overcome her hatred of the vampires and from what Drake has told me
it may be best if she is watched very carefully when the time comes. She
may not be able to control herself if you are threatened. Watch her eyes, her
motions. When we access the power of that-which-is directly, our eyes turn
black. She is powerful even by our standards but you are more so. It may fall
to you to protect the vampires from her. When they confront you it will be to
test the waters. If there is an attack it will not be lethal. If you are fought to a
standstill or to a point where they know you would not survive if they went
further, they will back away and consider you weak. If you sway them or fight
them to a similar standstill you must stop there. Do not kill them. To do so
would  prove  you  uncontrolled  and  unreliable.  As  guardians  we  are
negotiators above all else. If we can solve a problem with words – we do. We
fight only as far as we have to in order to make our point. All creatures have
a right to live, even the unsavory ones. Make sure your mother remembers
this.” 

I nodded, thinking this over. He stood suddenly and motioned to one of
the guards I hadn’t noticed returning. “I believe your mother is waiting for
you. We will speak again another time. Good luck, Miranda Selwood.” 

There wasn’t a chance to say goodbye before the heavy hand dropped
on my shoulder again and I found myself standing alone in my house, the
front door ten feet away. I jumped as the knocking on the front door echoed
through the empty rooms. When I pulled open the door mom smiled at me. 

“So, how was your visit with the Grandmaster?”
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That night I lay in the most comfortable bed I’d ever had, gazing up at
the gauzy drapes that encircled it. I had always wanted a four-poster bed like
this… it  made me feel  like a princess.  The room no longer reflected that
emptiness that I still couldn’t shake off and though I was pleased with all my
new furniture, I couldn’t push aside my unhappiness. The cold, empty spot
next to me kept me awake. 

I finally stood and pulled on the long, bright green silk robe mother had
bought  for  me.  It  matched  my  eyes.  I  decided  to  have  another  look  at
everything and make a list of what was forgotten. If I was to be stuck awake, I
might  as  well  make  use  of  the  time.  A  glance  in  the  room beside  mine
showed that nothing was forgotten. Mother had insisted it be made into a
guest room and asked if she could decorate it. How could I refuse? Of course
she  had  chosen  all  masculine  furniture.  A  bed  similar  to  mine,  a  solid
wardrobe,  a  dark  leather  recliner  and  an  antique  standing  mirror.  The
pictures she had chosen were large forest and waterfall scenes that I was
sorely tempted to trade for the seascapes I had chosen for mine. 

What was to be a library was still virtually empty. A little extra money
thrown around could motivate most companies into an express delivery but
the one we bought the bookshelves from simply could not make time until
tomorrow.  There  were  two  heavy  chairs  and  a  single  floor  lamp  arching
gracefully between them for the moment. 

At  the  bottom  of  the  stairs  was  the  parlor  I  had  decided  would
definitely be made into a studio. The large windows of the corner room would
allow sufficient light. I had left most of my painting supplies with Luke so we
had purchased new paints, brushes and a stack of canvas. Shelving had been
installed on one wall and a large wooden trunk under one of the windows
successfully  held  the  blank canvas.  The easel  was  set  with  one of  them,
waiting for an image. It had been a long time since I had had the desire or
need to  paint.  My supplies  at  Luke’s  house had dust  on them… I  sighed
heavily, running a hand down the canvas. 

Turning away from there I went through the small door that led to the
living room and smiled faintly.  It  was  a  dream.  A sectional  couch  curved
elegantly around to create a partition around the large flat screen television.
Two mostly empty shelves framed it,  the one on the right holding a DVD
player and the one on the left the 100 disc CD player I had always wanted.
Both were empty for now, I would have to shop for music and movies another
time.  An  empty  aquarium  took  up  nearly  six  feet  of  wall  space  on  the
opposite side of the room. I had always loved watching mom’s fish when I
was a child and couldn’t resist when she pointed out this wonderful  tank.
Tomorrow it  would be filled with some of  the beautiful  tropical  fish I  had
chosen this afternoon. 

Crossing the hall I stepped into the beautiful kitchen. Mother certainly
had  a  way  with  money  and  people,  she  had  given  a  team  of  interior
decorators a generous budget and challenged them to turn it in to an old
world kitchen in one day promising that a success meant they would walk
away with one thousand dollars in addition to whatever was not spent. They
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outdid themselves. The muted colors typical to the style were rich and warm,
grape vine accents were simple and attractive. A small bistro table with two
chairs  sat  next  to  the  window  in  the  nook  created  by  the  bisecting
countertop. Ahh! So much counter space! Though I know mother hired a cook
as much for company as a desire not to spend all her time in the kitchen, I
enjoy cooking and this was taken in to account. Some of the space below the
dark wood cabinets had been filled with what seemed to be more cabinets,
but the panels lifted and slid on tracks to reveal the smaller appliances and
outlets without ruining the smooth butcher-block countertop.

I  drifted to  the dining room and shook my head,  smiling.  This  was
another room mom had requested permission to decorate. I was willing to let
her do so since I was not particularly interested. I never entertained and we
didn’t have a dining room in Luke’s house, just a disused table in the corner
of the kitchen. Most of the time we ate while watching a movie in the living
room. My smile faded as I looked away from the elegant oak table and chairs.
She had chosen a forest theme again with the paintings and heavy curtains
echoed the deep greens in them. A small chandelier light fixture twinkled an
amber glow that almost matched the reflections on the water in one of the
paintings of a sunset over a woodland lake. 

It was and wasn’t my house… my house was not so empty. My house
had love in it. This was a shell. Now thoroughly depressed, I decided it was
time  to  hit  one  of  the  oh-so-popular  twenty-four  hour  everything  stores.
Usually when I’m depressed I watch a movie but at the moment that’s not
possible. There are no DVDs and no amount of bribery seems to be enough to
get the cable company to put me at the top of their connection list. 

I quickly changed into  some normal clothes and grabbed my keys. I
locked the door and got into my car, flicking the button to lock the car doors
as  well.  I  smiled  guiltily  as  I  remembered  that  sort  of  precaution  is  not
necessary around here. The drive was a lot shorter and the parking lot nearly
empty when I pulled in. Four in the morning is not prime shopping time. As I
pushed the button to lock the car I felt a shift in the air behind me and felt
warm breath on my ear. 

“Well… if it isn’t a little Entaent girl.” I turned, backing in to the car.
How could someone sneak up so close like that? The man who stood looking
at me with an amused smile seemed barely more than a teenager. He had
that gothic look that so many of them did, long black hair styled with too
much gel, thick black eyeliner, dark clothes and more piercing than seemed
really necessary. His dark eyes had an almost luminous redness to them that
could be attributed to contact lenses but I was sure they were real. His smile
widened and my eyes fell on the sharp points of his teeth. “You realize this
area belongs to my clan? You are trespassing.”

Taking a deep breath I reminded myself to keep civil and diplomatic. I
honestly had no idea what I would do if he attacked me. “I have no quarrel
with you or your clan. I am not here to hunt. If you wish to accompany me to
see that I speak the truth you are welcome to do so.”

He raised a pierced eyebrow. “Really. I find it hard to believe you have
no quarrel. Everyone knows the local Entaents are vamp haters.”

“The elder Entaent,” I  said,  choosing my words carefully.  “Has had
trouble in the past that she cannot easily let go of. It is distant enough I am
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able to keep in mind that it was a different clan that caused the problem and
I am willing to accept that yours is more honorable.”

“Well  spoken.”  He  laughed.  “We  are,  indeed,  more  honorable.
Unfortunately our honor has been challenged one time too many over the
years as the guardian has overreacted to small infractions. Many of us have
died for no reason and it seems to me that it is only fair the Entaents share
our pain. It seems to me that if I kill you it will be a start in getting even.”

I opened my mouth to respond but hadn’t even taken a breath when I
felt his hand around my throat. My adrenaline was instantly rushing and I put
a hand to his chest, pushing him away with every ounce of my strength. My
jaw dropped as he flew backward to land almost thirty feet away on his back.
Slowly he sat up, looking at me in confusion. “I wouldn’t do that again if I
were you.” I said with far more confidence than I felt.

“That was a bit of a surprise.” He grinned, standing with a low groan. It
seemed I had hurt him more than either of us expected. Attempting to hide a
limp, he sauntered toward me. “Didn’t  think you would have that  kind of
power yet. That’s alright, I can work around it.”

It seemed almost like I was on automatic pilot as I crouched, preparing
for his next attack. Before he got close enough to attack again there was a
blur of  motion and he was flat  on the ground again,  this time with mom
crouched over him. Her hair was wild, her clothes mismatched. It was obvious
she had stumbled out of bed moments ago. Her hand was tight around his
throat as she knelt on his chest. “Never…” She whispered fiercely. “Never
threaten my daughter…”

I jumped to my feet and pulled her away from the suddenly terrified
vampire. From the look on his face I would wager an Entaent of mom’s age
was  far  more  than  he  could  handle  alone.  I  stood  between  her  and  the
vampire, seeing the blind hatred in her eyes and for the first time in my life
seeing her as the predator she is. Her black eyes seemed to look through me,
no hint of recognition in them. “Mom… calm down.”

“They killed him…” She whispered. “They killed him… They will suffer
for what they did…”

“They did. That clan is gone now.” I took a step forward. “This one has
done nothing wrong and you will not make them suffer for the sins of others.”

She blinked, finally seeing me. Rather than calm down she grew more
agitated. “What… what are you doing?” She shouted, furious. “Never turn
your back on them!” 

I wanted to look to the vampire and see what he was doing, whether
there was cause for concern but I didn’t want to look away from mom. “If I
were  you,  vampire,  I  would  get  out  of  here.  As  you  can  see  she’s  not
reasonable when it comes to your kind. Go now and I will keep her here.”

After  a  brief  pause  I  heard  his  soft  response.  “This  will  not  be
forgotten.”

He  must  have  moved,  mother  tensed  to  move  and  I  ran  forward,
wrapping my arms around her. “No… stay with me. Please…” I put as much
fear in the words as possible. As I hoped, it snapped her out of her anger and
she went from aggressive to protective. Her arms wrapped around me in a
protective hug.

“It’s  alright,  Miranda… I  won’t  let  them hurt  you…” She  whispered
fiercely as she looked around.
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After a minute had  passed in silence I pulled back, relieved to see her
eyes green again. “Mom… you need to let go of that hatred. If not let it go
then at least control it, alright? He wasn’t going to kill me. The Grandmaster
warned me that they would test me to see if I was weak but he promised they
would not kill me. You would have killed him, though, wouldn’t you?”

“Yes…” She said weakly, her brow furrowed in concern. “Have I really
gotten so far out of control?”

“No one can blame you for how you feel. I know how much you loved
dad but you need to let him go. All you are doing is clinging to his memory.
Would he want you to kill off innocent people like this?” I hated saying it, I
knew it was harsh… but she needed to be jerked out of this mode she had
stuck herself in. 

“I…” She fell silent, her eyes filling with tears as she realized what she
had been doing. I pulled her back into a hug and let her cry. I could only
imagine the pain she must be feeling. I knew how miserable I was without
Luke and she had been with dad for so much longer. How had she survived
alone so long? Why hadn’t the Grandmaster intervened? Why hadn’t he at
least sent her someone temporary to help?

At last her tears stopped and she pulled away. I  almost smiled as I
realized this was my real mother. She had hidden her emotions for so long I
thought of her almost as a statue. “You should go get some sleep, mom. I’ll
be alright. They won’t bother me again tonight.”

She nodded reluctantly. “If you’re sure…”
“Go on. I’ll call you tomorrow when I wake up, alright?”
She nodded again and disappeared. I sighed and walked to the store,

glad I had chosen such a dead time to come. I was almost to the electronics
department when I realized someone had fallen in step beside me. A glance
showed the vampire from the parking lot. Not entirely unexpected. I reached
the DVDs and glanced around, making sure none of the staff  were within
hearing range. 

“Are you alright?” I asked quietly.
“That is not the first thing I expected you to say.” He chuckled, flipping

absently through a bin of cheap movies next to me. “I’ll be fine.”
“Good. I apologize for my mother’s behavior. You are aware of what

happened to make her like that?”
“Not entirely. We gathered that a vampire killed someone she cared

about but anyone who has approached to find out more has ended up dead.”
He scowled. “It’s not worth the price to find out.”

“Not a vampire.” I said after a moment. “The whole clan ambushed her
husband of over three hundred years and completely destroyed him. I miss
my dad, too… and while I am angry about it I am far enough from it that I can
accept that he was avenged and that I shouldn’t blame all  of you for the
mistakes of a few. Mom never could get distanced. It still eats at her. Things
will be changing, though. I’m going to work with her and convince her to let
me talk to your clan if something is going on. I like to think there will be no
trouble, though.”

He was silent for a time as he considered my words. “That does explain
a lot. I will let the clan leader know why she is so determined to kill us off.
He’s been on the verge of declaring war on her for some time.”
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“I hope to avoid that. She will be leaving as soon as she is confident I
will be okay on my own. You will not have to worry about her for too much
longer.”  The  Grandmaster  said  forty  or  fifty  years  but  I  really  doubted  it
would take that long. Everyone seemed to be surprised at how quickly I had
been developing without help and soon I would have access to people who
could assist me in learning more.

“As  do  we.  The  only  reason  he  has  not  done  anything  yet  is  the
knowledge of how much damage an Entaent can do when angered. We may
be able to defeat her but we would take heavy losses first.” He stifled a laugh
as I picked up one of the romantic movies and didn’t return it to the shelf.
The  rest  of  my  growing  stack  consisted  of  a  healthy  mix  of  adventure,
comedy, horror and sci-fi. “You have unusual taste in movies.”

“You’d  be  surprised.”  In  truth  I  would  watch  about  anything.  The
movies I had been picking were all meaningful in one way or another. Each
had strong, good memories attached to them. The romance was one mom
used to watch with me when I was sick and stuck at home. Most of the others
were ones I watched with dad, cheering for the good guys and booing the bad
guys. I avoided Luke’s favorite movies, not wanting to relive those wonderful
nights of half-watching the show. “It’s getting late. The sun will be up soon…
shouldn’t you get going?”

“Probably. I’m sure I’ll  see you again soon.” He turned, offering his
hand. I hesitated only briefly before shaking it. He sauntered off, leering at a
wary woman in a security uniform who had been watching from a distance. I
turned back to the movies wondering if  the vampires weren’t  right.  They
could come out with the truth and they probably would be accepted… at least
in the bigger cities. If anyone had known he was a real vampire, not just a
rebelling teenager, he probably would have had a group of Goth kids fawning
over him. 

Once I had accumulated a respectable stack, I moved on to music. It
wasn’t quite as easy and I doubted they would have a lot of my favorites.
Still, I was able to add almost a dozen to my increasingly precarious stack.
Regretting my lack of foresight, I considered going for a cart but decided this
would do for now and carefully made my way to the checkout counter. 

At home I spent the next half hour pulling plastic and stickers off of
everything. By the time I was done I was too tired to watch one of the movies
and fell  asleep on the couch with a blues CD crooning at the edge of my
awareness. 
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“Are  you  feeling  better?”  I  asked,  cradling  the  phone  against  my

shoulder as I sprinkled the filling into an omelet. 
“Yes.” Mom’s voice was barely audible, her usual confidence absent. 
“Want to come over for breakfast?”
There was a brief, surprised pause. “I would love to.”
“Alright, see you in a minute, then.” I hung up and smiled wistfully.

Lose a boyfriend, gain a mother with super powers. Hell of a trade. I still had
this new man to worry about on top of everything. At least I wouldn’t have to
worry about him for a while. I glanced at the clock on the stove – two hours
until I had to be at work. I had called to let the boss know I wouldn’t be able
to come in for a couple days but those couple days were up. 

The first omelet was done and I was starting the second when mom
walked in the kitchen, perching on one of the chairs at the table. I poured two
cups of coffee and slid one toward her over the counter.  “After you went
home last night I went in to the store. The vampire was waiting to talk to me
inside.”

“What?” Her eyes widened, the green dimming. 
“It’s alright. You really have them upset, you know. They were never

made aware of the reason for your anger toward them. All they knew was
that you kept killing them off when talking would have sufficed.” I focused on
the pan in front of me as I talked, not entirely sure how she would take this.
“They aren’t all that bad, really. I think a lot of the trouble they’ve caused has
been aimed more at you than their victims. They are terrified of you.”

“I… haven’t been a very good guardian in recent years. I know this…
but  I  don’t  know  how  to  change  that.”  She  sounded  uncomfortable  and
disappointed. 

“Let me handle the vampires for now. From what I gather they are the
biggest concern and I will be dealing with them more than anything else. I
think when I stood between you and that vampire last  night it  impressed
them enough to pull them out of their anger toward us.”

“Good…” Her expression did not agree with the words. 
“I know you hate them and that is unlikely to change… but for my sake

you need to back off a little and accept that they have a right to live, too.”
“For your sake?” She asked blankly, not comprehending.
“Mom, they have been considering attempting to kill you for the sake

of their species. They have come to terms with the fact that if you cross the
path of one of their kind, that one won’t be returning. How many of those
have you killed to leave family to grieve? How many people have you put in
the same position you're in without the satisfaction of vengeance?” I tried to
keep the words gentle but they hit hard. She had been so blind in her own
grief she had never looked at it from the vampire’s point of view. “They may
be  little  more  than  glorified  leeches  but  they  are  still  thinking,  feeling
creatures.”

“I… shouldn’t be here.” She whispered, the cup shaking in her hands.
“I know it’s wrong of me to act so rashly toward them… but…”
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I carried the two plates to the table and sat, pushing one toward her.
“Mom, maybe it’s  time you talk to the Grandmaster  about how deep this
runs. I think he may be able to help.”

“Maybe you’re right.” She nodded, turning to the plate in front of her. 
We fell  to silence as we ate,  enjoying the spicy filling.  Though this

would not completely sate the hunger, it was still easy to enjoy eating real
food. Once finished Mom returned home so I could get ready for work. The
drive was depressing. No more kiss goodbye. No more ‘welcome home’ hug.
No more reason to leave work. I used to look forward to clocking out so I
could  be with  Luke… now what  was  there?  Go home and sit  around the
empty house until I’m needed elsewhere. Another pang of sadness struck me
as I realized I was expected to quit my job. No more antique store…

I pulled in to the little parking lot on the side of the building. There was
room for five cars and two spaces were already taken. I recognized the boss’
classic  ford  but  the  other  car  was  new.  Strange…  we  don’t  usually  see
customers this early. I walked in and looked around but the shop was empty.
The rows of shelves cluttered with knick knacks were silent and dusty even
after my brief absence. I was always losing the battle with the dust bunnies
anyway. 

“Hello?” I called, worried at the empty chair behind the counter. 
“We’re in the office, Mira.” I heard the crackling old voice of the boss.

With a grin I headed back, wondering who he was entertaining. I loved my
boss, he was like a second father. I had come to work here shortly before
graduating from high school and he had seemed ancient then. Very little had
changed in the stooped old man.  He had one of  those unique,  infectious
laughs and always had a tall tale to tell. 

“Sorry about being gone the last couple days but…” I froze as I turned
the corner into the office. Amid the stacks of boxes, filing cabinets and sticky
notes were two chairs.  Both occupied.  My usual  chair  was occupied by a
short, stocky boy who couldn’t be more than seventeen. His auburn hair and
green eyes making his  lineage conspicuous.  I  looked questioningly  to  the
boss and frowned – something was different… his watery blue eyes seemed
green when I wasn’t looking directly at them. I felt my breath catch in my
chest. 

“Charles,” He said, looking to the boy with a kind smile. “Go watch the
front if you would?”

With a quick nod he hurried out past me. At a loss for words, the boss
motioned me to take the vacated seat. “I believe it is time we have a talk.”

I nodded, still trying to catch a look at his eyes as I sat. I squinted,
attempting to see through the blue and felt  a brief charge in the air that
immediately dissipated. The boss cackled his usual laugh but that was all that
was normal about him. The man sitting in front of me was short and slender,
his wild hair the same color as mine, his eyes a brighter green.

“Well, that’s the first time anyone has managed to break that illusion.
Wonderful!” He grinned. “I have high hopes for you, Mira.”

“Who are you?” I asked carefully, shocked and hurt that he had never
told me he was an Entaent. 

“Ahh… I  suppose you could call  me a cousin.” He laughed, leaning
back in his chair. “Now, my question is why didn’t you tell me we got the
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phoenix  box  back?  That  thing  was  stolen  years  ago and I’m sure  you’ve
noticed why it was kept in what we thought to be a safe place.”

“Yeah… I didn’t think a little wooden jewelry box would be worth telling
you about. At the time it didn’t seem all that important.” I said nervously. 

“Well, this is both good and bad. The good is it has you awake in a
time you are definitely needed. The bad is that it has you awake much earlier
that you should be. There are a lot of life skills you will lack because of this…
but from what I’ve heard you have more will  in your little toe than most
people ever manage so where you lack skill and polish at first, you will make
up for it in strength.”

“Wait… I  thought  there  was  only  one  Entaent  couple  in  any  given
area…”

“There is. That is why I hire Entaent children to watch the shop. I am
guardian in another area entirely but keep an eye here as well in case your
mother needs help. So far she has done well on her own and with you here I
will probably end up closing the store and relocating in a few years.”

“Is any aspect of my life what it seemed to be?” I asked in annoyance. 
He shrugged apologetically. “I know it can be difficult to adjust… it is a

bit easier when it happens at the appropriate time. When you are middle
aged and your body has begun the process of winding down, you’ve lived a
good life… finding out about all this seems a blessing. When you have barely
begun to live I’m sure it just seems to complicate things.”

“You can say that again.” I muttered.
“I’m sure it will work out for the better. We are still trying to find out

who gave you  the box,  though.  Someone may be  trying  to  stir  up  some
trouble by pushing you into the picture ahead of schedule.”

“How would that cause trouble?”
“Well, for one thing you are resentful of the life you see as lost. You

can’t tell me you don’t wish to just be normal again. I know how much you
cared for Luke… if  someone offered you the opportunity to return to him
would you be able to resist it?”

“That… that’s possible?” It was a good question and an even better
point. I had no idea whether I would be able to resist.

“Yes and no.” He said after a moment. “There are some very powerful
people  who  may  be  able  to  suppress  your  Entaent  abilities  which  would
render you helpless. You would essentially be a human again. However, by
then everyone that matters will be aware of who you are. You cannot escape
the life that has been given to you. If  you accepted an offer like that you
might have a month or two of normal life before someone finds you who does
not care that you are no longer a threat. You and Luke would end up dead
because you would be incapable of protecting yourself.”

“So I couldn’t be a human no matter what happened.” I couldn’t help
but be disappointed. Luke was all I could think about most of the time.

“No. You are who you are. The best thing you can do is use the abilities
given to you by that-which-is to protect Luke and all  his  kind from harm.
Things are quiet  right  now because of  your awakening.  When an Entaent
wakens it sends out waves of energy that most of our troublemakers can feel.
They go into hiding while the rest of us are focusing our attention on the
newcomer. Soon they will resume their old tricks and you will be quite busy.
That is why I brought my son in to watch the shop. It’s not that I don’t want
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you around anymore, Mira. I just know that your peace is running out. You
need  to  take  this  time  to  prepare,  to  learn  and  get  used  to  your  new
abilities.”

“I  suppose.”  The  disappointment  seemed almost  physical,  weighing
heavily on my shoulders. 

“You know you are welcome here any time, though. I’ll miss you, Mira.”
I stood and left with a muttered goodbye, grabbing the few personal things I
had here and returning to my car.  I drove aimlessly after that,  paying no
attention to where I was or where I was going. I thought about leaving town, I
thought about leaving the country, I thought about being overly dramatic and
driving off  a cliff.  In the end I  found myself  at the botanical  gardens and
parked. It had been years since I’d come here, I might as well enjoy it. 

I  slowly  walked  the  deserted  paths,  the  thick  scent  of  flowers  not
cheering me as I had hoped it would. I finally sat on a stone bench under the
branches of a sprawling oak tree and let the tears flow. I had lost everything
that was familiar and safe. There was nothing left of the life I had enjoyed
and now I was some kind of eternal  supernatural  cop. I  held back a near
hysterical laugh at the though – what was I going to do?

“Are you alright, miss?” A concerned voice asked from nearby. I looked
up and through the blur of tears I was able to make out the blonde hair and
blue eyes of a man standing nearby.

“I’m sorry…” I said, wiping my face quickly and trying to pull myself
together. “Yes, I’ll be fine.”

“That didn’t sound fine, if you’ll pardon my saying so. Would you like to
talk about it? Sometimes someone uninvolved can offer insights you can’t
quite see yourself.”

“That’s kind of you but you wouldn’t understand.” How would he react
if I told him the full truth? He’d probably call the white coats.

“Try me.” With a friendly smile he came and sat next to me. How on
earth could I explain without bringing all this… magic in to it?

“Well… I discovered recently that my parents weren’t entirely honest
with me about the family past. It’s all catching up now and I have to throw
away everything that matters to me to bear a burden that I don’t want.”

“Ahh… I can see why that would trouble you. It’s easy to get used to a
comfortable life… but it never lasts. If I’ve learned nothing else, I’ve learned
that. It doesn’t matter who you talk to, everyone will be able to tell you about
some disaster  that ruined their  contentment.” He paused thoughtfully.  “Is
there nothing redeeming about this new situation?”

“Maybe.” I said hesitantly. 
“At the moment the bad outweighs the good because the loss of your

old life hurts so much. Eventually I’m sure it will be distant enough that you
can appreciate the better parts of the new life.”

Slowly I nodded and took a deep breath to push back the last of the
tears. My breath caught in my throat and I slowly turned to look at him. I had
expected a whiff of sweet scent but there was nothing… Through dry eyes I
saw his tall, slender body, pleasant smile and eyes the color of a summer sky.
His blonde hair was just long enough to fall over his eyes when the wind blew
just right. But… the blonde seemed… wrong. 

“Who are you?” I asked quietly, wondering if he would admit what he
was.
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“My name is Grant.” He smiled and held out a hand.
I took the hand and tried to do what I did earlier without squinting,

tried  to  see  through  the  blond.  His  eyes  widened  as  his  hair  suddenly
changed  to  a  dark  brown,  rich  copper  shining  where  the  light  struck it
through the leaves. I hadn’t noticed that thin band of green around the edge
of his blue eyes, either. I released his hand and stood, beginning the walk
back to my car. I didn’t want to talk to him right now. Someone else with an
angle,  probably  sent  to  keep me from overreacting  and doing  something
stupid. He could have at least been honest about what he was. I found myself
getting more and more angry, not liking being lied to.

“Hey… wait….” He called, quickly catching up and falling in to step
beside me. “What’s wrong?”

“I’m tired of being manipulated. I’m tired of being lied to. I’m tired of
this  whole damned situation.  I  just  want to  go home, get  drunk,  watch a
movie and sleep until this is all over with.”

He sighed, silent for a moment before speaking. “I know it’s been hard
for you. I’ve been trying to figure out how to introduce myself without making
things worse and as far as I can tell it just isn’t possible. This whole situation
is unusual and difficult to get use to. It will take time but at least you don’t
have to face it alone.”

“Yeah… I  have my mother  to  help  as long as I’m not  dealing with
vampires. If those guys show up I have to play babysitter to protect them
from her.” I couldn’t keep the bitterness out of my voice. I know it sounded
bad, I’m sure it sounded very immature but at the time I didn’t care.

“Well, that’s part of it. You do also have your partner to help you.” He
pointed out.

“Oh don’t  even get  me started  on that.”  I  scowled,  rebellion  again
rising. “Arranged marriage… Yeah, I see the reasoning behind it but it still
just seems wrong. I should be able to choose for myself. Hell, who says I’m
even interested? And I don’t have some stranger to lean on for help. I don’t
know if I even want to meet this guy. He’ll probably show up expecting me to
be ready and willing to get married and be entirely cooperative with his every
whim.”

“He might know better than that.” Grant said, his tone so amused I had
to  stop  and  take  a  deep  breath,  suddenly  regretting  most  of  that  last
comment.

“You’re him, aren't you?”
“I’m afraid so.” He couldn’t quite keep from laughing. He gestured to

the path and we resumed walking. “Try to remember that the compatibility
spell  looks  at  more  than  just  love.  It  involves  the  whole  personality.  I
expected you to be unhappy about the whole thing because I was as well.
Still  am,  really.  I  had a great  place,  a  great  career  and a wonderful  wife
before I awakened. Then my father shows up, tells me I have to divorce my
wife, quit my job, and move to the other side of the country to live with a
stranger. If you think I didn’t do my share of arguing and threatening, you’re
wrong. It has taken me the last year to get over my anger and come to terms
with the way things have to be.”

I listened silently, somehow feeling better as I heard the anger in his
voice at having to leave his old life. He continued after a moment. “I know
you had someone in  your  life  as  well  and  I  have  no interest  in  stepping
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forward as a replacement. For now we just need to focus on the business
aspect of our relationship. From what my father said you are something of a
loose cannon. You have a lot of power but not a lot of control. I’m inclined to
agree seeing as you snapped my disguise with no more effort than swatting a
fly. Illusion is one of the easiest spells to learn and maintain even against the
will  of  others.  My  teacher  drilled  me  in  illusion  until  she  couldn’t  break
through them.”

“Loose  cannon,  huh…”  I  didn’t  know  whether  to  be  insulted  or
encouraged. I hadn’t really tried yet. We reached my car and I looked around
– It was the only one in the lot. “I take it you didn’t drive?”

“No. Once you get the hang of teleportation it is quicker, more fun and
efficient.” He grinned, a childlike indulgence showing through. I couldn’t help
but smile in return.

“So… I guess you’re in town to stay?” I said hesitantly, not sure how to
approach this. 

“Yes. You’re going to be needing help soon. At least traditionally… If
you’re not comfortable with having me around yet I can stay in my hotel. I’m
already pretty settled in as it is and the staff likes me so it won’t hurt.”

“Settled in? How long have you been here?” I frowned. 
“A couple weeks.” He admitted. “I’ve been looking for a good house

but it’s not easy to find a decent place for a decent price.”
“They only recently realized I was awakening… why were you brought

so soon?” I frowned.
“Father knew I would be moving here eventually and I couldn’t stay in

the same city as my wife. I would be too tempted to return to her. It was
decided it would be best for me to get settled here so when you were ready I
would already be familiar with the area.”

“Hmm.” I got in the car and unlocked the passenger door, pushing it
open. “Well, we might as well get used to the way things will be. I’d be lying if
I said I was completely comfortable with a stranger moving in with me… but
you won’t be a stranger forever and there’s already a room waiting for you. I
can guarantee it will be more comfortable than that hotel room.”

He slid in with a relieved smile. I started up the car and pushed aside a
twinge of  annoyance  when the  radio  kicked on at  the end of  one of  my
favorite songs. “Do you mind?”

I  glanced  over  at  Grant  to  see  him  holding  a  CD.  I  shrugged  and
switched it over to the CD player for him. The drive home was spent admiring
his surprisingly good taste in music. The disc contained both old favorites and
quite a few great songs I’d never heard. Maybe this wouldn’t be so bad after
all. 

We arrived home long before the music had looped but there would be
time to finish it later. Grant nodded appreciatively at the pleasant looking
house. “It’s not big,” I warned. “But it’s pretty nice.”

When we entered I kicked off my shoes and pointed to the doors down
the hallway. “Studio, bathroom, living room, dining room, kitchen. Stairs are
in the studio and your room is on the right upstairs.”

I followed as he wandered around, commenting on how much he liked
each room. I was glad when he exclaimed over the fish. He paused in the
studio. “You paint?”
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“Not recently. I’ll be picking it up again, though. I haven’t really had
time until recently.”

“Oil?” 
“Of course.” I grinned at the implication that he painted as well.
Once upstairs he looked around and nodded. The shelves had been

delivered and sat empty, filling all the empty space between windows. “Looks
kind of… lonely.”

“Yeah… I left most of my books…” I started, swallowing the knot in my
throat as I thought of Luke. “We need to go shopping to pick up a few things
to fill the shelves with. There are an even number of shelves so we’ll split
them.”

He nodded and went to the door on the right. I stood in the doorway
and smiled as he ran an appreciative hand along the post of the bed. “It’s
perfect. I’ll pop over to the hotel and check out.”

“Alright.” I went back downstairs wondering what I’d gotten myself in
to. He seemed nice enough and sympathetic to my emotional state… Still. It
just seemed wrong… like I was cheating on Luke just having some other guy
in the house. I walked to the still mostly empty DVD shelf and ran a finger
along the titles, smiling as I reached Army of Darkness. A classic and one of
my favorite bad-mood movies since no amount of  sadness or  grumpiness
could ever stand against it for long.

It  was still  early in the movie when I heard a low chuckle from the
doorway. A minute later Grant was at the other end of the couch, eyes not
leaving the screen. “You forgot the popcorn.”

“Haven’t really been shopping to stock up yet. I’ve only been in the
house a few days.” I laughed. We watched the rest of the movie in relative
silence, both of us joining in on the best lines. When the credits started rolling
he went over to examine my pitiful little collection, nodding approval of most
of the titles. 

“You forgot a few. We’ll have to do that shopping soon.” He smiled and
wandered to the fish tank, watching the colorful  fish darting between the
gently waving fake seaweed.

“Well,  no time like the present.” I  tried to keep my tone light but I
doubt I completely succeeded. “It’s not like we have anything better to do.”

“Kind  of  funny,  really.”  He  said  as  I  pried  myself  up  from  my
comfortable spot on the couch. “Most people out there would give anything
to have our lives and here we are being resentful about it.”

“Grass is always greener...” I muttered as we walked down the hall and
pulled shoes back on.

“True. Still, if you think about it…we do have it pretty good. We get to
live for hundreds of years of comfortable life without having to take part in
the rat  race and we get the added excitement of dealing with interesting
creatures the rest  of  the world  can  only dream about.  Plus we get  some
pretty interesting powers that the average human would give their right arm
for.” He smiled when I didn’t respond. He had a point. If I had been single I
probably would have welcomed most of this… but my heart still insisted it
was being cheated of something really worthwhile.

We  drove  in  silence,  the  music  easing  the  encroaching  sadness.  I
pulled in to one of my favorite stores and couldn’t help but smile. Movies,
music and books… how many days had I wandered the aisles wishing I had a
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magic card that would allow me to buy everything I wanted. This was that
trip. I felt a pang of regret that Luke wasn’t there to enjoy it with me and
pushed aside the memories of all the ‘somedays’ we had dreamed of. 

The next three hours were spent filling a basket and cheerfully arguing
over the best movies. There were very few we didn’t agree were good, many
of  the choices  were unknown to the other.  Grant  wasn’t  that  bad a guy,
really. When we finally made it to the check out counter the clerk looked at
us doubtfully and started ringing. She seemed incredibly relieved when the
card I offered went through without difficulty and the wary manager watching
from the sidelines thanked us for our business as we pushed the bag filled
cart  out to the car.  With everything stored safely in the trunk we hit the
grocery store to begin the next round of good-natured bickering over what
would and wouldn’t be worth buying. 

He preferred quick fix and junk food over my real food. When I pointed
out that I would be doing most of the cooking he agreed to let me do most of
the  choosing  but  still  slipped  in  his  favorites  and  snacks.  Our  longest
argument ended up being in the popcorn aisle as we debated over extra
butter and kettle corn, finally taking a few boxes of each. 

“Miranda?”  I  felt  a  chill  run down my spine at  the familiar  voice.  I
turned to see a startled and worried Luke not far away. 

“Luke…” I wanted to run to him, hug him and… I couldn’t. Not because
I might feed on him but because I would. With so many people around us, the
smell was becoming almost invasive. Neither of us said anything but we were
both getting very hungry and it wouldn’t take much… a hug and a kiss could
be a real problem for Luke. 

“How are you?” He asked awkwardly, his eyes shifting to Grant.
“I’m… alright.” I miss you, I love you, I want to come home. I couldn’t

say it… it was hard enough that we both knew it. Both thought it. I walked
over, being careful to keep just out of reach. “I’ve been worried about you. Is
everything okay?”

He nodded. “Is that him?”
“Yeah.  He  showed  up  today.”  I  smiled  sadly.  “He  understands  my

situation and has agreed that even though we are expected to get married,
we won’t. He’s basically just a roommate. A coworker. He had to leave his
wife, too.”

Luke nodded, relaxing the slightest bit. “I should go… I’m glad you’ll be
alright.”

I closed my eyes and took a deep breath as he passed, wishing I hadn’t
done that as his scent filled my awareness.  When I  opened my eyes and
turned  I  saw  him  speaking  quietly  with  Grant  before  walking  away.  We
resumed the circuit of the store, not speaking for two aisles. 

“I  don’t want to pry…” Grant said at last.  “But his soul  is balanced
between good and evil… where does the evil come from?”

“I  don’t  know.”  I  admitted,  not  having  thought  of  that.  “He’s  an
accountant for a large company. As far as I know he’s never done anything
very bad and I’ve known him since we were kids.”

“I can’t imagine how hard this must be for you.” He said softly after a
few moments. “I only knew my wife for fifteen years and I thought it would
kill me to leave her. You’ve known him all your life and have to stay in the
same city as him…”
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“What did he say to you?” I asked, my curiosity getting the best of me.
“The usual. If I ever hurt you or in any way make you cry for anything

other than pure joy he will hunt me down and make me regret ever being
born.” He chuckled. “I would have thought less of him had he not threatened
me.”

It was impossible not to smile. Luke had always looked out for me even
back in grade school.  He beat  up a bully that  stole  my lunch box in the
second grade. For him to be making threats against someone who he knows
to be virtually immortal and a lot stronger than him… it reminded me why I
loved him. Though Grant tried to lure me back into conversation with cheerful
remarks and questions,  I  just  wasn’t  able to shake the memory of  Luke’s
face, the sadness and longing in his eyes. 

The sun had set by the time we left the store and the chill in the wind
carried the promise of autumn. I stopped short when we got within sight of
my car. Stretched out and pretending to sleep on the hood was the vampire I
had talked to once already. He glanced up as we slowly approached. 

“My, my… multiplying already. Soon there will be more guardians in
this town than humans.” With a short laugh he slid down off the hood and
approached Grant. “You as good a guardian as she is?”

“Want to find out the hard way?” He asked tersely. 
“That’s not necessary, Grant.” I said softly, nudging him with an elbow.

I smiled politely at the vampire, diplomat time again. “What brings you here
today?”

“The  Master  requests  an  audience  with  you  on  neutral  ground  at
midnight.” He said carefully, watching Grant’s expression.

“Alright. How about in the park on the western side of town?” Midnight
would give us enough time to discuss how to approach this. From his reaction
I got the feeling that Grant is not keen on vampires, either. 

“See you there, then.” He grinned and sauntered off.
“It’s probably an ambush.” Grant said in annoyance as we began filling

the back seat with groceries. 
“Not this time.” I  said as we climbed in and headed home. “This is

going to be to negotiate a truce.”
“How do you know?” He persisted. “You can’t trust vampires.”
“Do you know what happened here a while back?” I asked, annoyed

that he could think I wouldn’t think this through. I may have done so quickly
but it’s not a matter of naive trust.

“Not much.” He said after a moment. 
“My father was killed in a vampire ambush. My mother, brother and his

wife worked together and wiped out the entire clan. Since then mom has had
a grudge against vampires and has killed every one of them who approaches
her. These guys know now that it took only three Entaents to wipe out a large
group of vamps. They also know now that there are at least three of us in
town right now, one of them being the one who led the fight against the other
clan. They would not be so stupid as to attack us. This is most likely their way
of making sure we can be trusted more than mom.”

“Alright… so how do we approach this?”
“Openly and honestly. I don’t doubt they’ll have every member there,

if not openly then in hiding, just in case we turn out to be as violent as mom
always is. They may be creepy and unnatural… but they are still somewhat
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human.  They  have  feelings  and  are  just  as  intelligent  as  us.  We’ll  work
something out and, hopefully, be able to prevent any future problems.”

“You are extremely optimistic.” He said with a sigh. 
“Tell you what, I’ll cover the optimism, you cover the pessimism. We

give them a chance and if they fail we call in mom.”
“And then what?”  His persistence was getting annoying.  “Have you

trained in fighting yet? Do you know how to handle an angry vampire?”
“I’ll take a squirt gun full of holy water if it’ll make you feel better.” I

grumbled, knowing he had a very good point. I’d been running on instinct so
far and though it had served me well, there was the chance that I could push
my luck too far.

“At least let me introduce you to a few techniques before we go. It may
not be much but you can always escape if  things get too ugly. There are
some pretty terrible things they can do to us and I’d never forgive myself if
they inflicted any of it on you.”

“Alright.” I pulled in to the house. Once the groceries were put away
and the movies stacked next to the TV, we went to the back yard and he
showed  me  both  standard  physical  defenses  and  a  few  that  would  use
energy. By the time we were ready to go to the park I was exhausted and
doubted I could remember it all but it made him feel better. The last thing he
taught me was how to return home with a thought. Very useful.

I drove slowly, trying to imagine how I could deal with this. Grant had
agreed  to  stay  quiet  since  he  found  vampires  utterly  distasteful  but
understood what I was trying to accomplish. We parked at a deserted curb
and  walked  slowly  down  a  smooth  path  through  the  low  trees.  The
playground equipment in the middle of the little park appeared to be overrun
with teenage delinquents. It was unlikely anyone would come near with so
many of them. I walked past the talking, whooping vampires, all pretending
obliviousness  as  they  stood  guard.  No  one  was  damaging  any  of  the
equipment, smoking or drinking so even if some well-meaning citizen called
the police it would be pointless – just a bunch of kids having fun. 

The Master was obvious, though not in a visible sense. I could feel the
air around him pulsing with energy. He sat on one of the swings, swaying
slowly as he watched us approach. There was little to distinguish him from
any of the others. His long, black hair hung loose around his shoulders, the
chains hanging from his belt clinked gently against each other at his slow
movements. The piercings along his eyebrows, ears and nose glinted in the
moonlight. His dark, predatory eyes were the only outward sign that he was
more than a college kid making the most of the night.

I  stopped  in  front  of  him  and  made  a  small,  respectful  bow.  One
eyebrow rose gracefully as he motioned to the swing beside him with a small
smile. “Seph was right. You are unusual… In all my years, in every city I have
been to, not once has an Entaent shown me a sign of respect.”

“I see no reason not to.” I said as I sat on the swing next to his. Grant
remained standing where he was,  tense and uncomfortable.  I  twisted the
swing so I could look directly at the clan leader. “Seph has been polite and
reasonable. I see him as a representative of your clan. He reflects well on
you.”

“That is good to know.” He nodded briefly and glanced over at Seph. I
hadn’t been able to pick him out of the crowd until then, he was sitting on a
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picnic table surrounded by girls as he talked. I smiled, some things never
change. “I  have asked you here because I  think it  best if  we discuss the
future. I need to know what to expect from you and your mother.”

“I wish that were an easy answer.” I said slowly, suddenly nervous. I
could speak for myself and Grant, but mom… “Mother is still angry about the
loss of  my father.  It  will  take time for  her  to  be able  to  accept  that  her
vengeance is complete.”

“Are you not angry about the loss of your father?” His eyes held mine,
seeming almost to see through me. I had no doubt he would know if I lied.

“Angry is not the proper word. I am still sad. I miss him terribly… he
was a good man. But when it happened I was told he was mugged on the way
home from work. I was angry at the mugger for years, furious that it would be
so easy for  someone to destroy the life  of  someone so important  to  me.
Eventually I came to terms with the way things are. I realized that while there
are some who attack and rob people because they enjoy violence… a lot of
them do it because they have no choice. They found themselves in a really
bad state. I don’t see vampires as being much different. He was attacked by
violent ones but that doesn’t mean all of you are like that.”

“I’ve never heard it put that way.” He mused. “It is a good analogy.”
“From  what  I  have  heard,  most  of  the  Entaents  have  had  bad

experiences with vampires in the past and as such do not trust them. Until
you give me reason to feel the same way I wish to relate to you as is proper.”

“Proper?” 
“I was told that vampires came in to existence when a human sorcerer

attempted a spell to turn himself into an Entaent. There had to be a reason
for that and since the purpose of the Entaent is to act as a guardian, it seems
reasonable that he wished to become effective enough to work along side the
Entaents. I am hoping you and your clan will be willing to do just that.”

His calm expression gave way to one of mute disbelief. Not sure how to
react,  I  found myself  talking faster.  “You don’t  have to, of  course.  This is
simply my theory on the subject and if you would rather not…”

Slowly he held up a hand and chuckled. “You are correct.  I am two
generations from the first vampire. I was told the story of the First shortly
after I was turned and you are correct.  He wished to work along side the
Entaents but they, in their arrogance, treated him with disgust. As an enemy.
In his anger, he turned from them and vowed to be the enemy they wanted
him to be.” 

“I see no reason at all to treat you that way. From what I have seen of
you and your clan, you are clever and strong. Working together I have no
doubt that we can prevent many unnecessary deaths.”

“Seph tells  me  your  mother  will  be  leaving  soon.”  He  said  after  a
moment.

“Soon is a relative term. I was told forty years or so… and I suppose to
an immortal that is soon. She said it will be when I have established myself
and no longer need her help. If that is true I imagine it will be in the next
couple years.” I frowned, releasing the twist in the swings’ chains. I kicked
just enough to send me in a slow swing. “I’ve not spoken to her in years until
recently. We haven’t gotten along well since I became aware of the notion of
independence. Once I started to awaken I saw someone else in her and…
things are different. While I do not approve of her determination to kill every
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vampire she meets… I actually like talking to her. It’s like finally having a
mom. I don’t want her to go but I know it would be best. She needs to get out
of that house full of memories. I’ve been considering talking to a few people
and having her relocated early. I have a partner to work with now so I don’t
really need to rely on her to help me.”

He looked up at  Grant  almost  as if  seeing him for  the first  time.  I
glanced up to see that he was not even paying attention, his eyes distant.
“What of you?” The leader asked, bringing him back to awareness. “What do
you think of this?”

“I think Miranda has a surprisingly good idea. It never occurred to me
to work with vampires and though I would be lying to say I trust you as much
as she does… I am willing to give you a chance to prove yourself better than
most of the clans I’ve heard of.” I smiled, glad he was honest. I would rather
fight over  a small,  honest  insult  than a lie.  I  knew our  hosts  to  be more
sensible than to be affronted by something like that, anyway.

“Very well. We will stay out of the way until the old guardian is gone.
I’ll not work with one who has killed so many of my clan. Once it is only you
two, we will work alongside you.” He gave me a satisfied smile.

“There is one condition I would like to make.” I said hesitantly. “I’m not
sure what  your… feeding habits  are… but I  would like for  you to restrict
yourself to the criminal types.”

“We generally do that  anyway so your  condition is  acceptable.”  He
chuckled. I smiled in relief and stood. 

After some small talk with the clan members, we made our way back
to  the  car  and  returned  home.  We  were  nearly  there  before  Grant  said
anything at all. “How did you know about their history?”

“I didn’t. I just guessed. It made sense to me.” I laughed as he shook
his head.

“You based that whole meeting on a guess? What if you were wrong?”
He frowned at my mirth. “Do you take anything seriously? You were going to
go in  there with  a  guess  and no idea how to  fend them off  if  you were
wrong.”

“I wasn’t wrong, though. I do take this seriously. If I didn’t I would have
approached it differently. My actions were based on the attitude of the clan
member I have dealt with. Not everyone is out to kill us, you know.” I left him
sitting in the driveway and went in to the house, kicking off my shoes and
humming to myself as I headed for the kitchen. Without a job to worry about,
I  knew  my  hours  would  be  shifting  comfortably  to  make  me  virtually
nocturnal. It felt more like noon than midnight. Lunch time.

I  had  almost  finished  mixing  herbs  and  spices  into  meat  for
hamburgers when I became aware of Grant sitting at the table. He had that
distant look in his eyes again, though this time he was looking at me rather
than the sky.

“What?”  I  asked, picking up a lump of  meat to shape into a patty.
When he didn’t answer I started feeling self-conscious. “What?!”

“You  are… an  innocent.  A  clever,  optimistic,  powerful  woman  who
follows her intuition and no doubt holds the belief that if everyone were to
just  realize  their  potential  and  worth,  a  true  utopian  society  would  be
possible.”  He  spoke  almost  hesitantly  and  with  a  disappointment  that
surprised me. 
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“That’s  bad?”  I  wasn’t  sure  how to  react  to  a  statement  like  that.
Somehow managing to be highly complimentary in a way that actually made
me feel guilty. I didn’t really see myself as clever, just lucky. It took a lot of
effort to be optimistic without being entirely delusional and I  had found it
worth the trouble to cultivate that view. And what was wrong with thinking it
would be possible to have a society  that  actually  worked well  and had a
population that would politely tolerate each other if they didn’t get along?

“No.” He said after a moment as he looked down at his hands clasped
on the table. 

“Then what’s wrong?” He wasn’t making any sense and if there was
something bothering him bad enough he was going to act like this I wanted to
know what it was. The way he was acting, it would take a crowbar to pry it
out of him. 

“The Grandmaster made a mistake.” He stood and left without another
word. 

“Shit.” I muttered to myself, dropping the lump of meat and quickly
washing my hands. Something was really bothering him and whatever it was,
he didn’t want to talk about it. I might have only known him a few days but
somehow that short time felt like weeks and I actually enjoyed his company.
He was non-intrusive, friendly and not at all  pushy. Knowing his past was
similar to mine made it possible to relax around him. What had happened to
throw him in to this mood? One bad enough he questioned the Grandmaster,
no less! I climbed the stairs to see his door open and approached slowly. He
was shoving clothes into one of the worn old bags he had brought with him. I
decided to try again. “What’s wrong?”

He stopped, dropping the handful of balled up clothes on the bed in
front of  him. “The Grandmaster  wronged you.  Even we are not free from
moments of greed and pride. Over the years he has developed something of
an ego. He made a mistake and I am going to correct it.” His voice was tight
and pained, he did not turn to look at me. 

“How did he wrong me?” 
“He sent  me.” Grant grabbed the ball of clothes and stuffed it in the

bag. “I was not the most compatible person in the book. I was second. He
sent  me because  he felt  it  would  be beneficial  for  our  bloodlines to join.
Consider it an unmentioned game he plays. Father has always liked dabbling
in bloodlines. Breeding. Once you’ve been alive a couple thousand years it
takes unusual hobbies to keep you interested in continuing. He considers the
Selwood line of highest importance and you are living proof of why. I can’t go
along with this. You deserve better. You deserve the man the book pointed
to.”

I listened in silence, anger rising as he spoke. The Grandmaster was
breeding us like dogs? Best of this line, best of that line? There was only one
thing  that  made  me  even  more  angry…  the  fact  that  even  though  the
Grandmaster set all this up, some kind of sick game, I liked Grant. “So you’re
just going to leave?”

I barely recognized my voice, little more than a low whisper. He paused
again and nodded, still not looking at me. “I know the man it pointed to. I’ve
met him a few times… you would definitely get along with him. He follows his
instincts and loves puzzles. He’s very laid back but a damn good fighter. He
could help and protect you where… well… I can’t.”
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“I don’t need protection.” I protested weakly, still trying to figure out
how to react. I hated being manipulated but I also didn’t like the thought of
being passed around like a toy.

“Not yet. Eventually something will happen and you’ll be too damned
nice… too optimistic to notice until it’s too late. I’ve seen enough of the world
that the silver lining on the cloud has tarnished. I’ll drag you down to my level
and you deserve better than that.” He zipped up the bag and tossed it to join
two  others  in  the  corner.  “Your  mother  is  still  nearby…  she’ll  come  if
something happens. My replacement should be here within the week.”

Something  in  me  snapped  and  I  took  a  deep  breath,  a  rush  of
adrenaline and energy surged through me as I  crossed the room in three
steps, intercepting Grant in the second step. I never did figure out exactly
how it happened, one second I was moving, the next I was still, one hand
around Grant’s neck and holding him nearly a foot off the floor against the
wall. My anger flared, pushing back my shock as I made myself clear to him.
“Has it even once occurred to you to ask my opinion on the subject? You
think you can come in to my life, become my friend and then just ditch me for
someone else? I don’t think so.” 

I dropped him, his eyes wide in fear as my will held him against the
wall.  “You say I’ll  get along better with this other guy.  You say his views
compliment mine but have you thought to see that yours do, too? You’re
right. I’m idealistic and naive. I’m very trusting, very friendly and like to see
the best in people. I like to give everyone a chance. A real chance – not just
pretending benevolence while waiting for betrayal. That honesty means a lot
to many people and yes, it has gotten me in trouble a few times… but it’s
worth the risk when it succeeds. I don’t need someone who is just like me as
a  partner.  I  need  someone  who  can  balance  my irrational  and  impulsive
tendencies.  As much as I  hate the thought of  your father playing twisted
matchmaking games… I think he may be right on this one. If you leave there
will be one hell of a problem because I’m not going through this ‘getting to
know you’ crap again. I’d rather work alone and get myself killed.”

I took a deep breath and released it slowly, feeling the energy slowly
drain.  Not waiting for a response I  turned and walked toward the door, not
knowing when I last felt so tired. “Leave if it’s what you want. Why should I
care?”

I paused in my room long enough to grab a night gown and my silk
robe. There was only silence from his dark doorway and I turned my attention
to the large old claw-footed bathtub waiting downstairs. It may have felt like
mid-day moments before but right now all I wanted was to relax amid a foot
of bubbles. 

An hour later I felt much better. There is just something invigorating in
the tingle of bubbles popping around you. I ran a brush through my damp
hair and decided to finish cooking the hamburgers the next day. My appetite
was non-existent  as  I  realized  the house was  empty  again.  Suddenly  the
cheering effects of the bath were gone and I was right back where I had been
the day I set foot in this house. I had already gotten used to the sound of
movement across the room, another person laughing and cheering at movies.
Good-natured arguments… 

I looked in to the kitchen to see the bowl of meat gone. Grant must
have put it away before leaving. For the first time in years I felt inspired. I
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went to the studio, pulled on a smock over the nightgown and robe without
considering how goofy it would probably look, and got out my paints. 

I  woke slowly and,  I  quickly realized,  uncomfortably  as I  pulled my
head away from the window blinds. I had fallen asleep in the chair, brush still
in  hand.  I  didn’t  remember  falling  asleep…  but  then  I  didn’t  remember
finishing the painting.  I  looked at  it  thoughtfully  –  I  had never  finished a
painting in one night, much less one sitting. A desolate desert at night looked
back at me, two stunted, barren trees clinging to the shifting sands as a
brilliant aurora danced overhead. The shifting blues and greens of the aurora
reflected on the trees and cast shadows that seemed to twist of their own
accord. 

“Is that really how you feel?” I jumped, dropping the brush as I turned
to see Grant standing beside me. “I’m sorry… I hadn’t thought it would upset
you so much.”

“I thought you left.” I said weakly, unable to think of anything else to
say.

“I started to. Made it all the way to the front steps. Then I stood there
for most of the night trying to sort out what was right and what wasn’t. I still
don’t know that I made the best choice but if this is what you want… we’ll
keep things as they are for a while. Just let me know if you change your mind,
okay?” He smiled sadly as I  nodded, unable to find any words to suit the
moment. He disappeared into the hall. 

By the time I had gone upstairs to change and come back down I could
smell the hamburgers cooking. I sat at the table, watching him impatiently
prodding the cooking patties. I sighed and closed my eyes. “I’m sorry… about
last night. I lost my temper.”

“That… gave me a few things to think about. I’m glad you did, though
at the time I was scared shitless.” He grinned, not looking up from the frying
pan. “You realize I tried to push you away?”

“You did?” I frowned – he hadn’t moved from what I remember.
“More than once. Physically as well as with energy. Every time I sent a

burst of energy at you… it was like you absorbed it and used it against me.”
He fell silent for a minute, pushing the hamburgers around. “We have to get
you to a trainer. If you can do something like that on instinct alone… I can
only imagine what can happen once you understand the techniques and learn
discipline. Whether you see it  or not,  Miranda… you’re something special.
You’re going to make a difference. I don’t think even the Grandmaster sees
the extent.”

“I don’t believe that.” I argued, shaking my head. “I can’t see myself
as being important or special or anything like that. I’m just me. I just… want a
normal life.” 

“Normal life? We never had that as an option.” He muttered bitterly.
“We seemed to for a little while… but then we woke up. Lost everything.”

“How old are you?” I asked after a long silence broken only by sizzling
meat.

“Forty three years old.” He said at last.
“You aged well.” 
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He chuckled and replaced the finished burgers with the next batch. “I
suppose you could say that. Once you start feeding your body regresses to its
peak state and remains there.”

“So what happens if you stop feeding? What happens when you run
out of borrowed time? Do you die?”

“No.” His expression took on a sorrow that spoke of a particularly bad
experience that he didn’t want to go over again. “We don’t die… and I’m sure
you’ve seen what happens at least once.”

“…Not that I know of.” Here he went with cryptic statements again.
“The last people to discover who and what we were did so a very long

time ago. Some of the Egyptians uncovered their Guardian and, once they
realized he fed on blood, drugged him, removed some of his organs in the
hopes that it would prevent him from regenerating, bound him in cloth and
sealed him in stone.”

“He… became a mummy?” I felt a knot forming in my stomach.
“He  became  what  humans  call  a  mummy…  to  us  he  was  simply

tortured.  There are  quite  a  few who have suffered similar  fates  over  the
years, trapped. Sealed away and unable to feed. They get trapped in their
own  minds  and  invariably  fall  into  insanity.”  He  shuddered.  “There  is  a
hospital on a private island off the coast of Bermuda. It is heavily guarded
with spells… that is where they take the few who have been recovered from
that state.”

“How are they recovered?” I whispered.
“They must be nursed carefully back to health. It requires many lives

to bring back their physical health but none have ever returned mentally.” He
flicked the stove off, dropped the empty bowl in the sink and set the plate of
hamburgers on the counter nearest the table where buns and toppings were
already waiting.

“That’s terrible…” I shuddered, unable to imagine…
“That’s why everyone is so wary of the vampires. They know how to kill

us and they know how to torture us. Most of the time we can handle them but
if outnumbered by enough…” He dropped into the seat across from mine and
shrugged. “That is why we have to get you to a trainer. For my peace of mind
if nothing else.”
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“Stop questioning yourself.” Grant said for the hundredth time. I was
ready to succeed in this just to get away from that damned phrase.

“I’m not questioning myself.” I mumbled, again willing myself to be at
mother’s  house.  Grant  had  decided  to  teach  me  how to  teleport  reliably
before we did anything else. If a situation turned bad, I could always pop out
to somewhere safe. You couldn’t go through solid steel,  though. No quick
runs to Fort Knox or anything.  From those first lessons the day we met the
vampires,  I  could get home in a moment of  desperate panic  –  but going
where I wanted was another matter.

“Then why are you holding back?” He asked, exasperated. 
“What if something is changed? What if I pop out in the middle of a

tree or do it wrong and get stuck in a wall? What if someone is watching?
Wouldn’t it make someone wonder what’s going on when a person pops into
existence right in front of them?”

“Technically  that  qualifies  as  questioning  yourself.  The  truth  is  you
can’t get stuck in a wall or a tree. That is part of that-which-is. If there is a
change and the place you are wanting to go is occupied by something else,
you will feel something. Hmm… how to describe it… a sourness maybe. You’ll
know  not  to  do  it.  Someone  watching  is  another  matter.  Some  set  an
invisibility illusion in place just to be safe, others rely on the faulty human
mind. You can point out you walked up and they were just busy with their
own thoughts. If all else fails, enthrall them. They will forget everything that
happens  for  about  two  hours,  remembering  only  an  overall  sense  of
well-being and bliss.”

With my concerns answered, I closed my eyes and tried again. I felt
that stomach-turning pull again, though it wasn’t as bad this time, and felt
the wind on my face. I opened my eyes to find myself on mom’s front porch.
A moment later Grant appeared, smiling brightly. 

“I knew you could do it in one day.” He wrapped an arm around my
shoulder and pushed the doorbell. “Took me a week to get the confidence to
jump across the room.”

Mom came to the door and looked at Grant, his arm around me, and
smiled. “I’m glad you came to your senses, dear. Have you set a date yet?”

My good mood suddenly faded and I could feel Grant’s discomfort as
his arm dropped away. “I just came to update you on a few things but I think
Grant can do that.”

Before she could respond I teleported back home, fuming. Came to my
senses? With a dark scowl I stormed into the living room and turned the TV
on, flipping channels until I came to a halt on a program detailing some of the
worlds most beautiful, hidden places.  That’s what I need. I  thought with a
sigh as I watched a small team clamoring over rocks and logs next to a fast
moving river. They soon came out near a spectacular waterfall deep in an
ancient forest. My heart lurched at the sight of the afternoon sun sparkling in
the water. That’s what I need…

“Why not?” I grinned and closed my eyes, holding that image in mind.
With an exertion of will my senses were suddenly under assault. A rich smell
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unique to thick jungles filled my nose and the loud crash of water brought my
eyes  open.  I  found  myself  sitting  without  realizing  I  had  done  so.  The
waterfall was a lot bigger in person and the spray misted my face when the
wind gusted just right. It was sunset here and the sky flowed with liquid gold
and orange as the clouds drifted overhead. I sighed and leaned back against
a rock, watching the flow of the water and letting all my stress drain away
with it.

“Come here often?” A low voice asked from nearby, somehow audible
in spite of the water. I turned to the voice and it took all my effort not to react
rashly. I had no idea what to think of the strange man standing not five feet
away.  He was  tall  and thin,  his  skin  a deep tan  that  spoke of  little  time
indoors. His black hair was cut short and wild but what threw me into a state
of shock were his feet and eyes. His eyes were slitted and golden like a cat’s
eyes. And his feet were very reminiscent of a cat’s too. This man was  not
human.

“No.” I  finally  managed to say.  “I… saw it  on TV and just… it’s  so
beautiful I had to see it for myself.”

“Ahh… those humans.” He frowned, looking back to the waterfall. “I
knew I should have destroyed those boxes. Will more humans come or just
your kind?”

“I don’t know. They didn’t tell people how to get here so if any humans
find this place it will be a matter of luck. They know only that it is somewhere
in this forest and it’s a huge place. Most humans dislike leaving the comforts
of civilization. If there isn’t a road right up to it – they won’t bother. If you
would rather… I could stay away as well. I didn’t know this was somewhere I
wasn’t meant to be. I’m sorry if I’ve caused you any concern.” I forced myself
to  be  calm  as  I  spoke,  pretend  he  was  one  of  the  vamps.  Something
familiar… Oh lord, did I just refer to vampires as being familiar? Why couldn’t
I just have a normal life?

Slowly he turned to look at me again, his eyes narrow as he considered
in silence. “You have not come to act as guardian in this forest?”

“No. I just needed to get away from my own place for a little while. I
really didn’t mean to make trouble… I promise I won’t mess anything up. I
just  wanted to  enjoy  being somewhere beautiful  for  a  while.”  His  lack of
humor was unnerving. He didn’t smile or even relax. He was so darkly serious
that  it  made me nervous.  It  was like  standing in  front  of  a  judge with  a
parking  ticket  in  hand.  It  might  be  a  small  offense  but  it  still  felt  like
something terrible.

“We are the guardians here. Remember that. If you wish to see the
waterfall we will not interfere but you will keep to yourself, understand? You
are a visitor and nothing more.” With that he turned and disappeared into the
trees nearby. I  released a breath and turned back to the waterfall,  newly
jangled nerves in need of another dose of relaxation. 

Half an hour later I returned home, making my way to the kitchen for a
drink. I hadn’t even gotten a full swallow of water when Grant stormed in to
the room. 

“Where the hell have you been?” He demanded.
“Out.” I muttered, emptying the glass and setting it in the sink.
“Not anywhere within fifty miles of here.” He snapped. “Where were

you?”
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“Umm… The Amazon?” I hadn’t known he could sense my proximity… 
“The…” His anger drained out of him and he sat heavily on the floor

against the wall. “Why?”
“I saw a place on the TV that looked really nice. I wanted to see for

myself.” I shrugged, not sure why he was so upset.
“Tell me what happened.” He said, not looking at me but at his hands. I

was  surprised  to  see  that  he  held  them clasped  to  hide  that  they  were
shaking. 

“Nothing much. I met one of the locals.” I paused as a single, almost
hysterical  laugh escaped him. “A man that looked a bit  like a cat.  Really
weird. We talked for a  few minutes and I assured him I wasn’t moving in. I
just wanted to relax and enjoy the beautiful place. He told me I was welcome
to do so as long as I kept to myself. What’s the big deal? He was really nice.”

“History lessons.” Grant said, his head drooping forward. “First thing
will be history lessons.”

“Why?” I  asked, exasperated. I  had apparently done something bad
and he wasn’t telling me what. 

“You damn near got yourself into some serious trouble, Miranda. No
one would have known how to help you since no one could reach you in so
distant an area.”

“How did I almost get myself in trouble?!” I knew my voice was sharp
but I had to get something out of him.

“You almost broke a very tenuous treaty made a long time ago.” He
said quietly. “You didn’t see them but I would bet my last dollar there were
enough drugged blow guns pointed at you to make you look like a porcupine.
If you had wandered any worthwhile distance from the permitted place, we
would never have seen you again.”

“What?!” Suddenly that waterfall didn’t seem so tranquil… I wouldn’t
be able to teleport if I was drugged up and wouldn’t care if I went home or
not. 

“The man you talked to was a member of those we call the Sidhe.”
“The she?” I raised an eyebrow.
“Not ‘She’…” He grinned. “Sidhe. It’s an old Celtic word. They consist

of a wide range of creatures that humans generally call fairies. There are very
few that have the classic appearance. Most of them are more like what you
saw. Some pass as humans with ease, others would have a hard time of it.
They are very territorial and lay claim to most of the remaining large forests
in the world.”

“So… they own the Amazon?”
“Yes.  They  dislike  the  way  the  Grandmaster  has  interpreted  our

purpose. They feel we should be protecting the non-humans from the humans
instead of the other way around. They don’t understand that our methods
work both ways. They insist we should make more of an effort to save the
forests but it would be difficult to do so while retaining the status necessary
to make a difference through the legal routes of human society. Most of us
have  our  bank  accounts  set  to  draw  and  donate  a  large  sum  to
environmentalist groups at least once a year. Your father’s idea. His accounts
donate to three of the largest charities that do the most good.” He took a
deep breath and released it slowly. “Don’t go running off like that again. At
least not until you learn more about where is safe.”
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“How was I supposed to know? No one has even said anything about
the Sidhe until now!” I protested angrily. I would not be blamed for this.

“I didn’t think your first act once learning to teleport would be a visit to
the bloody  Amazon jungle!” He exclaimed, standing up. “It’s not exactly a
tourist trap!”

“So can I go to Australia or will that land me in the ocean with concrete
on my feet?”

“That’s not funny.” He snapped. “You’re not taking this seriously at
all.”

“If you say so.” I walked out of the room to leave him standing with his
mouth open. Once in my room I collapsed on the bed and sighed, glad we
had agreed not  to  enter  the  other’s  rooms unless  invited.  With  the  door
closed he would just have to wait.  I reached for my stereo remote and cursed
as my hand hit the nightstand. No stereo in the bedroom. Yet. 

I rolled on to my side and stared at the empty, smooth sheets next to
me, wishing again that I could go back to the way things were. I missed being
able to wrap my arms around him, listen to him telling me about his day. I
missed the smell of his cologne and that hurt even more knowing that the
scent of his spirit would always overpower it now. 

It was dark when I woke. I didn’t remember falling asleep and I had no
idea what pulled me from the dreamless nap. I  lay silent,  listening.  What
came was not a sound but felt almost like the rumble of distant bass from a
car. A low thrumming thump. 

“Miranda? Come on… forget about the fight for a while. We have work
to do.” Grant called from the other side of the door. 

I stood, smoothed down my hair and opened the door. “What is that?”
“That means our peace is at an end. Something is going on and we

need to figure out what.”
“Oh…” The answer was not satisfactory but he didn’t seem willing to

say more. We hurried downstairs and got shoes on, that resounding thump
hitting every twenty seconds or so. “So how do we get wherever we need to
be?”

“Hold on.” He rested a hand on my shoulder, closed his eyes and just
after the next thump, I felt the pull and we were standing in a graveyard. The
dim light from the moon cast an ethereal pallor on the stones making the
whole scene look surreal. I could see an amber glow in the distance as well as
some figures. We made our way toward the group, our footsteps silent. When
we got closer we saw four human teenagers standing in a circle of candles, a
pentacle etched into the dirt between stones. I bit back a laugh as one of
them recited some gibberish with all the solemnity of a prayer. 

“It may seem silly but it has an effect.” Grant murmured. “Not the one
they want… but an effect nonetheless. If  they complete this, we will have
quite a mess on our hands. It will  release a particularly destructive bound
spirit. Watch this.”

He closed his eyes and grinned mischievously as he gathered his will.
Moments later a strong wind swirled, putting out their candles and when he
opened his mouth it was a sepulchral and nearly deafening voice that came
from him. “GET OUT.”
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The children screamed and ran from their site, making a desperate run
for  the  gates  and the little  Volkswagen waiting  on the other  side  of  it.  I
laughed as Grant  walked around the circle  and their  forgotten things.  He
pulled the books, tools and bag of herbs to the center and held a hand over
them. There was a dull  red glow and the whole lot  burst  into flames.  He
watched intently and smiled as the fire died down to leave ash and a puddle
of cooling metal on the ground. It was unlikely the kids would do anything like
this again.

We returned home and I dropped onto the couch with a yawn. “So this
is how we get to spend eternity?”

“More or less.” Grant sat on the other side of the couch. “Keeping the
so-called natural and supernatural apart.”

“Hmm.” I closed my eyes, ending the almost-conversation. Natural and
supernatural. Which side were we on? From my understanding we came in to
existence long before the humans so that should make us more natural than
them. 

“I’m sorry.” Grant’s voice was uncertain, I didn’t open my eyes. “About
earlier. You scared me pretty bad when you disappeared and it just got worse
when I found out where you had been. The Sidhe aren’t always the nicest
people… And… well… Tomorrow we’ll go talk to the Librarian. There are a lot
of places that aren’t safe to go but most of them are wilderness. Ireland and
most of Britain are off limits, though. That was part of the treaty. We are
never to set foot in Ireland and only in the large cities of Britain. They don’t
much like the cities and allow us in to keep the people from getting too out of
hand.”

“I  always  wanted  to  go  to  Ireland.”  I  sighed  then  laughed  after  a
moment. “Most people never see the places they want to because they don’t
have  time  and  money  when  it’s  convenient.  Here  I  am,  rich  and  with
thousands of years stretching out in front of me and I still can’t go.”

“There is always a price. We are not entirely free. We are supposed to
stay near this city to be available when trouble breaks out.”

“Oh great.” I muttered. 
“On the bright side, everyone gets bored after a while. Every hundred

years or so we all  play musical cities. That way you don’t have the locals
asking questions about your lack of death and you get to see a whole new
place.  Some change  before  the  hundred  years  are  up  for  one  reason  or
another.  Some  of  us  like  moving  around.  The  rest  get  good  with  aging
illusions.”

“Will I ever get to meet my brother?” I asked quietly, looking over at
him.

“If you like. We can find out where he is from your mother and go
visit.” He smiled. “I know what it’s like to find out you have siblings you never
knew about.”

“Siblings? I thought the Entaent could have only two children.”
“The women can have only two. Some of the women from the stronger

bloodlines have chosen to have their first child by the Grandmaster. As such I
have many half-brothers and sisters. As far as I know I am the youngest of
them, though.” He shrugged, smiling. “I’ve met them only a few times when
they showed up at the costume ball. Hard to locate a single specific person,
though.”
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I  didn’t  respond  as  he  got  up  and  put  a  movie  on.  As  I  laughed
watching Jake and Elwood dance the whole situation kept playing itself back
to me in all its absurd glory.

This is my life.
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The next afternoon was spent trying to convince mom over the phone

to tell me where to find my brother. She insisted it was too dangerous for me
to teleport  that  distance  so soon  after  learning how to do it  –  too  many
chances to make a mistake and not enough room for error. Grant had made
me swear I wouldn’t tell her about my visit to the jungle. Finally she told me
she would let my brother know I wished to see him and he could visit or not
as he chose. Knowing that tone of finality I did the only thing I could do and
thanked her, hoping she really would tell him.  

The phone call was virtually forgotten over the next week. The quiet
we had enjoyed for the first few days seemed to almost be a fluke. I met a
surprising variety of what I  once considered to be fairy tale creatures but
none of them were what those stories described. The fairies we met were
painfully thin, their rough brown skin made them look like twigs. Their wings
resembled clustered leaves and none of them had hair. They seemed almost
more like bizarre insects than tiny winged people. They were also spending
an evening planting toxic flowers in a park frequented by children. 

A wandering ghost had taken to ‘haunting’ random people, following
them for days and whispering suicidal thoughts. Though the people could not
hear it physically, it was heard by the subconscious and two people acted on
those encouragements before we tracked the offending spirit with the help of
one of the vampires. Afterward Grant had to admit that maybe this truce with
the vamps would prove worthwhile after all. The next morning a hobgoblin
came to our attention. Vile little creature… his mottled yellow skin looked so
much like rubber I almost questioned whether he were real or a Halloween
decoration. We found him in an abandoned lot near the center of town trying
to summon a storm strong enough to flood the city. 

Aside  from  that  there  was  a  large  number  of  distinctly  annoying
humans tampering with forces they did not fully understand any more than I
did.  I  could already see that it  would be less than a year before I  would
seriously want a vacation. What little free time we had was spent with an
Entaent Grant had called on to help teach me history. I was sure I would be
bored out of my mind but I found myself utterly fascinated. When it became
evident I would not need the pressure and attention that younger Entaents
required,  I  was  simply  handed  a  stack  of  books  from the  Grandmaster’s
library and told to enjoy myself. 

I devoured the books, amazed with the alternate history it provided. I
was familiar with human history as dictated by the United States after 12
years of public school and two years of college. It was amusing how many
conspiracy theories were partially correct but even more unusual than the
theorists surmised. No one in their right mind would believe it was a dwarf on
the grassy knoll that killed JFK. Turns out he was hiding  under the grass in
what amounts to a glorified gopher hole. He popped up long enough to shoot
and used a growth spell to make sure the terrain looked undisturbed.

Hitler knew a little bit about what was going on and didn’t do much to
hide  that  fact.  His  death  wasn’t  a  suicide  –  it  was  an  assassination.  The
Entaent who did it  is  still  toasted each year  at  the costume ball.  I  found
myself looking forward to meeting him. Each page of each book was even
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more amazing than the last  as  the history  of  the world I  thought I  knew
changed and grew. There was information in some places that no human
could  have  gotten.  Final  words  of  significant  people  who  died  alone,
Explanations of how some people came up with their ideas for inventions
(Benjamin Franklin, while an intelligent man, did not come up with everything
on his own.) and books… 

I woke up with a book in hand more often than not now. I read until I
had to cook or we were called away to deal with someone else stepping out
of line. I slept only when my body demanded it – what turned out to be four
hours a day rather than the usual eight – and almost never talked to Grant.
From the sound of it, he spent most of his time downstairs listening to music
while I obsessed over the books in my room. In a way I was relieved at his
willingness to keep a distance. He really was a nice guy but every time I
turned  to  mention  some  thought  or  observation  and  saw  it  wasn’t  Luke
there…. So many times I was tempted to pick up the phone and call him like I
used to when I lived with mom. Every time I heard a new joke, saw something
absolutely amazing or just had a quiet moment I would have to catch myself
again. Three times I stood with the phone in my hand, my finger hovering
over the last digit only to set the handset back in the cradle and retreat to my
books again. 

In retrospect I suppose I read as much to avoid the pain as to learn.
But I  did learn a lot.  There were so many treaties and truces that it  was
impossible to keep up with all  of  them. Finally I  got to the bottom of the
stack, having skimmed many of the chapters detailing this or that agreement
with this or that race. The last book was a blessing, a thick volume that had a
detailed table of contents listing all major treaties and minor ones by country
and state. My name was printed carefully in beautiful scrawling letters on the
inside cover so it  was safe to assume all  Entaent had a copy to keep for
reference. 

What  interested me the most  was when I  flipped to our  state then
scanned  down  to  our  city.  At  the  end  of  a  relatively  short  list  of  past
agreements, each with a year beside the details, was an entry with a very
recent date. It put to words my agreement with the vampires to cooperate in
the protection of the city. 

Bookmarking the page, I went quietly down the stairs, pausing at the
bottom in surprise. Grant had an easel set up next to the door. His back was
to me as his brush traced the graceful lines of a tree that leaned over a river,
the branches trailing in the water. Silently I crept forward and inhaled sharply
as I realized how many creatures were hidden in the forest around the banks
and even in the water. Natural and otherwise, all of them were peering back
at me from their places. Fairies played in the branches of the tree, a strange
creature I didn’t recognize almost hidden behind a raccoon in a fallen log.
Undines swam beside trout and sylphs swirled in the clouds as a hawk drifted
lazily past. There were so many other creatures that I barely glimpsed before
Grant turned, his unusual eyes questioning as he tensed. 

“You okay? I didn’t feel a call…” He quickly turned around, pulling a
sheet down over painting. 

“Yeah… no call. I was just… curious about something.” I wasn’t sure
what to think of his reaction. He pulled the sheet down over the easel almost
as if he were embarrassed by his work even though it was amazing. 
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“Oh?” He looked at the book in my hands, relaxing as he realized what
it was. “Ahh… I think I  know which one. Yes, the book is kept up to date
through magic. It is encouraged that we scan occasionally for anything new in
the major section as well as local from time to time. It prevents mistakes and
stepping on toes.”

“How did they know?” I  looked down at the book,  not sure how to
react. How occasional is occasional for mom? I got the feeling I would find
out.  She  would  hit  the  roof  as  soon  as  she  found  out  that  we  were
cooperating with Vampires.

“I told the Grandmaster what happened. We have to keep the book up
to date for the sake of anyone visiting. Similarly, if you visit someone else
you have to make sure you read about that area just in case.” He started to
take a breath to say something more but the doorbell interrupted him and I
set the book on a shelf next to the door as I hurried through. 

When  I  pulled  the  door  open  I  froze.  An  Asian  man  stood  on  the
doorstep holding a vase of  beautiful  tiger lilies.  His uniform identified the
florist he worked for but what surprised me was not that someone had sent
flowers… but that I had seen him before. The day I graduated high school he
delivered a bouquet of chrysanthemums from an anonymous person. That
was years ago but not only had this delivery man not aged… his features had
that faint tell-tale flicker I had come to associate with illusion. 

“It was you…” I whispered, my shock preventing volume. Gratitude,
excitement and anger clamored for control of my emotions as he smiled. I
started to remember other times I had seen him over the years. In the mall
near Christmas three years ago, in the antique shop just last year… It had
never really clicked that… Anger won. “All this time you’ve been in my life
and haven’t said a word? Never told me anything? All these years….”

His smile faded as I turned and stormed in to the living room, dropping
on to the couch and fighting back tears. I’d had a brother… one who was
there to watch me grow up and share in my most important days. He was
probably in the audience when I graduated from college with a degree I had
no idea how to use. All this time and I knew nothing about him. I’d missed
every important event in his life by over a hundred years and knew nothing
about him but his name. 

“I’m sorry.” His unfamiliar voice was soft,  almost lost as he set the
vase down on the table behind me. “Mother would not allow me to contact
you directly. She suspected I sent the flowers but not that I delivered them. It
was the only way I could see you. Talk to you… even if it was nothing more
than idle pleasantries.”

“It’s not fair.” I said quietly, knowing I sounded immature. “You know
me but I don’t know you. I know nothing about you aside from your name,
general age and the fact that you live in Europe.”

“That can be rectified.” He said, sounding amused. I looked up as he
sat, the illusion gone. It was strange… it was like looking into a mirror. His
hair was shorter, his body more muscular, and his bearing more confident but
it was like looking at myself as a man. “I am three hundred and seventy eight
years old. I am married to a wonderful woman named Emerald though she
tends to throw things at me if  I  call  her anything but Emmie. We have a
twelve-year-old  daughter  named  Ruby  Contessa.  Ruby  to  keep  Emmie’s
mother happy with the gemstone name scheme but we both call her Tessa.
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We live in a suburb of Paris that allows quick access to pretty much anything
of interest while allowing a quiet life for our daughter while also being near
enough to a private school for Entaents that she can walk by herself if we are
unable to accompany her. Most days we walk together.”

He took a deep breath before continuing. “I have kept an eye on you
as best I could since you were born and I know there are a lot of times you
didn’t notice me being around. Families have a connection that allows each
to know when another is in trouble – even when the person doesn’t notice it
themselves. Mother has given you space and stayed out of your life after that
fight only because she knew how protective I  was of you. I  have stopped
eight muggers, three burglars and numerous fairy assassins over the years. It
seems word is out that you could cause a bit of trouble.” 

“Me?” I stared at him blankly. Fairies had been trying to kill me? He
laughed and nodded.

“Yes, indeed. From what I’ve heard already I am sure they are right. I
saw you  also  worked out  a  truce  with  the  vampires  in  spite  of  mother’s
actions. Most impressive. Have you considered what you will do if she refuses
to abide by your agreement?”

“Get between her and them since I know that no matter how angry she
is, she will not hurt me and then go to the Grandmaster and request she be
relocated immediately.  Preferably to some place with hostile  vampires.  At
least  there  she  would  feel  more  at  home and  do  some  good.”  I  sighed,
shaking  my head.  “I  hope  it  doesn’t  come to  that.  Now that  she’s  being
honest with me about everything it’s like having a mom again. I’ve enjoyed
talking to her. I don’t want to have to lose her again so soon.”

“As much as I would like to tell you not to worry…” He shrugged. “I
was there when she took her vengeance and it took Emmie and I a lot of time
to drag her away from there. She lost control.  I’d never seen her do that
before and you saw what happened afterward.”

“She locked herself in her room for a week. Didn’t even come out for
the funeral…” I looked at my clasped hands. The closed casket made more
sense now. There wasn’t a body in it. Her grief had everyone concerned. The
maids in the house took care of me, one of them forcing her to eat. I still
remember crouching at the top of the stairs nearest her room listening to the
maid’s  muffled yelling as she bullied mom into getting something on her
stomach. Knowing mom’s true nature I had to wonder about the maids. How
did she keep a full staff while taking care of Entaent business?

“Haven’t  learned thought shielding yet,  hmm?” Drake chuckled as I
blushed. “The maids knew about her. Most of them were humans she had
stopped from doing foolish things while dabbling in the occult.  Once they
understood how near they came to killing themselves or others some asked
to be trained in the proper ways. Most of those she and father hired were
young and either  homeless or  in a particularly bad situation.  Her offer of
room and board as well as pay was hard to resist. One maid came to respect
her enough that when she was too deep in grief to leave the house and feed,
she offered her own blood to keep mother alive and healthy.”

“Really?” I sat back considering this new view of my parents as well as
the willing sacrifice of the maid who offered years of her own life to keep
mother  going.  Part  of  me  remained  bitter  about  the  fact  that  everyone
around me knew about this Entaent stuff but didn’t say a word… but then you
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had to admire  how well  they kept  the secret  from someone living in the
house.

“Mother might not be everything you hope for in human terms but she
has  done  a  lot  more  for  you  than  you  know.  Her  love  runs  deeper  than
anything known to the mortals. Try to understand she was trying to protect
you from the complications that would have arisen had you known you were
not  only  an  Entaent,  but  possibly  one  of  the  most  powerful  to  live.  The
Grandmaster predicted it at your birth. Mother chose to raise you as a human
partially because it would be safer and more enjoyable and partially to make
sure you didn’t get a big head about it.” I gave him a sharp look and he
winked at  me.  “Not  saying you will… just  that  a  child  who knows she is
special tends to expect other people to acknowledge it. You can’t tell me you
would have had as much fun in a classroom alone with a tutor training you in
magic theory you couldn’t practice and learning about historical events with
no relation to the world you knew.”

He was right. I was only interested in the history books because they
were different from the boring ones I had grown up with. It hadn’t occurred to
me that as an Entaent child I wouldn’t have had all the human friends I’d
grown up  with.  No  baseball  games  with  friends,  no  sleepovers,  no  notes
passed in class… no Luke. Just me. Alone.

“I’m glad you understand. Knowing everything mother did to shield you
from the boredom and pressure the Grandmaster had wanted to inflict on
you, it hurts to see you angry with her based on assumptions.” He paused a
moment and rested a hand on mine. “I’m sorry you had to give up the man
you  loved.  The  one  thing  that  pained  me  more  than  anything  else  was
watching you fall deeper and deeper into love with a human… I had hoped
that by the time you awakened you would have had a long enough life with
him that it didn’t hurt too much. One of the theories behind your enforced
early awakening is that the one who did it hoped you would miss him enough
to surrender your immortality to that-which-is.”

“Surrender  my  immortality?  You  can  do  that?”  I  perked  up  and
something  in  Drake’s  expression  told  me  he  had  slipped  up.  He  wasn’t
supposed to mention it.

“Yes.” He said carefully, a pained look on his face. “It is possible. It
would render you mortal, though not entirely human. While it would allow you
to go back to Luke there are drawbacks. You are still known to those who are
not happy with us – and so is Luke. The only reason he is safe right now is
your determination to avoid him. If we are right about them expecting you to
do whatever it takes to return to him then this is the only way. If you show
any sign of interest they will blackmail you by threatening him. If you return
to mortal status you will be helpless and they will use him against you to gain
what knowledge they can of us. While the vampires have figured out how to
kill  us,  no other  race has  and they  guard  that  secret  carefully.  They like
having that power over us while no one else can make the same claim.”

That may be the plans but I bet I could work around them. If Luke and I
caught a plane… got far away from here…

“It wouldn’t work.”
“Why not?” I demanded. 
“They keep informed as well as we do.”
It was a risk… but to go back to a normal life… to be with Luke….
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“Don’t.” Drake said sharply.
I took a deep breath and closed my eyes but all I could see, all I could

imagine was being back in Luke’s arms. Safe and comfortable. 
“You’re  going  to  throw it  all  away.  Everything.  For  a  human.”  The

disgust in Drake’s voice brought my eyes open. “Fine. If that’s how you want
it to be I might as well get used to not having a sister.”

I blinked and the couch was empty. I sighed, resting my head in my
hands, jumping as I heard the front door slam and the car rev outside. Great –
Grant  had heard,  too.  I  looked up at  the fish  tank,  watching my favorite
angelfish swimming calmly through the holes in a large rock.  “What am I
supposed to do now?”

I closed my eyes, willed myself to be invisible and then to the bench in
the botanical gardens I had been on when I met Grant. I took a deep breath,
smiling faintly at the heavily scented air. It was humid and the dark clouds
overhead promised rain. The dim light made it impossible to tell what time of
day it was though the last time I looked at a clock it was still early afternoon.
In spite of that,  the gardens were empty. Few people wanted to walk the
twisting stone paths when it was about to start drizzling. There was no way to
get to cover in time once you wandered a ways in. 

It  was  tempting…  very  tempting…  to  give  up  this  immortality.  As
interesting as it was to have powers and to be like a superhero… I’d never
wanted to be a superhero. I just wanted to be in love. I wanted to have a
family… get a job I liked and retire at 65 to spend the rest of my life laughing
and enjoying Luke’s company. 

That’s unreasonable emotions for you. The reasonable portion of my
brain brought up the fact that while I no longer had the option of retirement,
I’ve actually had fun dealing with the strange people and creatures. Grant
often had amusing ways of settling the problems and… well… maybe in time I
could come to love him. I had eternity to have a family – guaranteed two
children. It would take a few mental adjustments but…

My train of thought came to an abrupt halt as I felt a pinch at my neck.
I reached up and pulled away a thorn. As I  looked at it,  it seemed to get
larger and I felt more sharp pricks as thorns stuck in my arms, shoulders and
back. Everything was fuzzy… then there was darkness.
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I woke in darkness, still fuzzy and dizzy. My head felt like it was packed
with  cotton.  I  became aware  of  the sensation  of  movement  only  when it
stopped. A moment later the darkness gave way to a gray light. A strange,
twisted face appeared over me and I realized I was on my back. My vision
swam making the face twist grotesquely as it raised a knife with something
green dripping from the edge and poked at my shoulder. I was only faintly
aware of the pain as its gulping laughter followed me back into darkness.

The next time I woke it was to a thunderous sound. I couldn’t seem to
move or even formulate full, coherent thoughts. The air around me was thick
with a sickly sweet smell that made my head hurt almost as much as the
sound. The loud rumble, pause, rumble, pause, rumble… Something clicked
into  place  and  I  recognized  the  sound  from a  few particularly  gruesome
movies. I was being buried alive. I fought to move but couldn’t. I realized I
was tightly bound with a rope. Not just a few loops around my arms – but in a
cocoon that made it impossible to do more than wiggle my feet – even that
had to  be done in  unison.  I  couldn’t  focus enough to  teleport,  the stuffy
feeling in my head wouldn’t allow me to focus. 

I realized the extent of the situation I found myself in and felt a tear
run from the corner of my eye and into my ear. I was trapped… and I could
not die. I couldn’t even focus my will enough to surrender my immortality and
escape this place. No one knew where I had gone. No one knew… I felt the
sobs building up in my chest but the rope was so tight I could barely breathe.
Crying was impractical and painful as well as being utterly pointless.

Impractical, painful and useless as it might have been, I cried. I cried
often, thinking of Luke, safe and happy at home. Of Grant, of mother, of the
Grandmaster.  I  had let them all  down. Some powerful, wonderful person I
was. Shot full of drugged thorns and buried alive not even a full month after
gaining my powers.

Useless, helpless, stupid, selfish…. The list of adjectives went on and
on, not a single positive one in the bunch. What good was I? 

Fertilizer.
I would make damn good fertilizer.

If my body would agree to decompose.

It wouldn’t. Another shock of panic filled me. I would shrivel up like a
mummy and go insane, trapped here quite possibly for however long it took
for some idiot to drop a bomb and vaporize this place. Trapped…. Locked
away in my own mind…

This is my life.
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The delirium of fear picked me up and ran. It became difficult to tell
the difference between awake and asleep as my dreams began to bleed into
my waking time. At least I think I woke… I was mostly calm until I felt the
worms. Worms wriggling through the ropes and under my skin. I told myself it
was a dream… a nightmare…. But the ropes began to loosen, something that
validated the worms eating my flesh. It made me even more hungry to think
of them eating. My stomach growled, cramping in protest. I swear I felt my
body eating itself yet there was no satisfaction in it. 

Then  I  heard  the  giant  worms.  I  would  lay  awake in  the  dark,  the
cloying stench still keeping my head too fuzzy to think straight for too long. I
would listen, the rasping sound of the giant worms brushing the edges of my
wooden coffin as they circled, trying to find a way in. I wasn’t sure which
would be worse, lying here and slowly mummifying or being eaten by a giant
worm.

What bothered me most was that it was all my fault. I couldn’t blame
anyone for this… I had been warned to take my safety more seriously, to
make sure someone knew where I was at all times…. 

I heard the muffled sound of the worms under the ropes chanting  ‘I
told you so!’ 

If  there  was  enough  room  in  the  constricting  loops,  I  would  have
screamed. They kept saying it, kept saying it. Writhing and chanting, chewing
away my flesh and… and… 

There was a crack. A crack? What was that sound? Oh god… the giant
one had found a way in…. Another crack and a blinding light bathed me. I
couldn’t scream, couldn’t move… I could only whisper my protest. 

“No… no…. no…” The sound was faint and hoarse, barely recognizable.
I had never quite recovered my voice after an early bout of crying had left it
dry. 

“Oh god…” The soft sound echoed, seeming to get louder and louder
until I whimpered under the assault. I felt a warm liquid splash against my
face. Worm drool. I thought. Wait… worms don’t drool and that… 

I  opened my mouth and felt the warm, spicy flow of blood coat my
mouth, run down my throat and ease the cramp in my stomach that had
settled permanently in place so long ago I had gotten used to it. Too soon the
flow stopped and I whimpered in protest.

“Damned vampires.” A harsh voice growled above me.
“Sidhe…” I whispered with effort.
“A woman? Who?” The voice raised, the strength of it hitting me like a

hammer. I cringed… whoever this was had to know…
“Not she… Sidhe.” That said I gave in to the waves of pain and the

awareness of light against my eyelids became distant.
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“Miranda…. Wake up.” A soft voice coaxed. The scent of familiar spice
flooded me and I reached out, flailing until I felt flesh under my hand. An arm.
I pulled sharply, feeling someone fall next to me. With a surprisingly painful
movement, I rolled, my lips finding those of the human and within seconds I
felt the rush of his spirit flowing in to me. I wasn’t able to stop until the scent
was entirely gone. He was dead. I fell back, eyes still closed against the glow
of  too-bright  light.  Again  I  felt  myself  falling  into  the  darkness,  the  faint
echoes of the worms reminding me that they told me so.

This was repeated four times before I woke in darkness, no scent of
spice in the air. I opened my eyes, pushing back the fear when I realized I
could move freely. I glanced at the window, recognizing my room. All I could
do was hope it was not a dream of false hope as I fell back to the darkness. 

I woke again to bright light and the sound of movement. I cracked my
eyes open, the sunlight streaming through the window showed the outline of
Grant pacing from the nightstand next to me to the wall and back. I closed
my eyes  against  the  bright  pain  and waited  for  him to  get  close.  As  he
approached I grabbed his arm and pulled him down to sit next to me. His
surprise at the movement made him compliant. While he was still off balance
I pulled his head down and kissed him lightly. I hadn’t cared where it landed,
glad when it was his cheek. 

“Thank you.” I whispered. 
“Think you can handle some solid food?” He said once he recovered

from his shock.
“Please. Anything. Feels like I haven’t eaten in weeks.” I murmured. It

seemed I was still sensitive to sound, his voice was painfully loud though I
knew he was speaking in a normal tone.

“Umm…  almost  two  months,  actually.”  His  hand  lightly  brushed
against my hair. “I’m sorry it took so long… they hid you pretty well. I’m glad
they were tactless enough to leave a clue. Sick bastards.”

“Clue?”
“A tombstone. They buried you in the graveyard of an old church that

had been reclaimed by the forest. The stone was new. Jane Doe. It had an
epitaph that said ‘Gone but not forgotten, just another body rottin’. I started
digging as soon as I saw it.” He stood but I grabbed his hand to keep him
there, opening my eyes just enough to see him. 

“Is mom okay?”
“She’s shaken up pretty bad. Furious with Drake for not responding to

the warning of danger. I had to call the Grandmaster to take her away from
here for a couple weeks while you regain your strength.”

“It wasn’t his fault… I was stupid. The worms wouldn’t let me forget…”
I shuddered, still hearing the worms in the distance. 

“Miranda… there were no worms.” He said gently, squeezing my hand
and releasing it. I listened to him hurry down the stairs. 

Two months… I had been buried for two months… I shuddered again,
unable to imagine the poor Entaent who get buried for hundreds of years. No
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wonder  they  go insane… I  couldn’t  help  but  wonder  if  I  would  ever  stop
hearing ‘I told you so’. The lack of fuzziness was a relief. I could focus my will
again and it took an immense act of will to stop myself from giving up my life
as  an Entaent.  I  couldn’t  imagine  what  I  would  do if  something like  that
happened again.

Grant appeared next to me, a tray in his hand. I wasn’t sure whether
he had teleported or I just hadn’t noticed him approaching. He set the tray on
the nightstand and helped me sit, propping pillows behind me before handing
me a bowl of stew. It was store-bought but surprisingly good. He sat in a chair
he had obviously pulled in from the next room and watched me eat. 

“So are you going to do it?” He asked when I had finished enough to
slow down and enjoy the food.

“Do what?” I asked, focused on the diminishing puddle of liquid in the
bowl.

“Go back to being mortal.” He said, the strangeness of his voice pulled
my attention to him. Though his appearance was passive,  his eyes spoke
volumes  about  what  he  felt  on  this  subject.  He  disapproved  in  general
because it was quitting. He was worried for my safety if I did it and resigned
to the fact that I probably would after this last experience. And he was hurt
because he didn’t want to lose me…

But he doesn’t even know me. I looked back at my bowl, scraping up a
small bit of celery that had almost escaped. “No.” I said at last, the corner of
my mouth twitching in a tiny smile as he relaxed, sinking back into the chair.
“It wouldn’t do any good. These creatures would still be out there and they
would still want me gone for good. At least this way I can fight back. Just…
not alone and doped up on some weird drug.”

“Hallucinogenic  herbal  mixture.  Mostly  used  by  vampires.”  He  said
with a sigh. 

“The Sidhe tried to frame the vampires?” I frowned. 
“Did a damn good job of it,  too. Your mother was ready to take on

every vamp in the city single-handed to find you. I convinced her to hold off
until I could talk to their master and find out his side of the story. Of course I
took enough holy water to drown the son of a bitch if  he actually did do
anything to you… but he swore it wasn’t him or any of his agents. He was the
one who pointed out there was an abandoned church in the forest.”

“Won’t… you get in trouble for going to the forest?” I asked hesitantly.
If the Sidhe were territorial…

“Yes. They’re already making threats and the Grandmaster isn’t happy
with my rash actions. He says I should have arranged for a guide to take me
there. Should have had one of the others with me in case it was an ambush…
but if you were hurt or… suffering… I couldn’t wait. I’m glad I didn’t and I’ll
accept the consequences for my actions happily.” He took the empty bowl
and set it back on the tray, placing a cup of juice in my hands.

“Since  they  started  this  in  the  first  place,  if  anyone  is  subject  to
consequences it should be them.” I sipped at the drink. It was hard to tell
whether the sun was setting or my eyes were just getting readjusted to the
light. Grant’s voice was settling in to a more comfortable volume as well. 

“What  happened,  anyway?”  He  asked.  I  had  to  smile  at  his
nervousness  at  bringing  up  bad  memories  so  soon  but  his  curiosity
outweighed it.
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“After Drake left and I heard you take off angry… I just had to get away
and think about all this. I don’t think I would have really given up… but the
temptation was terrible. Drake made some good points, though. I just needed
to relax. I went back to the gardens where we met. I hadn’t been there long
when I got shot full of drugged thorns. I woke once and was drugged again by
a creepy looking creature… but I don’t know what it really looked like. Its face
kept distorting. After that I was being buried.

“What features didn’t change?” He asked, leaning forward.
“It had reddish-brown skin… a bulbous nose and orange eyes. I don’t

think it was very big.. it carried a knife… It had a creepy laugh, sounded
like…”

“Gulping.” He scowled. “Bastards. Lay down and relax. I’ll  bring you
some more substantial food later. At least you’re looking healthy again. When
I got there you would have made super models jealous. I can’t imagine what
would have happened if I hadn’t found you…” 

“You did.  No more ‘what  if’s  and I  swear I  will  hit  you if  you even
consider saying ‘I told you so’ at any point. I’ve heard enough of that to last
many lifetimes.”

“Why would I say that?” He frowned in confusion.
“You told me to learn defense. You wanted me to work on all these

different  things  that  would  have  saved  me  from  that  place…”  I  sighed,
picking at a loose string on the blanket. “I should have listened.”

“No.” He said at last, sitting on the bed next to me and gently turning
my head so I had to look at him. “Nothing I encouraged you to learn would
have prepared you for an ambush like that. Everything requires a clear head
and  those  drugs  were  designed  for  the  sole  purpose  of  preventing  clear
thinking. They saturated the rope with the stuff, too. There was no way for
you to escape it. No way to stop it. Perhaps when the rope finally rotted and
the mixture turned to dust it would wear off…. But by then it is unlikely you
would be able to focus your will to get out. You would be so used to it you
would have forgotten that there was anything else.  Don’t  blame yourself,
Miranda.  I  shouldn’t  have  left.  Especially  not  with  you  in  that  state.  I’m
sorry…. I failed you as a partner and as a friend.”

I was silent as he pulled me in to a hug, wrapping my arms around him
and practically clinging. There were no words for how much I needed a hug,
that feeling of safety. Of being cared for. “We are both to blame in some
respect. I’m not upset with you… I’m just sorry I’ve worried you for so long.”

“Some things are worth worrying about.” He said softly as he released
me. “I have some business to attend to. I’ll be back this evening. Your old
boss is keeping an eye on the city so don’t worry if you feel a call. He feels it
too and he’ll deal with it as quickly as possible.”

“Alright.”  I  pulled  a  couple  of  the  pillows  out  from behind  me and
settled back on the bed, falling asleep while considering Grant’s concern for
me.

When I returned to wakefulness it was in a cold sweat and to see deep
blue eyes trained patiently on me. A moment of panic  was quickly followed
by a moment of realization and I relaxed. “Grandmaster. How long have you
been here?”
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“Long enough to see your dreams are not restful.” He sat back in the
chair, not looking away from me. “How are you?”

“All things considered, I’m fine.” I pushed myself up to sit against the
headboard. It was dark outside, the only light here coming from a three wick
candle on the nightstand next to me, and it didn’t hurt my ears when he
talked so I’d say I was happy with the improvement.

“Still hallucinating?” The question seemed offensive but I knew it to be
necessary

“I don’t think so. It all seems to have retreated to dreams.” I glanced
up to see Grant in the doorway,  silently listening. His expression carefully
controlled. “What was that thing I saw?”

“A  type  of  gnome.”  The  Grandmaster  said.  “Their  ability  to  hold
grudges is legendary. I insulted their leader over a thousand years ago when
he wouldn’t listen to sense and they have spent the intervening time doing
whatever they could to cause problems. I am sorry you were targeted this
way.”

“Gnomes… I thought they were just cute little diminutive people like
you see in gardens.” I sighed. “Did those fairy tale people get anything right
or did they put effort into sugar-coating all of it? Everything I’ve come across
so far has made it look like the old stories got it all backwards. All the good
things are evil.”

“All those creatures are just like people. Some are good, some are bad.
The only ones that come to our attention are bad. I know it’s hard but try not
to let it ruin your vision of them. Those gnomes have been dealt with. With
any luck their fate will send a message to the rest of them. I will  tolerate
pranks  in  my  own  home  but  not  threats  to  you  or  any  other.”  The
Grandmaster stood and smiled, though it didn’t reach his eyes. “I cannot tell
you how relieved I am you are safe. We were all terrified when we realized
what they must have done. Your mother will most likely come visit today, as
well. She has not handled this well. Grant told me of a suggestion you offered
and I believe it to be acceptable.”

“Suggestion?” I  asked weakly,  trying to remember anything of  that
sort.

“The man who will be working with your mother lost his family to the
vampires  as  well.  They  will  no  longer  guard  a  single  area  but  be  sent
anywhere there are vampires who are getting out of control. She is unable to
forgive them. Even though it was a vampire who saved you, she blames them
for all of this. It is not safe for her to remain here. The last few days she has
been getting to know her new partner.”

“Good.” I forced a smile but I couldn’t decide what to feel. Dad was
being replaced… but it had been years…. She deserved to be happy… 

“Well. I should be going.” With a nod in my direction he disappeared. 
“That was abrupt.” I said, looking over at Grant. He looked at me in

silence for a moment before moving to sit in the chair next to the bed.
“He’s never been very good with idle chatter. Drawn out goodbyes are

not part of his life.” He was so solemn it made me nervous. 
“You okay?”
Again  he  just  looked  at  me  for  what  felt  like  a  full  minute  before

answering. “All things considered, I’m fine.”
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“It looks like there are more  'things' on your  mind than mine since
from here you sure as hell don’t look fine.” He looked away from me and I
winced. That had been pretty tactless. “Sorry. That came out wrong.”

“Truth hurts sometimes.” He smiled, his short laugh forced. “I know. If I
looked half as bad as I feel, I’d be frayed around the edges. I just…” 

I smiled sadly as he shrugged and fell silent, unable to explain. “Look
at it this way… if we can get through something like that in one piece the rest
of it will be simple.”

“Are you hungry?” I looked up at the door, my surprised doubling as I
recognized  one  of  mom’s  maids.  Veronica?  Ronnie…  I  hadn’t  noticed  a
scent… She was carrying a large tray of food that smelled wonderful.

“Definitely” I grinned. “How’ve you been Ronnie? When did you get
here?”

“When your mother went to meet her new husband I came here at her
request. It’s a good thing, too.” She muttered, shooting Grant a dark look.
“Some people don’t understand that when you are no longer a bachelor you
give up the old habits.”

I smiled at his indignant expression. Poor guy. “Cut him some slack,
Ronnie. He’s had as bad a time of all this as I have and technically he is still a
bachelor. We’re not married, just friends.”

“Still, tell your friend to at least try to hit the garbage can with some of
his  trash.  I  may  be  paid  to  clean  but  that  doesn’t  mean  I’m  up  for
challenges.” She grinned at Grant to show that there was no hard feelings
and retreated back downstairs. 

I handed him the extra plate of food she had made and settled back as
we ate in silence. So he had all but fallen apart these last couple of months. It
was touching in a way… Did I really mean that much? 

Once my plate was empty I became aware of something else. I needed
a bath. That was suddenly all I could think of. Carefully I set the tray on the
far side of the bed and swung my legs out, Grant was out of the chair, a hand
supporting me as my legs buckled.

“Careful…” He chided, setting his plate on the chair so he could get a
better grip. “Your legs haven’t done much moving the last few months. I’ll get
whatever you need.”

“I don’t care how strong your will is, you can’t bring a bath up here.” I
grinned.  “Tell  you  what,  I’ll  pop  down there  and make sure  Ronnie  is  in
shouting distance, alright?”

“Alright.”  He  said  reluctantly  easing  me  back  on  the  bed.  With
surprisingly little effort I willed myself downstairs, sitting on the edge of the
tub. It took a moment to balance again but soon I had the water running and
mounds of bubbles piling up. Ronnie hurried in at the sound of water and
made a strange noise when she saw me sitting there.

“Damn it, Miranda. Don’t push yourself! You aren’t strong enough for
exertion like this! I swear…” She growled, hurrying back and forth to pull out
towels and soaps, placing them within reach. “Like mother, like daughter.”

“Mom was stubborn, too?” I grinned as she closed the door so I could
undress and slip in to the tub. 

“Was?” She laughed. “What do you mean was? Keep this up and you’ll
need to hire someone to take care of you, too.”
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“I don’t know what you’re talking about.” I said as I slipped into the
water, reveling in the sting of the heat. I sank down, only my eyes peeking
above the bubbles.

“Same as  she doesn’t...” Ronnie muttered, dropping a pile of towels
next to me. “I’ll be back in a minute with a clean nightgown for you.”

“The blue one.” I called after her. With a sigh I sat back and closed my
eyes, relaxing more than I had in ages. The sweet scent of the bubbles was
almost  intoxicating.  My peace  was disturbed all  too  soon  by the familiar,
commanding voice of mother. She followed Ronnie in and began a torrent of
questions, apologies and exclamations over my lost weight. I had to sit up so
she could hug my shoulders rather than my neck and getting a response in
edgewise was impossible. 

When she finally ran out of things to say and fell to silence, trails of
tears evident on her face I finally started trying to remember the answers.
“I’m fine, mom. Yes, I’m eating. Ronnie is making sure I eat healthy food, too.
Grant has been an angel, making sure I’m comfortable. I’m getting stronger,
gaining weight and for the love of God, stop worrying about me!” 

“I’ve been so worried…” She whispered, hugging me again with utter
disregard for the fact that her arms were now covered in bubbles. “I couldn’t
believe it when I found out Drake had told you…”

“No.” I cut her off forcefully. “Don’t blame him. He tried his best to talk
sense in to me and it worked. He left before he found out that I had actually
listened to him. What happened is no one’s fault. It could have happened any
time,  alright?  If  you  insist  on  pointing  fingers  they  need  to  go  to  the
Grandmaster since he was the one that got the damned gnomes riled up in
the first place.”

“Alright.” She said weakly. 
“If you’ve been fighting with Drake I want you to go give him a hug,

alright?” I persisted. “He needs one. I don’t doubt he’s blaming himself like
everyone else and he’s as much a victim as I am.”

She nodded and fell  silent.  I  smiled, swishing the water around my
feet. “So how’s the new man?”

“Paul? He’s… different.” She said after a moment of thought. “I can’t
imagine him taking your father’s place in my heart but it is good to have
someone  to  talk  to  who  understands  the  pain  of  losing  a  loved  one  to
vampires.”

“Good.” I reached out, squeezing her hand. “You deserve to be happy.
I wish you could understand that not all of them are bad, though.”

What  had been a warm family moment just seconds before fell apart
as  she  tensed.  “I  should  let  you  finish  your  bath  in  peace.  I  will  return
tomorrow when you are feeling better.”

I nodded acceptance and she left with no more said. I settled back in
the slowly cooling water and forced myself to focus on washing hair that still
had dust in it. I had decided to overlook the fact that I had been wearing
pajamas instead of the jeans and t-shirt I was wearing when I got myself into
trouble. Chances are it would be more trouble than it was worth to find out
who had changed me. I wasn’t sure how to feel about the fact that I hadn’t
been clean since then. Once cleaned off and somewhat alone – Ronnie was
just outside the door – I drained the tub and ran the shower long enough to
rinse  off  the  last  of  the  bubbles  and  dirty  water.   My  legs  still  weren’t
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cooperating, refusing to hold my weight and the claw-footed tub was deep
and slippery. Finally I sat comfortably and willed myself to the floor next to
the stack of towels. Once dry and dressed, I returned to my bed, grinning at
the scent of fresh sheets. 

Now my only regret was a lack of a television in the room. I was clean,
safe and awake… and hungry. I sighed and changed my mind about being
back in bed. I willed myself to the couch and settled back against the pillows. 

“No. Never. Get away.” I heard Ronnie hissing from the back door just
outside the living room entry. 

“Ronnie? What is it?” I called.
“A vampire wanting to come in Miss Miranda.” She called back. “He’s

being persistent.”
“Come help me.” I  said,  allowing my tone to reflect  that  it  was an

order. She came in to the room unhappily and shook her head as I held up a
hand. With her support I was able to reach the door, my stomach growling at
the scent of a human nearby. 

The master of the vampires stood just outside the screen door, the
amusement in his eyes betraying his angry expression. I smiled, reaching for
the handle. 

“Miranda….” Ronnie hissed a warning. 
“You’ve been around my mother too long.” I murmured to her, opening

the door. “You are welcome here.”
“Thank you.” He said pointedly, flicking a glance to Ronnie. “I brought

you dinner.”
Trailing  behind  him were  two  dazed  looking  women,  a  glance  was

enough to determine their occupation. Skimpy clothes, too much makeup and
a strong spicy scent. Prostitutes.  “Two?”

“One  for  you,  one  for  your  partner.  He  is just  a  business  partner,
correct?” He grinned, sharp teeth showing only briefly as he looked me over.
I was suddenly aware that I was facing a very old and powerful vampire in my
nightgown. I was glad it was ankle length and not too revealing but I still felt
my face growing warm. “He has refused to leave the house while you were
sleeping. I’ve sent a few delivery boys to make sure you are both getting
enough to eat.”

“Thank you. Your help has meant a lot to me though I do have one
question.” I gave him an almost nervous smile as he nodded. “How did you
know where to find me?”

“I didn’t. It was a guess.” He followed as Ronnie impatiently guided me
back to the living room. He sat on the opposite side of the couch where he
could  look  at  me  directly  –  and  I  suspected  he  knew  I  would  be  more
comfortable  that  way.  “Long  ago  the  members  of  that  church  caused
problems  for  me  and  my  children.  When  it  was  abandoned  and  the
consecration of the grounds was… mysteriously desecrated… it became my
favorite place to be alone. I still go there when I need to think. When I tire of
the children and need peace. During one visit I noticed a fresh grave. Not
entirely uncommon. Some of the more cruel humans sometimes bury their
victims there. I thought little of it until your partner approached me to explain
the situation. I believe he had come to the conclusion that I was to blame. I
remembered  the  grave  and  returned  to  check.  The  stone  over  it  was
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suspicious enough that I sent word to him. It was too near dawn for me to do
anything myself.”

“I’m glad you were observant.” I smiled, sitting back and taking a deep
breath. “I don’t know what I would have done if I were stuck there forever.”

“You came out of it quite well.” He mused. “Your recovery has been
fast. More so than would be expected. It is encouraging. Ahh… you must be
starving, though.”

He motioned one of the women and she stumbled forward, kneeling
beside him. With another gesture he sent her crawling toward me. For only a
moment  I  hesitated  but  the  scent  was  strong  and  the  self-consciousness
imposed by society disappeared as my lips touched hers and drew her spirit
out. I had regained enough control of myself to stop before she was dead,
leaving her perhaps ten years. 

“Enough to make one pause and reconsider stealing a kiss.” Murmured
the vampire as the woman slumped to the ground, too weak to remain sitting
for the moment. She would recover in an hour or two.

“I do hope I  won’t have to rescind my welcome.” I  laughed, feeling
almost giddy at the rush of energy still circulating. 

“No, no.” He chuckled. “I can behave quite well when it is required.”
A footstep at the small door to the studio brought both our attention to

Grant. I smiled. “I was wondering where you took off to.”
“Fell asleep.” He muttered, attempting to hide his disapproval of the

vampire sitting on the couch.
“Glad you could join us.” The master said, motioning him to sit. “Are

you hungry?”
Grant started to relax, his attention turning to the woman still standing

nearby. “Yes. Thank you.”
The  vampire  shifted  to  move  closer  so  we  could  talk  quietly  while

Grant was busy. I realized that I had been thinking of him in terms of species
and position for a while now. “You know… after all this time you’ve never told
me your name.”

“I suppose you’re right. It is rare for anyone to call me anything other
than ‘Master’ or ‘evil bastard’” He laughed, holding out a hand. “My name is
terribly old fashioned and flowery so I chose to change it years ago. You can
call me Damien. If it makes you feel any better I had no idea what your name
was until someone showed up accusing me of killing you.”

I shook his hand, my smile freezing as his hand held a little too long for
comfort. “I am glad you are not upset about that.”

“I have become used to that sort of treatment. After a few hundred
years you learn to shrug it off. It is reasonable for people to assume the worst
after years of bad movies.” He smiled as Grant came to sit on the opposite
side of me.

“For what it’s worth I’m sorry I  jumped to conclusions.” Grant said.
“Her mother was either here or on the phone half the time.”

“I understand completely. It would be a rare woman who could let go
of a pain as deep as hers.” He stood. “Well, I’ve not done my own hunting yet
and the night is half gone. It is good to see you up and about again, Miranda.
Someone will be by shortly to get those two out of here.”

I smiled after him as he slipped out past Ronnie, chuckling as she ran a
finger over the jeweled silver cross around her neck. It was a good thing he
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was not easily offended – that was the equivalent of an angry person fondling
a knife while staring at you. Even if it were not a genuine threat, it was still in
bad taste.

“Did you have to let  him in here?” Ronnie muttered after the door
closed. 

“He’s not that bad.” I laughed. “He’s done a lot to help and without
him we would all be in a pretty bad way. The least we can do is show him the
respect and trust he deserves.”

“Hmph.” Grant stood, looking no more cheerful than Ronnie.
“What’s your problem?” I sat back wondering what it was this time.
“I don’t like him.” He said, continuing before I had time to protest. “It’s

not that I’m not grateful for his help… I just don’t like his lack of formality.”
“Lack of formality?” I asked, momentarily confused.
“The way he was looking at you.” He clarified. “Especially when you

weren’t looking.”
“What?” I laughed, though it was somewhat forced. To be honest his

familiarity made me uncomfortable as well and his request for reassurance
that I was still single… I had thought it a joke at the time… 

“See what I mean?” Grant gave me a pointed look.
I sighed, promising myself I would learn to block my thoughts. I was

getting tired of people picking up on them so easily. I shifted to lay facing the
TV. I had wanted to watch a movie but there was no way I was getting up to
pick one out. Hell, I knew what I wanted to watch… I smiled as it occurred to
me that  if  teleportation  were  possible,  surely  telekinesis  would  be,  too.  I
focused on the DVD and gave it  a  pull.  Nothing happened.  I  tried again,
exerting my will and it shifted. Encouraged, I kept trying – slowly pulling it off
the shelf. Once it was on the floor I opened the case and came to the next
problem. After depressing the button to open the DVD player I still had to pry
the DVD out of the case and lift it…

“You could have asked, you know.” Grant said quietly, watching from
behind the couch. I had forgotten he was there…

“I wanted to know if I could do it.” I said, opening the DVD player. No
matter how many times I tried, I couldn’t get the disc out of the case, though.
Finally Grant went over and put it in the player. When he turned back to me it
was with a thoughtful expression.

“How?” He asked at last.
“Same as anything else.” I shrugged. “Exertion of will. Can’t you do it?”
“No.” 
“Have you tried?”
“Not… lately.” He admitted. “We’re told that it comes in time when we

are older.”
“Do they say that because it’s always true or because it prevents the

younger  ones  from  doing  anything  rash  before  they  have  gained  the
knowledge necessary to be careful with it?” His expression told me it might
be a little of both. I nodded for him to come sit down. “Nevermind all that.
Come watch the movie.”

He was silent and solemn for a while. Right up until I threw a pillow at
his head when he didn’t laugh at one of the best jokes. After that he seemed
to snap out of it, throwing the pillow back and enjoying the movie.
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The next day I decided I was tired of this lying in bed all day thing. I
was tired of being weak. I felt a lot better after eating last night. My legs still
didn’t want to work but I held on to the bed post and pulled myself upright.
When I was standing steady enough, I took a step and tightened my grip on
the post as I  started to fall,  pulling myself  back up as I  forced my leg to
respond and hold my weight. 

It took the better part of the afternoon and Ronnie nearly threw a fit
when she walked in, distracted me and I fell… but by the end of the night I
could walk as long as I had something near enough to steady me. Finally I
gave up and fell exhausted into bed. When I woke in the morning there was a
beautiful cane at the foot of the bed, intricate designs carved in to it making
it look almost elegant. With a smile I fought with a pair of jeans, realizing how
difficult it was to get dressed without fully cooperating limbs, and made my
way downstairs.  At the foot I  raised an eyebrow. The wall  next to Grant’s
easel was stacked with paintings, all with a melancholy and desperate feel to
them. Some of them were framed with price tags. He was going to sell them?

“Morning.” I looked up to see Grant standing in the doorway with a cup
of coffee.

“You’re selling them?” I looked back to the stack. 
“What else is there to do with them? Keep them around and eventually

there are space issues.” He shrugged.
I saw the corner of one of the framed ones in the back, hobbled over

and pulled the others away. It was the one with the hidden Sidhe. I slipped it
out. “Not this one.”

Before he could respond I popped back up to my room, pulled down
one of the seascapes and carefully hung it. I smiled, going to sit on my bed
and look at it. He had done a lot of work since I saw it the first time. The
number of faces was astounding but you wouldn’t see a single one if  you
didn’t know what to look for. The play of light and shadow made it easy to
see nothing more than the river and forest. It seemed a perfect expression of
life  –  the surface  world beautiful  of  its  own accord  and the hidden world
active, sometimes in plain sight but mistaken for something else. Things seen
and half-seen creating the familiar.

A knock on the door drew me away from the painting. “Come in.”
Grant stuck his head in and chuckled. “You know, that could have been

the masterpiece that made me famous.”
“You’ll  either have to make a new masterpiece or wait  until  you’re

dead like every other artist.” I grinned, looking back at it. “If I have to buy it, I
will. But I won’t let you sell it to someone else.”

“This one’s free. But next time…” He laughed and sat next to me. “I
didn’t think you’d like it, actually.”

“Why not?”
“The little guy under the fern by the rock.” He said after a moment.
I looked and felt a chill  – it was a gnome. I took a deep breath and

released  it,  moving  closer  to  study  the  features.  This  one  didn’t  look
menacing at all, rather it seemed to be laughing. “I’m not my mother.” I said
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at last. “I ran in to a bad one… but they won’t all be like that. The one you
painted actually looks like he might be good company.”

“I wish I could feel the same way.” He muttered. “I’m more like your
mother than I would like to admit. I would gladly track down and kill every
gnome in the area if I could but duty holds me back.”

“I  wouldn’t  mind killing the ones that  buried me but the rest  don’t
deserve our wrath.” It would be a lie to say the image of the gnome didn’t
make me nervous but in a way it just added to the atmosphere of the picture.
I sat back on the bed next to him, a comfortable silence falling as we studied
the painting. 

“You know,” I said at last. “You should make a series of pictures like
this. Same theory, different environments. I would love to see how you would
fill a desert version.”

“That’s not a bad idea.” He mused.
“Only one problem.”
“What’s that?” He didn’t look away from the painting but didn’t seem

to be seeing it anymore, either.
“You’ll  have to have prints made.” I  grinned.  “I  call  dibs on all  the

originals and firsts in the print series. If we ever find ourselves in financial
straights, we can always sell one of the firsts and refresh our fortune.”

“Oh come on, now.” He laughed, “It’s not that good.”
“Says the artist.” I pointed out. “Most artists worth their paint can pick

out dozens of flaws even in a perfect picture. I  don’t care what  you think
about  your  work,  I  officially  commission  a  minimum  of  five  paintings.  A
desert, an arctic, a jungle, a north American beach – east or west is up to you
– and a tropical beach. Further paintings of this nature will be purchased for
twice the amount offered for the first five. Five hundred dollars each for the
first paintings.”

Grant stared at me blankly for a moment then gave himself over to
laughter. “Just as devious as any other woman. The offer would be far more
appealing if we weren’t sharing a bank account. But alright. Since you insist,
I’ll start work immediately.”

The rest of the night proved far more frustrating as I  tried to read,
ignoring the niggling feeling that told me there was trouble somewhere in the
city. The feeling would intensify if I went in search but Grant had forbidden
me from leaving the house and went to deal with it himself. I wasn’t worried.
He took the car and I knew there would be at least one vampire tailing him.

Eventually I gave up on the book and spent the night doing exercises
that would help my legs regain strength.

“Rough night?” I woke with a start, scrambling away from the voice. It
took a moment to remember I  could breathe and was not trapped in that
damned box. When my eyes focused I saw Grant standing not far away, his
expression concerned. “You alright?”

“Yeah… sorry.” I looked around from my position in the middle of the
living room floor. “What am I doing here?”

As soon as I asked, I remembered. Grant had gone out and I fell asleep
trying to get my legs back to a state of cooperation sufficient to accompany
him again.  He  chuckled,  started  to  smile  and  froze.  He  blinked  and  was
himself again, holding out a hand to help me up. “Incidentally, someone will
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be by today to teach you how to shield your mind. I figure since you’re stuck
here you might as well make use of the time. I know it bothers you to have
others hearing your thoughts so easily and in some situations it could be a
real problem.”

I nodded, taking his hand and quickly getting the cane in position to
hold me up. My legs were terribly sore today so I made my way carefully to
the couch, dropping in with a groan. “How long until the teacher arrives?”

“An hour or two. Depends on how his other lessons go.”
“Want to watch a movie?”
“Sure. Which one?”
“Your choice.” I grinned. “I have no intention of getting up to go over

there to examine the options.”
“Sure,  sure.  Make  me  do  all  the  work  around  here..”  He  laughed,

kneeling in front of the shelf to get a better look at the lower movies. He
paused in front of one I  didn’t  recognize and reluctantly pulled it  out,  He
started to put it back after a moment.

“What’s that?”
“You haven’t seen it?” He pulled it out again, putting it in the player.

“We used to watch it  when everyone was having a bad day.  Tradition of
sorts.”

Once it started he plopped down on the other end of the couch. To be
honest it was more of a ‘feel good’ type of movie than I normally prefer but
when I looked at Grant I saw the pain in his smile. The longing he tried so
hard to hide. I guess we were pretty similar. I bought one of Luke’s favorite
movies in the middle of our shopping spree. I couldn’t imagine sharing it with
Grant… it just wouldn’t be right. Understanding what this meant to him made
it a better movie. At least until it was halfway through. 

The mother and her children were working in the garden and the little
boy ran up to show his mother the worm he found. When it came on the
screen my heart started to pound, I broke out in a cold sweat and I could feel
panic rising in me. The confusion gave way to understanding as I heard the
distant echoes returning, drawing near. Understanding did nothing to stop it,
I heard the taunting voices chanting ‘I told you so, I told you so’ and my skin
began  to  crawl.  I  started  shaking  and  couldn’t  stop  when  the  feeling
intensified and I could feel them under my skin again. 

“No…” My voice was hoarse,  barely audible. The voices got louder,
louder, louder until they drowned everything out and I had to cover my ears.
It made no difference but it was all I could do. There was chaos and then
there was nothing.
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“She’ll  be alright,  though?” Grant’s nervous voice came to me as if
heard through water.

“Yes.” A lower voice responded. Slowly the sound of his voice reverted
to normal. “An adverse effect of her time in confinement. It can be dealt with
but it will take time.”

“She’s waking up.” The relief in Grant’s voice would have made me
smile but it was difficult to make my body respond. I forced my eyes open
and  looked  at  the  two  men  hovering  over  me.  Grant’s  eyes  held  mine,
searching for recognition, reassurance, anything. I made the effort required
to pull the edges of my mouth up in a semblance of a smile. He forced a
smile but his eyes did not lose their worry.  The green halo around the blue
almost  glows  when  he’s  scared. I’d  never  seen  anything  like  it…  such
beautiful eyes…

The  second  man  hovering  over  me  looked  old,  watery  green  eyes
peering at me carefully. There was the faintest flicker to show that this was
illusion but I couldn’t focus enough to break it. A brief surge of fear followed
the realization that I couldn’t focus, I felt fuzzy… “No, no, no.” The old man
said, chuckling. “It’s alright. You had a panic attack of sorts and without the
control of lucidity you were wreaking havoc on your surroundings. Baxter had
to knock you out to prevent you from further damaging your living room and
potentially alerting the less friendly elements in the vicinity to your fear. For
now I am preventing you from regaining full consciousness until we are sure
you have calmed down. I’m afraid it will leave you a little groggy and make
communication difficult but it is necessary.”

“Bax…?” I couldn’t believe the effort it took to say that single syllable.
“Yeah.”  Grant  said  uncomfortably.  “My…  umm…  father  was  never

good at choosing names. He always seems to come up with the worst ones.
Grant is my middle name and our friend here has never gotten it through his
head that I hate being called Baxter.”

“S’okay…” I whispered, laughing inwardly since I couldn’t seem to do
so outwardly. My mother was the same way. I hated my first name, too, going
by my middle name.” 

“Really… how interesting.” The doctor said with a thoughtful smile. “I’ll
tell him since it’s only fair. Her first name is Jessica. She hates it, too.”

I made a strangled noise of protest, not liking this level of familiarity in
a  stranger,  much less  him giving  out  private  information  like  that.  Grant
smiled, a real smile this time, and the old man looked back to me. I heard his
voice, though his lips did not move. You still have the problem of projecting
your thoughts, though while I am holding you in this state only I can hear
them. Don’t worry. I won’t tell him about the eyes. He winked at me. 

I don’t doubt I blushed but if I did no one said anything. Thank god for
small  favors.  “Fine now.”  I  managed to say,  struggling to be free of  this
lethargic state.

“I will release you in a moment. First to the lesson. Now, usually I ease
people in to it with numerous techniques and practice but in your case I can
understand a need for immediate understanding. Try to relax.” Of course his
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words  caused  the  opposite  effect  and  I  tensed.  In  spite  of  my  wary
nervousness, the groggy state made it possible for him to directly contact my
mind. Suddenly I understood. I had a dull headache when he released me,
allowing me to wake up the rest of the way. 

Slowly I sat up, realizing uncomfortably that I was once again in my
room with people standing around me. At least this time I was still wearing
my normal clothes. “Thank you.” 

“You are quite welcome, young lady.” The old man said, slowly getting
to his feet. “Now, if you don’t mind I think I will excuse myself and go home
to get some sleep. I feel as old as I look. Grant… will you see me out?”

The two men left and I fell back on my pillow. What he had shown me
was not just how to block people from reading my mind but how to do it most
effectively.  Where  most  had  to  practice  almost  constantly  to  make  the
techniques second nature, he had imprinted the habits as well. It would be a
battle for someone to enter my mind and it would not be possible without me
knowing it.  I  grabbed the cane leaning against the table next to me and
pulled myself out of bed. I had almost made it to the stairs when Grant came
back up. 

“What did he want?” I asked.
“He wanted to know whether we were aware that the house to our

right and the one across the street were occupied by vampires and what we
had done to  warrant  two full-time watchdogs.”  He chuckled.  “He seemed
surprised when I showed no concern.”

“Good.” I started to go around him but he caught my arm. 
“Are you okay?”
“Yeah. I feel fine.”
“That’s not what I meant.” He said, not letting go. I looked up at his

luminous eyes and sighed, considering the question and responses. It wasn’t
as easy a question as it might have been in the past.

“For now, I’m okay.” I said at last. “I’m not sure what to say about
later. At least where those things are concerned.”

“Worms?” He looked at me questioningly.
“Yeah.”
“I didn’t push you to talk about what happened before… but I think I

need to know more now. I hate to ask you to go over that time again but I
need  to  know  what  the  possible  triggers  might  be.  I  never  would  have
thought the image of an earthworm would set you off like that.” He guided
me to one of the chairs in the corner, pulling the other one near it around to
face me.

“Alright.” I said at last. “At first it wasn’t all that bad. Comparatively. I
was terrified and there was that stench that seemed to clog my brain… but
that was all. I guess it would have been about two weeks in I started to feel
something moving near my feet. I swear I felt the worms crawling in between
the ropes… soon I could feel them chewing through the skin on my legs and
wriggling around… inside…” 

I  shuddered,  pushing the memory away.  He reached over,  carefully
taking one hand. The contact helped anchor me in the present and I gave him
a small smile before continuing. “That went on for maybe a month. It was
impossible to gauge time, though. Sleep and waking had little difference. I
dreamed of the dark hole… the worms. At some point it occurred to me it was
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my fault that I was there. If I had listened to you… to mom. To everyone who
ever  gave  me  advice  about  being  careful  and  taking  care  of  myself… it
wouldn’t have happened. Then the worms started talking… from… inside my
body where they still squirmed and chewed…”

“I told you so?” He asked softly. I nodded. “Thought that might be it.
When you lost control  those words were ringing through the house. Can’t
remember whether that was before or after you shattered the TV.”

“I did?” I whispered, appalled. What if I had hurt him instead of the TV?
“Yeah…. I figured it was the worm that caused the problems since the

first cracks started where it was on the screen.” 
“I’m sorry.”
He stood, pulling me up and into a hug. “Don’t be. I’m just glad you’re

back here and this is the worst of the damage.”
“Still…” I started.
“Still nothing.” He argued, still clinging to me. “I spent those months

searching for  anything,  trying every spell  and suggestion  anyone had for
finding you. I was terrified that I would never find you… that my father would
tell me to accept that you were gone. I can’t lose you too…”

The last  statement stunned me,  I  started to return the hug but he
pulled away, the stricken look on his face telling me that he just realized what
he had said. He took two steps away from me and disappeared. I sat back
down, running a finger over the knotted patterns on the cane as I considered
this problem. Strong emotions could wreak havoc on your mind and there
was nothing like fear to make it worse. I understood his problem… we had
been away from the people we loved for little more than three months and
already they seemed… distant.  It  was another life we had with them and
nothing  was  the  same now.  Already  the  pain  was  dulling  and it  just  felt
wrong. It was too soon. How could I already be forgetting my life with Luke
when that was almost all I’ve ever known? He had always been around… and
the  more  strange  things  that  happen  to  me,  the  less  important  all  that
seemed.

It had to be even worse for Grant since he was almost twice my age.
He’d been with his wife for even longer and from the sound of it, she was as
distant to him as Luke was to me. Knowing he would be gone for a while, I
made my way  downstairs,  and  was  about  to  sit  when the  doorbell  rang.
Ronnie had gone home for the night before we even started watching the
movie so I made my way to the door. Damien lounged against the doorframe,
a teenage punk stood enthralled behind him.

“You’re looking better today.” He said with another of those smiles that
just barely showed the tips of his fangs. I felt a light pressure against my
mind and raised an eyebrow as he shrugged. “Been busy as well. Good to
know.  I’ve  been worried  about  you.  I  saw Grant  leave  so  I  didn’t  bother
bringing him anything but…”

I looked to the boy on the porch… and he was barely more than a boy
but already he had lost the sweet scent distinctive among children and very
sheltered adults.  Part of  what I  had learned in blocking my mind was the
techniques of looking into the minds of others. I took a moment to see what
had made this boy turn bad so early in life. 

I almost felt sorry for him – his parents ran a meth lab further in the
city and he had grown up with addicts around all the time. He knew how to
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hotwire  a  car  and  break  in  to  a  house  before  he  knew  how  to  multiply
numbers. He had fallen in with a gang years ago and had since been involved
in many violent crimes as well as running drugs after his parents were thrown
in  jail.  He  only  avoided  foster  homes  because  he  was  smart  enough  to
disappear when he returned home one day to find half a dozen cop cars on
the street outside his house. There was no chance he could break a lifetime
of conditioning.  He might be young but there was no way he would ever
make  a  worthwhile  contribution  to  society.  His  youth  offered  more
nourishment than most of the people I targeted.

I stepped on to the porch and drew the boy’s spirit out, this time not
quite touching him. It took a little more effort but I was satisfied to know I
could do it  without contact.  I  was only slightly less  uncomfortable  kissing
strangers than I was with drinking their blood. When I had taken all but a year
from the boy I  stepped back,  smiling at Damien in spite of my newfound
unease around him. “Thank you.”

“Any time.” He stepped forward,  offering a hand. “Care to go for a
walk?”

“As much as I would like to,” I said carefully. “I really shouldn’t. I would
never hear the end of it from mother and Grant would get more of an earful
than me. Perhaps once I am walking without help?”

“As you wish.” He bowed, smiling to show he was not offended and
gestured to the boy. Slowly and with some amount of trouble, he stood and
stumbled after Damien. I knew that what I did not take, the vampires would.
From what I had read, they took more nourishment from the blood itself than
we did so the low level of spirit would make little difference. It was only polite
to leave them something for their trouble. I  went back in, pleased when I
realized how much stronger I felt. It was easier to walk, the cane necessary
only when I changed directions. My reflexes were still slow but the strength
was definitely returning. At this rate it would take only one more night before
I was back to normal.

“Whatever  that is.” I muttered as I made my way into the kitchen. A
flick of a switch and the rich smell of brewing coffee began to fill the kitchen.
Caffeine no longer seemed to have an affect on me but I still loved the flavor.
More than that, I loved the smell. It smelled like home… 

The coffee was done and I was absorbed in yet another of the history
books when I looked up to see Grant watching me. It was awkward to say the
least and I had no idea what to say that wouldn’t cause some kind of overly
dramatic scene of the variety I hated. “Thirsty?”

He  seemed  relieved  at  the  question  and  nodded,  going  to  make
himself a cup. He didn’t take the empty seat, but remained on the far side of
the room, looking in to the steaming liquid as if  waiting for an answer to
appear in it. “I should be able to get back to work by next week.” I said at
last,  more  to  fill  the  uncomfortable  silence  than  actually  offer  something
worthwhile to converse about.  “There was another delivery after you left.
Beats meals on wheels.”

The joke brought a distracted smile to his face but I doubt he really
heard me. With nothing else to say I turned back to my book. I had finished
an entire  chapter  before he finally  spoke.  “Sometimes I  hate my father.”
When I looked up it was to see him still holding the cup full of cooled coffee.
“Your mother had her reasons to shelter you from the truth, even if  they
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weren’t the best reasons… it was done out of love. He had almost nothing to
do with my life. Mother was always busy… sent me to a boarding school for
normal kids. She thought I would tell everyone about her if I knew what she
was so she said nothing.”

I  had no idea how to respond to that  so I  kept  quiet.  After  a  long
silence he continued, his voice strained. “She disappeared when I was twelve.
My  father  just  arranged  for  the  school  to  continue  drawing  funds  while
keeping me year round. On holidays I would invariably receive permission to
go to  the  homes of  friends.  When I  met  Anna,  no  one had anything  but
encouragement to offer. They hoped she would pull me out of the depression
I had fallen in to. When I got married there was no sign of my father, only a
card offering congratulations, a suggestion that I travel, and a check for an
unbelievable sum. I thought he was just making up for the years of silence.

“We bought a house and had enough left over I probably could have
retired then and there. In a way I did. I kept my job as a consultant for a large
firm, bought a laptop to minimize the time I would need to go to the office
and took Anna around the world.” He sighed, finally sipping at the coffee.
“Our only sorrow was that we couldn’t have kids. No doctor could figure out
exactly why… just some abnormality to do with me. Nothing dangerous, they
assured us, just something that would prevent any chance of children. Anna
wanted nothing more than to be a mother and I had looked forward to a real
family, too. In the end we adopted.”

I wanted to go give the poor guy a hug. I thought  I had it bad… He
never mentioned he had a kid… Luke and I had considered adopting, too. I
remained where I was, silent. He needed to get all this off his chest and me
interrupting  would  only  cause  problems.  “He  may  not  have  been  ours
biologically but he was still our son. He was a little over one when we got him
and… he was almost thirteen when… I  started to awaken. As far as they
know,  I  was  killed in  a car  wreck.  Father  arranged it… I  could  count  the
number of times I’d actually seen him on one hand and all of a sudden he
shows up, blows up my car and tells me I can never go home. That I am not
human and my marriage is null and void. He assured me Anna and Joshua
would be cared for, dropped me in a hotel here with enough money to keep
me going for a long time and turned me over to the teachers. I’ve been here
longer than I let on. I just haven’t cared to go to the trouble of finding a real
house when the hotel was so much more convenient. Once I started feeding I
found a constant supply of food coming to me. I have been here for almost a
year, rarely leaving the hotel in spite of father’s insistence I get to know the
area.  Alone for a year and losing my family hurts almost as much as it did
that day…”

Almost was the key word. I  was amazed he was able to defend his
father  after  all  this.  “You’ve  had  more  than  your  share  of  pain.”  I  said
carefully. “If I had the ability, I would step aside and let you return to Anna.”

“I know.” He sighed. “That means a lot to me… but intentions mean
little  in  this  situation.  Neither  of  us  can  go  back  to  the  ones  we  love.
Eventually they will die and we will forget about them.”

I had been trying to avoid thinking of that. I didn’t want to forget Luke.
I didn’t want to see him grow old… That alone was reason enough to avoid
him. It would hurt so much more to see him die when I remained ageless. For
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the first time I found myself wishing mother had put more effort into getting
between me and Luke. 

“The part that bothers me the most,” He said, still not looking up from
the cold drink in his hands. “Is how much you remind me of her.”

How was it he was able to keep me speechless? How was I supposed to
respond to that? Before I could even try, he set the cup on the counter and
disappeared. With a sigh I emptied both our cups into the sink and grabbed
my book off the table. Rather than fight my way up the stairs, I just popped
up into my room and settled in the bed with every intention of reading until I
was too tired to keep my eyes open. Instead I lay staring at the pages without
comprehension wondering what it was that made me so like his wife. Would it
help or hurt for me to find out the habits and change them?

I couldn’t say he reminded me much of Luke. I’m sure under other
circumstances they would have been friends, though. It was actually a lot less
annoying to live with Grant. He picked up after himself enough I didn’t feel
like I had to follow him with a trash bag, he wasn’t obsessed with football and
he didn’t take my cooking for granted. The fact that he was a damn good
artist who shared my medium of choice helped, too. He would understand
that when you were involved in a painting, you shouldn’t be disturbed. Luke
tended to forget that and try to drag me out to games or bars or whatever
else he wanted to do….

What am I doing?! I snapped the book closed in exasperation. It won’t
help  this  situation  at  all for  me  to  list  Luke’s  shortcomings  and  Grant’s
benefits. At last I had come to the question I had tried to hide from. Do I want
to let go of Luke? Do I want the pain to stop? It would be so much easier to
just let go and accept the life my parents had planned for me... Was I holding
on for no reason other than defiance?

No... I loved Luke. I almost laughed when I suddenly realized that with
the knowledge of teleportation and the end of vampire hostilities, I could go
back to Luke. Of course my mother couldn't find out... but... I slid out of bed,
grabbed the cane and willed myself to the small utility room just inside the
back door of our old house. We never used the front door. I started to move
toward  the  hallway  and  call  to  Luke  but  stopped  when  I  heard  the
unmistakable soft giggle of a woman. He had moved on. I hesitated longer
than I should have, debating whether to reenter his life but we all must bow
to the inevitable. For me to walk into the house would cause more pain than
anything. He was able to let me go and seek happiness elsewhere, who was I
to refuse him that? 

I returned to my room, wishing I could go for a walk... but after last
time. Of course, last time I had gone well away from everyone. Hoping this
wasn't a mistake, I willed myself to the front door of my house and stepped
through. I  knew there would be at least one set of  eyes on me from the
moment I left the house. I had not made it half the block when someone fell
in to step beside me. I was relieved to see it was not Damien.

"How have you been, Seph?" I asked quietly.
"Not bad. It's  good to see you out and about,  though I  believe the

Master may be a little troubled about the slight. Going out walking with me
instead of him? Terrible manners." He laughed as I winced. "I wouldn't worry.
I take it something happened to warrant an unexpected outing?"

"Something like that." I sighed, focusing on the cracked sidewalk and
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keeping  my balance.  It  came easier  but  when I  stepped on  some of  the
uneven pieces I started to wobble. 

"Want to talk about it?" Though his voice was casual there was genuine
concern and curiosity in the question. Well, I needed someone to talk to...

"As long as you keep it between us." I said at last. He gestured in the
air with one hand then nodded for me to continue. He must have told the
other watchers to mind their own business.  "I  went to see  Luke...  my old
boyfriend... They told me to avoid him in case someone decided to use him
against me but... I figured if I was careful. Hell, mom's primary concern was
you guys and she just hadn't given you a chance to prove yourselves. I'm just
not sure what to do. I still love him but he's found someone else. Everyone
expects me to fall in love with Grant but he's just as upset - if not more so -
about losing his own family. So... I need a male perspective in this. What do
you think I should do?"

Seph was silent for a long time as we strode along the dimly lit path.
Aside from a rude gesture at a gawking elderly couple he made no sign of
answering. I had almost given up on hoping for a response when he finally
answered. "Nothing."

"What?"
"Don't do anything. For now you have a broken heart to contend with

and that makes you vulnerable... Classic rebound situation. Same with Grant.
Probably why that bi..." He paused, starting over. "Probably why your mother
let you get stuck on a human. With you two suddenly aware of a void you'll
gravitate  toward  each other more readily just  to  fill  the space.  You'll  see
things in each other you normally wouldn't. So... do nothing. Take a few more
months to feel  sorry for yourself,  do whatever makes you feel  better and
enjoy a little independence. Grant seems like a good guy. Well... he may not
be the most  friendly guy around but at least he has a grip on himself. He
won't do anything stupid."

He  made some good points.  I  had been going around acting  like  I
needed love in my life. It's always been around and there have been times
I've wished for the freedom being single offered. Maybe it was time to take
advantage of that. "Thanks, Seph."

"What? You're actually listening to me?" He gave me a lopsided grin. 
"Of  course.  I  wouldn't  ask  if  I  didn't  want  an  answer."  I  laughed,

thumping his leg chidingly with the tip of my cane. "I needed to hear a lot of
that."

"Good. Now your only concern is the Master. I'm sure you've noticed he
fancies you. Luckily he realizes he has an IOU's chance at a bank of winning
your affection but he'll sure give it a go. I'd advise leveling with him soon." 

"Probably a good idea." I winced, not liking the thought of confronting
the vampire. How do you turn down someone like that? If the wrong words
are chosen the consequences are likely to be a lot worse than it would be
with a human.

“Ahh, timing. Good luck.” He clapped me on the back and was gone. I
stopped and looked around the empty street. There were lights in most of the
windows, the muffled sounds of gunfights and canned laughter escaping the
nearby houses. While I had the impression of multiple sets of eyes on me, I
saw nothing. No movement, I turned to return home and almost ran in to
Damien. His expression was unreadable as he stood in silence. 
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“Don’t do that!” I stepped back, willing my heart to slow down. “I will
never get used to people appearing out of nowhere like that.”

When he didn’t respond, I turned again and motioned him to join me.
“You guys just keep surprising me, you know.” My mind raced as I tried to
come up with a suitable way to placate the vampire master  who was no
doubt offended that I  waited until  he was gone before taking my walk. “I
changed  my  mind  about  that  walk  after  you  left  but  it  seemed  terrible
manners to interrupt you if you had gone hunting. I knew you would have
someone watching over me so I expected word would get back to you when
you were ready. Thanks, by the way.”

“For what?” He asked, his tenseness fading as he fell in to step beside
me. 

“For the guards.” I smiled. “I’m still a bit jumpy being out here but I
know nothing will happen as long as you guys are around.”

“Laying it on thick, aren’t you?” He chuckled. “But there is honesty in
the flattery and for that I thank you. It means a lot to us to be trusted. So
what brought about the need for a walk? You were upset when you left the
house. Problems with your partner?”

“No. I’m just still trying to adjust to this new life and sometimes gets a
little overwhelming. I got to thinking about this and that after you left and it
just felt like the walls were too close. I had to get out and see the sky.” Not
really a lie, just an omission of something he did not need to know.

“That is  to  be expected.”  He said after a  moment.  “I  imagine your
change is not too different from our own. Most of us have trouble for the first
few years, having to come to terms with a life that manages to be both curse
and blessing.”

“Yeah.” I  sighed wistfully.  “Your  whole life  gets  thrown to the side,
everything you loved becomes a danger you can’t have around anymore.”

The thought of Luke intruded again and my throat closed up, refusing
to let me continue. I hated to think of him with someone else. Was I really so
easy to set aside? I felt tears welling up and in spite of my desperate attempt
to hold them back, one by one they began to escape. With blurred vision, I
started  to  stumble  but  a  warm hand  caught  me.  I  looked  up  at  Damien
through the tears, surprised that his skin was so warm… I had expected it to
be cold…

“It’s alright.” It was all he said and was probably the last thing I needed
to  hear  in  the  fight  to  regain  control  of  myself.  I  closed  my  eyes,
unsuccessfully trying to stop the tears from flowing. I felt his arm slip around
my waist, lifting me off the ground. There was a rush of wind on my face and
when I opened my eyes, I found us at one of the five parks the city boasted.
He placed me carefully on the stone seat and sat beside me. His arm never
shifted position. 

The gentleness and concern in his expression was too much and I fell
in  to  embarrassingly  hysterical  sobs.  He  murmured  comforting  words  I
couldn’t  hear  and pulled me close.  I  was in no state  to argue and,  in all
honesty, I  didn’t want to. I settled my head against his chest and cried. I
couldn’t figure out what I wanted. I missed Luke, just talking to him. Grant
was wonderful and seemed almost too good to be true. Now there was a
vampire who ‘fancied’ me and was doing everything in his power to protect
me from creatures who wanted me tortured and killed for reasons  that had
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absolutely nothing to do with me. I felt like I was living in a soap opera. God, I
hated those things… I couldn’t just change the channel this time, though. The
thought struck me just right and I started laughing. I could only imagine what
poor  Damien  must  be  thinking  of  this.  Going  from  hysterical  tears  to
hysterical laugher in mere seconds.

“Did I miss something?” He sounded more amused and curious than
worried. 

“I want the remote control for life.” I said, pulling away from him and
wiping my face dry. “It’s time to change the channel.”

He chuckled. “You are a strange one, you know. Not in a bad way,
though.” He added hastily.

“Yeah.” I nodded, sighing and sitting back against the cold stone and
looking up at the stars. “I’ve heard that a time or two before. I’m sorry for
falling apart on you like that. Stepping back to look at the situation it seems
absolutely absurd and embarrassing.”

“Oh?”
“Well  how  often  does  some  crazy  woman  have  a  brief  emotional

breakdown and get comforted by the most respected and powerful vampire
in the area, hmm?”

“I suppose you have a point.” He laughed. “I’m glad to be of some
help, though.”

“I don’t know how I’m going to deal with this immortality thing. I’ve
never wanted it.  Hell, I thought the people who did were insane.” I sighed,
unable  to  pick  out  any  constellations  in  the  narrow band of  stars  visible
between the trees. “Watching the world grow and change, never changing
with it… never getting older. Every old person I’ve met has complained about
the world going to hell and every generation says it louder than the last. Now
I have to watch it keep going…. Getting worse and worse without the chance
to escape it.”

“That is a problem for all immortals. Every fifty years or so for as long
as I can remember, we have traveled. In seeing the world, we are able to
catch up on the state of things, returning to whatever we call home with the
ability to see it through new eyes and accept the changes, growing with the
times.” He chuckled. “It has been much easier in recent years. Instead of
walking the world and taking ten years to see everything, we can just spend
a  week  in  front  of  the  television.  Flip  between  world  news  and  travel
channels, educational programs focused on cultures… that’s all the work with
none of the effort.”

“Makes sense, I suppose. I wonder how our kind manages since we
can’t  exactly  wander  freely  without  the  concern  of  breaking  treaties,
promises or whatever else has been done to keep the peace.” I closed my
eyes, taking a deep breath and releasing it slowly. 

“There are loopholes.” He said after a moment. “If  accompanied by
one who has been granted permission to pass freely, you could go almost
anywhere.”

“Sounds great but after that last experience…” I muttered. 
“They  wouldn’t  dare  interfere  with  anyone  under  my  personal

protection.” His hand gently touched my cheek, turning my head to face him.
I opened my eyes to see that he was much closer than I was comfortable
with. I pulled away and stood quickly. 
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“I should get home.” I looked away from his questioning eyes. “I still
have to get dinner made.”

“I see.” The warmth and kindness that had been in his voice was gone.
“I’ll… see you later, then.” I felt like an idiot, stumbling over myself but

I  wasn’t  really  prepared to  react  properly  to  a situation  like  this.  I  willed
myself home and pushed back the threatening hysterics. He had been about
to kiss me… a vampire…. A master vampire…. Oh god… 

I stumbled to the kitchen, almost forgetting to use the cane to keep my
balance  but  stopped short  when I  got  there.  Grant  was  stirring  a  pot  of
something on the stovetop and, curiously, there were no cans, bags or boxes
in sight. Not instant food?

“Where  have  you  been?”  He  asked  without  turning  around.  “I  was
starting to get worried.”

“I went for a walk.” I said at last, dropping in to one of the chairs at the
table.

He turned to look at me incredulously. “A walk? Alone? This late at
night? After what happened…?”

“Not alone. Damien has been making sure I don’t go anywhere alone
whether I know it or not. I had half a dozen vampires watching me the entire
time just to make sure nothing happened.”

Grant  made an annoyed sound and turned back to the pot  on  the
stove. “I don’t like him.”

“I don’t expect any Entaent to like him or any of his kind.”
“No… I don’t like him.” Grant emphasized. “Vampires are less like us

than you realize. Neither of us are anything like humans and the gap gets
wider every year we live. He can act just as well  as we can but he’s still
dangerous. His interest in you is most certainly not innocent and I don’t like
it.”

I wasn’t sure whether to be flattered or annoyed. “I don’t feel all that
different from the way I was when I was human. Physically, yeah… different is
a mild word for  it.  Emotionally and mentally?  That’s  another story.  If  our
emotions died with our human life, neither of us would be so miserable.”

He tensed, his arm freezing in place for a moment before resuming
stirring. “That was uncalled for.” 

I  barely heard the words and immediately felt  bad for saying
that. He was right… This just wasn’t my night. It would be best for me to keep
my mouth shut and go to bed early. 

We remained silent until he filled two bowls and set one in front of me.
‘Dropped politely’ would be a better way to explain it. There was no question
he was still mad at me. He leaned against the counter holding his bowl, not
looking at me as he stirred the contents. I looked down at the unquestionably
homemade soup in front of me. It smelled wonderful. “What kind of soup is
this?”

“Family recipe.” He said at last. “My mother called it gloomy soup. She
made it  any time I  was in a bad mood on the rare occasions I  got to go
home.”

I looked back at it, unsure what about it made it look gloomy. I tried a
spoonful and soon couldn’t stop eating it. There was no way to describe the
flavor. Even after picking out some of the ingredients it just didn’t match up.
It  tasted  like  liquid  sunshine,  warm  and  bright.  I  could  feel  my  muscles
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relaxing as I ate and all my problems fell back to seem distant. “Your mother
was one hell of a cook. You’re pretty good, yourself.” I said after scraping
away the last of the flavor from the bottom of the bowl.

“I figured we could use it.” He said simply, taking my bowl and setting
it next to his in the sink. 

“Listen, I’m sorry about earlier.” I finally broke the silence. “I know I’m
not easy to live with and it’s worse now because of this whole… relationship
mess. We both have our problems and I’m not very supportive… I’m sorry for
that, too.”

“It’s alright.” He sighed and came to sit in the other chair. “I’m sure
you’ve noticed I’m not much better. If anything I’m making it worse.”

“No… if anyone is making it worse, it’s me. I broke down earlier.” I said
hesitantly,  cringing  as  he  perked up,  looking  at  me sharply.  “I  thought…
maybe if I just popped over to Luke’s house from time to time… never let
anyone see me coming or going…”

“That won’t work. Damn it, Miranda…” He started. 
“Don’t worry. I won’t be doing it again. I heard a girl talking to Luke.

He’s already forgotten about me and it wouldn’t be right to go back to him
now.” I clasped my hands tightly in front of me. “That just made me realize it
really was time to close that part of my life off and try to look forward.”

“You’re wrong about him.” Grant said after a quiet moment.  “I  can
guarantee  he hasn’t  forgotten about  you but  the fact  that  he has  forced
himself to move on might well have saved his life. The ones he has to worry
about don’t always rely on sight to track people. There are some who can find
you wherever you are. Your soul  shines like a beacon the same as every
Entaent. If we concentrate it is possible to hide the beacon for a while but it’s
hard to do.”

“Oh…” I sighed. “It seems like every aspect of life has complications
now.”

He nodded. “Most aspects anyway.”
“Great.” 
“So.  Complications  aside,  how  about  a  movie?”  He  grinned  and  I

couldn’t help but agree. I was tired physically as well as mentally but right
now that just sounded wonderful. 

We made our way to the living room and I got settled on the couch
while he picked a movie. Even though it was a comedy, one of my favorites, I
still fell asleep halfway through. 

I woke the next evening still on the couch, resting comfortably on the
wide couch with a blanket draped over me. I stretched and swung my legs
over and started to stand but fell promptly back, a weakness I thought I had
overcome  returning.  With  an  annoyed  moan  I  grabbed  the  cane  resting
conveniently on the floor next to me and pulled myself up. There was a knock
on the door. I started to call for them to be patient when the door opened and
I heard Grant talking. It was slow progress but I finally made it to the hall to
see Grant and Damien arguing politely. 

“What’s going on?” I asked as I approached. Damien looked up at me
with a cautious smile, Grant looked more irritated than pleased to see me.

“He wants to take us out dancing.” Grant said. 
“Dancing?”
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“There’s a club here in town you will absolutely love.” He smiled. 
“I’ve been to all the clubs. Nothing impressive.” I shrugged. Grant gave

me a faint, relieved smile.
“Not this one. Invitation only and entirely unknown to most humans.

The ones who come  do so willingly.” He smiled as the nature of the club
dawned on me. “There is no better place for you to regain full health and, if I
might be so bold… it seems to me you could both use a night out.”

“You might be right.” I said thoughtfully. It was a vampire club with
willing donors wandering around. It was unlikely they knew the full extent of
what they were doing, thinking it was only blood – something that could be
replenished - being taken but…

“You’re  seriously  thinking  about  this?”  Grant  asked,  his  annoyance
returning.

“One of these days you’ll have to learn to relax.” I grinned at him. “I’ll
be back in a minute. Just need to change.”

Grant’s annoyed growl followed me in to the studio and up the stairs.
He’d get over it. I may be too weak to dance at the moment but if I fed a little
bit on a few people, I’d be back to myself and it just sounded like a lot of fun.
I didn’t doubt that with so many vampires around it would look like a Goth
club and rather than stand out too much, I dressed in black and put on a few
pieces of silver jewelry. I would still stand out but only because of the lack of
absurd amounts of adornments. No lines of facial piercings or tattoos. When I
went  to  brush  my  hair  I  almost  choked.  Thanks  to  the  couch  there  was
enough static to make my hair puffy, pieces sticking out at absurd angles.
Great… No wonder Damien had looked a bit amused. A slightly damp brush
tamed my hair and got rid of the static, a curling iron gave it a much more
acceptable look and I returned downstairs to find Damien waiting and Grant
gone. 

“He coming or not?” I asked. 
“You honestly think he would let you go in to a room full of hungry

vampires alone?” Damien laughed. “He decided flannel might not be a good
look for a club and went to change, too. You look wonderful.” He added as he
looked me over. 

“Thanks.” I could tell this wouldn’t be an entirely comfortable evening
but it was too late to back out now. At least Grant would be there to make
sure nothing got out of hand.

“Do you have any idea how hard it was to find these?” Grant muttered.
I looked behind me and was momentarily speechless. He wore black jeans,
boots and a black button up shirt  with the top half  unbuttoned. It  looked
amazing on him. “I’ve never liked wearing dark colors.”

“You should do it more often.” I said under my breath as I turned to
Damien. I felt another pang of discomfort when I realized he had heard what I
said even if Grant didn’t. Oops. “Well, let’s go then.”

Damien nodded, his smile returning as he led us to a sleek black car
waiting out front.  I quickly slid in to the back seat and let Grant take the
passenger side. I thought it would be better that way but Damien spent most
of the trip looking at me through the rearview mirror while Grant cast him
baleful sidelong glares. As I watched the two, the absurdity of the situation
occurred to me again. I still had trouble seeing myself as anything other than
the bookworm human I had been and it seemed really strange to have two
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guys  subtly  fighting  over  me…  even  if  Grant’s  only  reason  was
protectiveness. The attention was still flattering. 

We finally pulled up to an unmarked warehouse in the industrial part of
town. There were lots of others like this one.  The guard standing outside
pushed a button to open the wide door and we pulled in. The inside seemed
to be a multi-level parking lot. Damien pulled in to a vacant spot nearby – the
only vacant space on the first level from the look of it – and climbed out,
opening my door for me. 

“Not quite what you were expecting?” He asked. 
“Not… quite. I expected music….” I agreed. “Every club I’ve been to

you can hear the music from a block away.”
“We  have  to  be  more  careful  than  that.”  Damien  chuckled,  lightly

touching my elbow to guide me to a nearby doorway. We went down a flight
of stairs and he knocked on the heavy metal door at the bottom. A panel slid
aside, the man inside glanced from us to Damien and the door opened. Once
inside I could feel the low thrum of bass. A second door stood not far away
and  once  the  first  was  closed,  the  guard  opened  the  second.  The  bass
increased and the strains of  music began to become audible as we went
down a second set of stairs. At the bottom Damien opened a final door and
we stepped into the club.

The music was loud but you could still talk to someone nearby if you
raised  your  voice.  The  lights  mostly  came  from  red  and  blue  spotlights
strategically placed around the room to illuminate just  enough to prevent
people from tripping over each other while leaving a lot of dark corners that
were impossible to see in to. There were chairs, couches and tables scattered
along the outer edges of the wide room, a DJ table at the far end, smoke
pouring out of what were most likely fake speakers on either side of him. It
created  a  low,  swirling  fog  on  the  crowded  dance  floor.  I  could  smell  a
mixture of sweet and spicy scents around the room. I could recognize most of
the humans at a glance, they had none of the grace of the vampires and
most of them looked somewhat dazed. 

“Welcome to the Pit.” Damien said close to my ear. 
Grant stood close on my other side, surveying the scene with more

discomfort than the admiration I had for it. Damien motioned us to follow and
led us to a booth in the corner where he motioned us to wait. It wasn’t long
before he returned with two people, a man and a woman – both human. They
slid  in  next  to  us,  the  man  looking  like  your  average  tough  punk,  an
aggressive front but in his eyes there was a longing that told me he had been
here before. Somehow he enjoyed being fed on. It didn’t make sense. His
scent was only slightly spicier than Luke’s and the closer he got, the harder it
was to resist draining him. That would be impolite, though. 

The girl next to Grant I could smell from where I sat, her sweet scent
proclaiming her to be mostly innocent, though there was something more I
couldn’t identify to it. I found myself hoping Grant would refuse her…. She
didn’t deserve to die but it  was not my place to offend my host.  Damien
smiled at us expectantly. 

“Please.” Though the word was almost a whisper, I heard it. I looked
back to the man beside me and all traces of his masculine image were gone,
he had the look of an addict about to shoot up again. His scent filled my
senses again and I felt the hunger rising in me. I had to be careful not to
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drain him too far…
“It’s different with me.” I said softly in his ear, glancing at the mostly

healed marks along his arm. He looked momentarily confused and tensed
when my lips touched his. He returned the kiss enthusiastically as I slowly
drained his life, forcing myself to stop when he reached ten years. He sat
back, dazed, a smile at the corners of his mouth. A glance to my other side
showed me that Grant was speaking quietly with the girl – she seemed to be
a little impatient. I pushed back my disapproval at her even being here and
looked  up  to  Damien.  He  motioned,  asking  me  to  dance.  I  was  trapped
between Grant and the human so I willed myself next to Damien and took his
hand. He pulled me in to the middle of the crowd and the music somehow
became even more intense. I could smell a number of humans around us as
the bass pulsed through me. I’d never heard the song before but I loved it
and lost myself in the sound,  mostly swaying since I was still  too weak to
dance properly. When that song ended a slower one played and I realized
Damien had probably planned that as he pulled me closer.

“Do you like it here?” He asked. 
“Yeah,  it’s  great.”  I  looked  around,  seeing  a  few  of  the  vampires

feeding discreetly on the humans. To anyone else it would look like nothing
more than a kiss but between the length of it and the stupefied look on the
humans there was little doubt as to the cause. “Strange to see everyone so
open about who they are.”

“It’s because of clubs like this some of us think that it would be safe to
expose ourselves. Every human here came willingly, knowing what to expect.
They all know that eventually coming here will kill them but still they come.” 

“Some of them are innocents, though.” I was as careful to keep the
words neutral  as  I  could  be but  the tickle  of  his  breath on my neck was
distracting. I wasn’t concerned that he would bite me… it just brought to the
surface memories of Luke’s playful kisses along my neck. 

“Only  in  certain  senses.”  His  whispered  response  was  a  simple
statement of fact and his breath against my ear sent a shiver down my spine.
I rested my head on his shoulder and felt his lips lightly trace a line down my
neck. Again there was a shiver and I heard him chuckle. Self-consciously I
lifted my head to discourage further chills but then his lips touched mine.
Lightly at first to see how I would react. When I did not push him away his
kiss became more earnest. After all this time alone it felt natural… then I
remembered Luke and pulled away from him, my stomach suddenly queasy. 

“I’m sorry…. I just can’t do this…” I turned away from Damien’s pained
look to see Grant’s eyes, two glowing green rings, watching from the table
next to the motionless girl. I couldn’t face him right now… I just couldn’t. I
willed myself to my bedroom and fell on to my bed to be miserable. 

Why did I let it go so far? Why did I agree to dance with Damien? Why
did I stay when a slow song started? I was so stupid… 

A soft knock on the door interrupted my self-recriminations. “Miranda?
Are you alright?”

“Fine.”  I  said,  making  sure  there  was  no  invitation  to  start  a
conversation. 

“Can I come in?” Grant sounded almost as hesitant as I felt and for a
moment I thought about letting him come in… but then I thought about the
only possible topic of conversation and changed my mind.
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“I want to be alone.” I said, silently sliding off the bed and going to
stand by the door, slowly reaching out to lock it. Of course it wouldn’t stop
him if he were determined… just a gesture to make sure he understood I
meant it.

“Damn it…” I heard him whisper. “Just…. Did… Did he bite you?”
My hand paused on the lock and I grabbed the knob instead, pulling

the door open. “What?!” I couldn’t believe he actually thought…
The green around his eyes still seemed too bright… he was seriously

worried. “Did he?”
“Of course not.”  I  wasn’t  sure whether to be angry or hurt  that he

would think me stupid enough to let a vampire bite me.
“Then what was that all about?” 
“I don’t want to talk about it.” I muttered, turning and swinging the

door closed behind me. His hand intercepted, knocking it back open. 
“I don’t care if you don’t want to. I need to know if we’re going to have

a problem with the vampires now.”
I  sighed heavily,  dropping back on the bed.  “Damien is  a  fool  who

decided to get a crush on the first Entaent to treat him like an equal. He
kissed me and I’m just not ready for something like that so I got away from
him.”

“Oh.” He said uncomfortably. 
“Yeah. Now if you don’t mind I’m going to lie here and feel sorry for

myself for a few hours. Everything I do turns in to some big drama-fest and
I’m ready to be done with it.” I grabbed a pillow and pulled it down over my
head, knowing I had to be acting like a spoiled teenager in his eyes but I
didn’t care. 

“Do you have to act like that?” He asked in annoyance. 
“Better than the alternative.” I muttered.
“And what would that be?”
“I pout to myself or I get mad at others. Your call.”
I felt his weight on the foot of the bed. “To be honest, I’d rather see

you mad.”
With a growl I swung the pillow around to hit him. “Did you have to kill

her?”
“What?” He asked, bewildered. 
“She wasn’t a bad person… she didn’t deserve to die. Why did you

have to kill  her?” I was almost yelling and I had the distinct feeling I was
overreacting but he’s the one who wanted me to be angry. 

“It’s true she was an innocent but she was also suicidal. A couple of the
vampires work the graveyard shift  at  the suicide hotline and occasionally
they bring the lost causes to the club with the promise of a pleasant death.
She didn’t want to go home that night. She begged me to make it all stop. I
didn’t see any way around giving her what she wanted. She was addicted to
the misery and even had we brought her here she would have found some
reason to be unhappy.” He sighed, shaking his head. “You think I don’t still
feel guilty about it? The only ones I like to kill are murderers and rapists.”

I lay still, staring at the ceiling. I could feel a tear escape to roll down
into my hair. “Nothing is simple anymore.”

“I  know.”  His  hand rested  over  mine on  the  bed between us.  “I’m
trying  to  make it  easier  for  you  but  you  keep managing  to  find  unusual
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complications.”
“What? It’s not normal to have vampires fawning over you?” I knew it

was a weak stab at humor and his laugh was forced. “Thanks, Grant. I really
don’t know how I  would have managed to get this far without your help.
Eventually I’ll be alright. For now I’m just… too human for my own good, I
suppose.”

“You should have seen me for the last year.” He said, squeezing my
hand and standing up. “I’d say you’re doing pretty well in comparison.”

“Why can’t I be stronger?” I muttered, annoyed with myself. 
“You survive being buried alive for a couple months and don’t think

you’re strong enough?” He laughed and it wasn’t long before I was laughing,
too. Put in that perspective, I guess he made sense. Grant left me to myself
then. When  I felt the thrumming that signaled something wrong later  that
night  he refused to let me go again. One more day, he insisted. I tried to
ignore that sense of something being wrong and picked up a book, rankled
that I couldn’t do anything about it. Half an hour later that feeling faded and I
knew Grant had dealt with whatever it was. I looked up from the book only
once when I heard the door to his room close. Whatever it was must have
worn him out. 

An hour later I felt another warning. Another problem already? I stood
and went to Grant’s door,  knocking softly. There was no response. With a
silent apology, I peeked in to see him passed out, still fully clothed. I would
have to ask him about what happened tomorrow. I slipped back out, glad the
last feeding had, indeed, been enough to fully heal me. I felt stronger and no
longer had balance problems. I could deal with whatever it was. 

I hurried downstairs and out to the car. As expected, the passenger
side opened and one of  the vampires I  vaguely remember seeing on the
playground slid in. “Hello.”

She nodded and said nothing. Okay…. I shrugged and pointed the car
toward the feeling of wrongness. I came to a stop, of course, at the cemetery
again. I could hear the whooping of teenagers and rolled my eyes. Always the
kids. I made my way between stones, willing myself to be invisible. I stopped
near the cleared area with a distinct sense of déjà vu as I surveyed the scene.
Again the area was set up for a ritual of some kind and there was one boy
reciting something in Latin. Three others stood around looking excited as the
candles flickered in the light breeze. I decided to go with a variant of Grant’s
trick for this one. 

A low, rumbling voice overpowered that of the reciting boy, though its
words were indistinct gibberish. The effect was creepy and all of them froze. I
created a misty fog in front of them, swirling red and black as it expanded
from a ball into the shape of a huge, tentacled creature. The boys turned and
ran before whatever demon it was could finish coalescing. Once they were
gone I ended the illusions and blew out their candles, gathering all their tools
and books on the altar cloth, bundling it up and returning to the car. 

“That was an interesting solution.” The woman said. I had forgotten
she was watching… I shrugged.

“Whatever works. The theory is that they will be too freaked out to do
it again any time soon. Maybe scare them in to a church or something.”

“Usually we just feed on them and call it good.” She laughed lightly. 
“They were still  too  young… they might  recover  and become good
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people.” I disagreed, tossing the bundle into the back seat and starting up
the car again. 

“If you say so.” She sounded doubtful but I left it at that. Once we got
back to the house I took the bundle upstairs and sat in the library sorting it all
out. A few knives, a pewter cup, half a dozen small candle holders, a box of
incense, a pouch of herbs and the book. Most of it I just set on an empty
shelf, the book I thumbed through. It looked silly, really. Maybe a step above
the ‘eye of newt, tongue of dog’ sort of stuff. While directions were in English,
most of the incantations were in Latin so I could only pick out a couple words
here and there. It still seemed useless. Finally I stuck  the book on the shelf
next to the tools and went to bed. 

The sun was bright in my eyes when I woke and I rolled away from it
with a groan. 

“Good morning, love.” An achingly familiar voice murmured in my ear
as an arm wrapped around me. My eyes flew open to meet Luke’s amused
gaze. “Your hair doesn’t look quite as well rested as the rest of you.”

I quickly ran a hand down my hair to pull it all into some semblance of
order before lunging forward, kissing him. “Is it really you?”

“Of course.” He laughed and kissed me again.  “Who else would be
here?”

I took a deep breath, enjoying the utterly normal scent of Luke’s skin.
No spicy sweet. My stomach rumbled with a very normal hunger. Had it all
been some kind of nightmare? “No one.” I smiled. “No one at all.”

“Good.  Wouldn’t  want  to  have  to  get all  jealous,  you  know.”  He
climbed out of bed, pulling on clean clothes. I watched with a smile, just glad
everything was back to normal. I started to will myself to the kitchen to make
breakfast  and laughed when nothing happened. Luke grinned over  at  me
“What’s so funny?”

“I’ll have to tell you about this bizarre dream I had.” I started to sit up
but he sat next to me, pushing me back down. 

“Was I in it?” He leaned down, kissing me before I could answer. 
“Yes and no… “ I replied when I was able. “I turned into some kind of

vampire creature and the others made me leave you because I’d end up
killing you if I stayed. Then I got buried alive and…”

“Buried alive?” He shook his  head.  “No more horror  novels  for  you
before bed, Mira. I don’t know how you could buy that story long enough to
live through it.”

“I know… it’s crazy.” He headed for the kitchen and I  followed, not
bothering to change out of my nightgown. “So, what’s the plan for the day?”

“Work.” He smiled,  shaking his  head.  “Of  course.  It’s  Tuesday,  you
know. I work, you work, then we have dinner and watch a movie unless you
have other plans?”

“Nope. That sounds absolutely perfect.” I  wrapped my arms around
him, reveling in the feel of being enclosed in his arms as he returned the hug.

“Speaking of dinner.” He said. “There’s something new I  wanted to
try.”

“Yeah?” I pulled away just enough to see his face and froze. His eyes
were coal black. 
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“Your blood smells so good…” He leaned forward, whispering in my
ear. “Just a taste…”

I tried to struggle but I felt his teeth tearing in to my neck. 

When I woke, I was screaming.
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“MIRANDA!” Grant shouted from the other side of the door, pounding
on it. “I’m coming in!”

I couldn’t move, couldn’t stop crying though I had managed to end the
scream shortly after waking. All I could do was lie there and let the tears flow,
my body wracked by sobs. The door opened and Grant ran to my side.

“What is it? What’s wrong?” He asked, the green of his eyes again
seeming to glow. I couldn’t explain, couldn’t talk. As soon as he sat on the
bed next to me it was as if my body was acting on instinct. I sat up and clung
to him, crying against him. His momentary surprise gave way to an uncertain
comforting. He pulled me around to cradle me protectively in his arms, 

“Luke…”  I  managed  after  what  felt  like  half  an  hour  of  tears  and
uncontrollable sobs. He was silent for a time, silently rocking me.

“You  dreamed  you  were  home…  and  human  again.”  It  wasn’t  a
question and he sighed when I nodded, my tears renewed. “I was hoping it
wouldn’t happen to you, too. No one deserves that pain. I’m sorry….”

It seemed a long time before I got a grip on myself and was able to
extricate myself. “I’m sorry… I didn’t mean to worry you.”

“Recovering from it alone is almost as bad as the experience itself. I’ll
be happy if it helped at all for me to be here.”

I nodded. “It helped. Thanks.”
“Want  more  of  that  soup?”  He  asked,  smiling  when  I  nodded.  He

offered his arm to help me down the stairs but I shook my head and forced
myself to smile. 

“I’m  fine  now.  Don’t  even  need  the  cane.  I’ll  be  down  once  I  get
changed.”

He nodded and left the room, pulling the door closed behind him. I got
dressed slowly,  trying not  to  think about  those black eyes,  the feeling of
teeth…. I shuddered as I left the room, walking down the stairs with a blessed
ease. There was already a warm bowl of soup waiting for me at the table. 

“I think I’m going to go to the mall today.” I said after half the soup
was gone and that wonderful warmth had chased away the last of the chills.
“I need to get out of the house and nothing is quite so cheering as spending
money on clothes and books.”

“Alright.” He smiled. “Want me to come with?”
“No… I need to be alone. It will be bad enough with vampires tailing

me the entire time but it seems there’s a woman assigned to me now so if
nothing else I’ll have company. Then we can gossip and all that.”

“What would a vampire gossip about?” He asked with a laugh.
“I have absolutely no idea.” I grinned. “I’ll find out, though.”
“Alright. Just be careful, alright?”
“Of course. I’ll wait until just after sunset.”
“That gives you an hour.” He pointed out.
“Yeah…” I  swirled  my spoon in  the  remaining  soup.  “Probably  just

watch something extremely stupid on TV. I need to get a few images out of
my head.”

“Let me know if there’s anything I can do.”
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“Just being there and suffering through my hysterics was more than I
could ask.” I smiled faintly.

“Stop acting like you’re a burden.” His tone was harsh but there was a
smile in his eyes. “You are not as difficult to get along with as you seem to
think.”

I shrugged, remembered last night and looked back up at him. “Hey…
what happened last night? You were dead to the world when you came back.”

“Oh, that...” He said sourly and shrugged. “Damned spirit possessed a
homeless man and went joyriding in a stolen car. Exorcisms take a lot out of
you.”

“Exorcism?” I was flabbergasted. 
“Yeah, pulling the spirit from the body and forcing it in to the afterlife.”

He smiled. “I’ll teach you how to do it but it’s a rare problem. Most spirits are
either not strong enough to possess someone or simply don’t want to.”

“Hmm.” We drifted to the living room and sat watching sitcoms until
the sun was down. 

I made my way to the car and was honestly surprised when no one slid
in beside me. I  knew they were watching, though. They would just  follow
behind in a separate car.  The drive was mostly  uneventful  –  as  much as
driving in any large city could be. Nearly sideswiped three times, just short of
being  rear  ended  more  times  than  I  could  count.  Full  coverage  was  a
blessing. I parked at the back of the parking lot of the mall, deciding to let
everyone else fight over the closer places. I didn’t mind walking. I wanted to
try a new way to feed as well as wandering the shops. It felt like years since I
had been there and walked a full  circuit of the convoluted main hallways,
taking stock of what shops there were, what was closed and what was new.
After that I drifted in to the more interesting ones. Anywhere I found displays
with  people  standing,  either  examining  something  or  admiring  something
they would never be able to afford, I paused nearby and drew a year or two
from them while  pretending to  read  a  label.  It  took  a  lot  of  effort  but  it
became easier with each person. I didn’t feel so bad when I took so little and
it quickly added up, satisfying the hunger. 

Needless  to  say  a  group  of  loud  but  carefully  inoffensive,  pale
teenagers followed just behind, one always looking at me. I never thought I
would be comforted to have the attention of anyone looking the way they did.
Kids like that used to make me keep the pepper spray close at hand. It was in
one of the stores that sold novelty items and played loud rock music that the
woman from the night before appeared beside me. 

“What did you tell  Seph?” She asked quietly.  I  looked up at her in
surprise. 

“What?”
“On that walk. What did you tell him?” She persisted.
“Nothing  much,  really.  Mostly  just  venting  about  man  troubles.  I

wanted the opinion of someone uninvolved and there really wasn’t anyone
else I could talk to.”

“Man troubles?” She frowned, lines of concern creasing her forehead.
“Did you mention the Master?”

“No. Why?” I didn’t like the direction this was going.
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“Doesn’t  matter.”  She  muttered.  “Listen… Seph  left.  He  didn’t  say
why, just asked me to deliver a message for him. He said to tell you ‘It’s no
longer between us’ and that he’s very, very sorry.”

“I don’t understand…” He told someone what we had talked about…
but so what? It could be a little embarrassing but I would get over that. I was
more disappointed he was gone. “Why would he leave?”

She shrugged, her expression concerned. “I was hoping you could clear
up the why. The Master says he went on one of his vacations but he usually
asks me to go and always tells me when he is going to return. He did neither
this time, just apologized and left. I don’t think he plans on coming back.”

“Let me know if you figure it out… I’ll just worry about him until I know
what’s going on.”

“You and me both.” With that she turned and walked away. I sighed
heavily, not really in the mood to continue shopping now but not ready to go
home,  either.  I  wandered  around,  buying  whatever  caught  my  attention
including a shirt I found for Grant that matched the blue in his eyes. I loaded
a cart with books and almost had trouble fitting them all in the back seat.
Having sampled from almost every person in the book store, I  wasn’t the
slightest bit hungry and felt so much better than I had just hours ago. 

Once home I decided that lugging in each bag of books just wasn’t
going to happen and made two jumps upstairs to deposit them directly in the
library.  I  left  Grant’s  shirt  hanging on his  doorknob and went  to  start  on
dinner. When Grant finally made himself known he was wearing the shirt I
bought him. It was essentially just a blue version of the one he had worn to
the club, a short sleeved button up. 

“Oh good. I was hoping I wouldn’t have to take it back.”
“You have a good eye for size.” He chuckled, dropping in to one of the

chairs. “I saw you raided the book store as well.”
“You better believe it. All that empty shelf space is driving me crazy.” I

stirred the curry in front of me, adding a little more of this and that spice until
it smelled right. “There was something strange that happened, though.”

“Oh?” His light tone had disappeared. 
“Yeah… something is going on with the vampires. One came to tell me

that Seph was gone and it had something to do with the last time I talked to
him.” I didn’t really want to get in to this with Grant but I knew he had to
know when something weird was happening. Of course I would have to tell
him about what I had said but I was hoping I could be vague enough…

“What  did  you  talk  about?”  His  voice  was  low,  his  tone  hanging
somewhere between concern and anger.

“Just my indecisiveness. The female curse and all that.” I shrugged, not
looking at him and hoping he wouldn’t ask for clarification.

“Hmm.” I  could tell  he wasn’t satisfied with that but didn’t want to
start another fight, either. “We’ll just have to keep an eye on things for a
while.”

We ate dinner  in  silence and spent  the rest  of  the evening sorting
through books and comparing the styles of the various authors. It seemed we
had similar tastes in books as well. 

The next week passed quietly with only a few problems that required
our attention. There were many smaller alerts but most disappeared within
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minutes  of  coming  to  our  awareness.  The  vampires  were  vigilant.  It  was
mostly the daytime problems we had to deal with. It was late in the week
when there was a knock at the door and I opened it to find the woman again
– I hadn’t seen her since our brief chat at the mall.

“Hi… what’s…” I started but didn’t get a chance to say more. 
“Sorry… not much time. Listen, I have to get out of town fast. I just

wanted to come by and apologize again, for both Seph and myself. I can’t
explain why… I just want you to know that neither of us wanted this. Please
understand that and forgive him, alright?”

“Forgive him for what?” I asked again, bewildered by the request. 
“I can’t tell you.” She repeated. “It’s one of the conditions for us to

leave town safely. We are not all in agreement with the Master. No one can
tell you why… but I had to make sure you understand the sincerity of his
apology before I left.”

With a sigh I shook my head, not understanding. “Alright… I won’t ask
again. I know Seph well enough to know he would never intentionally cause
me pain so whatever has happened is entirely forgiven. I hope you both do
well wherever you go. Even though you never told me your name.” 

I  smiled  as  she  blinked,  surprised  when  she  realized  it  was  true.
“Genia. Listen, I have to go. I’m pushing limits just being here. Take care of
yourself, alright?”

“I  will.”  I  watched  her  disappear  from sight,  running  at  a  pace  no
human could ever possibly match. 

“What was that about?” Grant asked, looking in to the hallway from the
living room door.

“Trouble,  I  suspect.”  I  walked  slowly  toward  the  living  room  after
locking the door. At least vampires can’t enter without permission. “Sounds
like something of  an internal  struggle.  Something happened that  some of
them don’t agree with and those who disagree are getting out of the city as
fast as they can. Whatever is going on I won’t like. She came by to make sure
I knew she and Seph weren’t in on whatever it was.”

Grant muttered a curse under his breath and dropped on to the couch.
“So we just have to wait until they are ready for you to know.”

“I guess so.”

At least we didn’t have to wait long. The next night there was a knock
on the door and a smiling Damien stood on the other side. I hadn’t seen him
once since the incident at the club but I still had the body guards so I figured
he had forgiven me for it. 

“Damien.” I smiled as sincerely as I could. “It’s good to see you again. I
never got a chance to apologize for my behavior at the club…”

“Don’t worry. I understand completely.” He reassured me, but though
his expression and posture were both casual and friendly, his eyes held a
gleeful coldness I hadn’t seen before and it worried me. “After talking with
Seph I realized what the problem was and decided the best thing to do would
be to help a friend in need. I have a surprise for you.”

“Miranda?” I froze at the all too familiar voice.
I involuntarily took a step back as Luke stepped out from behind one of

the tall rosebushes. It was not seeing him that surprised me so much as the
fact that he had no smell… he was no longer human.
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“I know how much you missed him so I made it possible for you to be
with him forever.” Damien’s smile, the apologies, the dream… it all  made
sense now. How could I have not seen it? 

“Miranda.” Luke smiled, his new sharp teeth bright in the darkness.
“It’s true, isn’t it? We can be together now.” 

It was hard to breathe, my heart felt like it was going to implode and I
suddenly had a crushing headache. What was I supposed to do? I glared at
Damien with his satisfied smile. For a brief moment I understood why mom
hated vampires so much. Backstabbing sons of bitches… But there was still
the treaty. He had been careful to disguise his actions in a way that did not
break it and I could not attack him without starting an all-out war with his
family. 

“Miranda?” Luke looked uncertainly from me, to Damien then behind
me. My head pounded again – Grant was standing there.

“I need a minute…” I managed to say, stepping back away from Luke
as he took a step forward. I turned and hurried in to the house, trying not to
see the brightness in Grant’s eyes. By this time I had come to the conclusion
that his eyes had that bit of a glow when he was scared or angry. I still wasn’t
sure whether he realized it. He was furious right now and slammed the door
behind me. I stumbled in to the bathroom and my legs gave out. I sat on the
floor, unable to stop shaking at the thought of Luke’s dark eyes and sharp
teeth. “Just a little bit…” 

I shuddered and almost jumped out of my skin when Grant’s hand fell
on my shoulder. “Are you alright?” He asked, his voice strained as he fought
to keep the anger from being noticeable. 

“No.” I said, pulling my legs up to my chest and wrapping my arms
around them. “No…”

He dropped down to sit next to me, an arm around my shoulders. “I
can’t tell you what to do. Technically he’s right… you can be with Luke now.
The guy can take care of himself and will be immortal, just as you are.”

He utterly failed to sound supportive. His disappointment was plain. I
started to laugh but quickly got hold of myself before I couldn’t stop again. “I
can’t… I can’t go back to him. I can’t tell him that… I can’t hurt him that bad
now that there is a chance… I can’t do this.”

“Why not?” Grant asked as gently as he could. “I know you still love
him. What better way to get back at that bastard than to thank him and take
Luke  back?  You  know he  only  did  that  because  he  knew it  would  cause
problems between us. He wanted to hurt you for snubbing him. That much is
obvious.  Vampires  aren’t  all  that  different  from humans,  really.  They still
have that vengeance thing going.”

“I can’t…” I whispered. 
“Why not?” He asked again. “I won’t stand in your way. We both feel

when there’s a problem so we can both still act on it and work together even
if we don’t live together.”

“That… nightmare. It was more than just being human…” I said at last.
“Luke… turned in  to  a  vampire… and attacked  me.  That  was  why  I  was
screaming…”

Grant squeezed my shoulder. “Listen… Damien probably planted that
dream to make sure you would react like this. Don’t let it get in the way of
your heart.”
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How could I tell him I didn’t know what my heart had to say? I loved
Luke when he was human… but being an Entaent changed me and being a
vampire would definitely change him. Again I shook my head. 

“Try, alright?” Grant persisted. “Give it a month. If it doesn’t work out
at least you won’t have regrets. Come here when the sun is up and I’ll teach
you more fighting techniques... just in case, alright?”

His arguments made sense and that he offered a way out… Finally I
nodded as the shaking stopped. “Try.”

“Good.” He said as he stood, pulling me up with him. He didn’t mean it
and we both knew that. I couldn’t help but wonder if he still saw his wife in
me more than he actually saw  me. Slowly we returned to the door to find
Luke sitting dejectedly on the walkway. A study in despair. 

Damien’s smile faltered as I walked out, ignoring him and sat in front
of Luke. “Hey. What’s wrong?”

I was proud of myself for sounding a lot less shaky than I felt. He didn’t
even look up. “You don’t want me anymore.  Don’t tell  me that’s not true
because I saw it in your eyes. When you looked at me there was no love
there. Only fear. This was a bad idea…”

“Luke…” I put a finger under his chin and firmly brought his face up.
“The last thing in the world I expected was for you to show up as a vampire.
My reaction was mostly shock and the fear was based on a dream I had.”

“A dream?” He looked at me, confused. 
“Yes. A dream I know to be false.” I said sharply for Damien’s benefit.

“I  don’t know how well  this will  work… but if  we can go back to the way
things were… I want to try. I can’t tell you how much I’ve missed you and I do
still love you.”

With an almost frightening speed he was on his feet and I was wrapped
in his arms. “Life was meaningless without you, Miranda.” He whispered next
to my ear. “When he came I agreed to do whatever it took to be with you. I
can’t tell you how many times I’ve dreamed of holding you again. All I can do
is pray this isn’t a dream, too.”

“Let’s  go  home.”  I  said,  hugging  him  tightly  and  releasing  him.  I
glanced back at Grant, almost scared of what I would see. Damien was gone
and Grant gave me a reassuring smile that might have been convincing if his
eyes hadn’t been empty.
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I willed us to the old house and looked around in shock. He hadn’t lied
about the ‘meaningless’ thing. He had let everything fall apart around him. It
was apparent the vacuum hadn’t had much use. The living room had been
half-heartedly cleaned for the sake of company but every other room was in
shambles. He muttered apologies as we picked our way toward he bedroom.
It had already been prepared for his new life with tin foil and heavy curtains
over the windows to prevent any light from entering. The old simple bed had
been replaced with  a large four  poster  bed with  thick  drapes  around the
edges  for  additional  protection  in  case  something  should  happen  to  the
windows.

The sheets were filthy and my first order of business was changing
them. “Honestly, Luke.” I forced a light tone. “How many times have I told
you not to eat crackers in bed?”

“It was cookies.” He said defensively, laughing and sweeping me into
another hug. “God, it’s good to hear your voice again.”

I extricated myself after silencing him with a kiss, a very nervous kiss
on my part, and finished changing the sheets. “Luke,” I said after a minute.
“Please forgive me if I seem a little skittish at first, alright?”

He calmed down, remaining silent as he waited for further elaboration.
“I think Damien sent me a dream just to freak me out and, I have to admit, it
worked. In it you were a vampire and you attacked me. I know you wouldn’t
do  anything  like  that  on  purpose…  but  if  you  got  carried  away  or  too
hungry…”

“Don’t worry.” He said at last, pulling me in to a hug. “He waited to
bring me to you until I’d proven myself capable of hunting on my own. If I get
hungry I’ll slip out and deal with it. I won’t put you in danger.”

“Alright.” I forced myself to smile. “I trust you.”

The next afternoon I went to see Grant as agreed. It wasn’t entirely
comfortable and there was no small talk. He met me in the back yard and
told me to attack him.

“What?”
“Come at me.” He said again.
“You kidding? I’m no match for you.” I protested.
“If  we were humans I  would agree wholeheartedly. We are not and

once you get the hang of fighting like an Entaent, I’ll be no match for you.”
“Bull…”
“Just attack me.” He repeated impatiently. With a shrug I ran at him,

planning to punch him in the stomach. I had expected him to catch my fist
and push me away but I never got close. As soon as I was five feet away he
held up a hand in a signal to stop and I hit a wall of wind that was so strong it
knocked me away.

“How…?” I looked up at him from my place on the grass, hardly able to
believe what just happened. Even with everything I had seen to that point, it
was mostly passive and simple. 
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“It’s  like an extension. At first  it’s easiest  to move as you normally
would and imagine your limb still going. That was a soft deflection. A hard
deflection would have felt like hitting a stone wall.” He held up a hand and a
baseball appeared in it. He tossed it to me. “Throw it.”

Not  questioning  this  time,  I  threw  the  ball.  He  moved  his  arm  as
before, his hand balled into a fist. The ball got about the same distance and
bounced  suddenly  rather  than  slowing  and  falling  back  as  I  had  done.
“Wow…”

“Attacking is  similar.  Move as you normally would and extend your
limb.” He glanced up at a tree branch overhead, waved his arm in a chopping
motion and the whole branch shook violently. “Eventually you can train your
mind until you no longer need to move, your will alone will be strong enough
to cause the effects. It takes years of work to get to that point, though.”

“Okay.” I said, pushing myself to my feet. 
“Now.  Attack  me  again  without  moving.”  He  smiled.  “Don’t  worry

about hurting me. I can block whatever you can throw at me.”
“Really.” I smiled. It took a few tries but I finally got the hang of the

extension thing and he started blocking my attacks. I could tell when they hit,
it was like the air around me shook from the impact.  I  started aiming for
different areas. An idea struck during a series of blows I was throwing at him
and when I went to throw a punch, I  imagined the invisible arm reaching
around and hitting him in the back. This time the air didn’t shake, he landed
at my feet. Dazed, he pushed himself up, laughing. 

“Good one, Miranda. Good one.”

The next week fell in to a routine as I practiced fighting with Grant in
the afternoons, returned home to clean for a while then Luke would take me
out. We usually went to the movies where we would sit in a crowd. He always
sat next to a woman that was unquestionably single and alone. He would
enthrall her and carefully feed from her wrist, putting forth the effort to stop
while she was alive but so weak as to fall asleep. Anyone watching would
think him simply playing games with his girlfriend. We always left after the
people around us had gone. While he was busy, I drained a little bit from all
the people around us. Once we were both sated, we enjoyed the movie as we
used to when we were human. 

I departed only when I felt the call of duty and met up with Grant to
deal with whatever had arisen. One day it was fairies poisoning the oil in fast
food fryers to make everyone sick. Another day it was a troll eating vagrants.
Once a doppelganger was going on a crime spree.  Half  a dozen innocent
people were thrown in jail because there were too many witnesses who were
able to identify them without hesitation. There wasn’t anything we could do
for them, though. 

In the time I spent with Luke I found myself missing living with Grant. I
quickly became tired of cleaning all the time. I got tired of Luke being clingy
as he tried to make up for lost time. I got tired of a lot of the little annoyances
that I had been accustomed to over our years together. The long break had
brought them all back in force. 

Every day I thought less and less of Luke’s house as ‘home’. I noticed
even  more  changes  when  he  started  hanging  out  with  the  vampires,
displaying their habits. Dressing like them and going out more often. I didn’t
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mind the going out part, it was that when he came back he acted more and
more like the others. Once he came back with a pierced eyebrow. He was
starting to act like a teenager and I didn’t like it. It started to seem like he
was intentionally irritating me. 

I finally decided to follow one night and see what they were doing. I
remembered Seph’s habit of being rude to people who stared and while it
was somewhat amusing when he did it, it was annoying to see that same
attitude in Luke. I followed invisibly as Luke joined the others, laughing and
whooping like the rest of them. They ended their walk in one of the parks and
swarmed over the playground equipment. He sat at one of the picnic tables,
leaning  back  against  it  and  shouting  encouragement  at  one  of  the  boys
walking along the top of the swing set. My jaw almost fell off when some
bouncy girl most resembling a gothic cheerleader dropped in to his lap and
start giggling as he tickled her. I fumed, letting my invisibility fail.  One of
them spotted me and motioned to Luke. 

He looked up at me defiantly and nudged the girl  away.  Slowly he
stood, stretched and sauntered over. “Yeah?”

“That’s all you have to say?” I asked in disbelief.
He raised his pierced eyebrow. “What, it’s alright if you do it but not

me?”
“What?” Dumbfounded would have been an understatement.
“I know you still go see that Entaent when I’m asleep. Not just when

there’s a problem out there. You sneak off and come back so you’ll be here
when I wake up.”

“Do you actually care about her or are you just doing it to make me
mad?” I asked, keeping hold of my temper as much as possible.

“Hmm…” He said, pretending to think. “I suppose I care about her as
much as you do that other guy.”

“Which  would  be  more  or  less  than  you  care  about  me?”  I  asked
through gritted teeth.

“More.” He said simply. I lost my grip on my fury and punched him,
adding a little extra strength with a silent thanks to Grant.  I watched him
lying on the ground, satisfied. 

“Then stay with her.” I  said sharply and willed myself to his house,
grabbed the few things that I had moved back to the house and returned to
my room. Returned home. I smiled faintly as I looked around. Everything was
straightened up. The bed made with the blanket pulled back, welcoming. I
silently went to the library, pleased to see the shelves had much less space. I
paused, noticing a change in my shelves, a new book that was hard to miss. I
pulled it down and almost dropped it. An old leather bound copy of Edgar
Allen Poe’s stories. I opened the cover – first printing. Reverently I placed it
back on the shelf. How had he gotten it?

I crept down the stairs and stopped short as I saw the painting on his
easel. An abstract with bursts of beautiful, ethereal colors that seemed to
shift  in  hypnotic  patterns  as  you  looked  at  them.  I  had  no  idea  how he
achieved some of the effects of the colors. A glance in the kitchen showed it
to be clean aside from a thin layer of dust. Unused. When I looked in the
living room I saw him sitting on the couch – his elbows on his knees, head in
his hands. Motionless, The TV was off, the stereo silent. The only sound the
bubbling of the fish tank. 
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I didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. Was this really how he handled
me being gone? Sitting here being miserable and painting?

“I would like to commission a series of paintings like the one on the
easel.” I said with a smile, almost laughing as he jumped, He looked up at me
sharply,  for  a  moment  seeming  almost  angry.  Rather  than  the  laugh  I
expected, the ‘welcome home’ or anything like that… he just looked at me
with those empty eyes. 

“I can’t.” He said simply.
“Why not?”
“There is only going to be one. It’s a portrait.”
I don’t know what confused me more, his hollow eyes or the strange

comment. “What?”
“It’s  you.”  He  said,  sitting  back  down.  His  voice  was  carefully

controlled, lacking any emotion. “If you’re here to get your things I’ll stay out
of the way.”

I watched him settle back on the couch, avoiding looking at me. That
painting was me? How do you respond to something like that? All  I  could
really do was set it aside for now. “You were right.” 

He didn’t look back, didn’t speak, didn’t move.
“I  would  have regretted not  trying.  But  I  was  right  too.”  Slowly he

turned to look at me, the emptiness giving way to confusion. “I can’t.”
“…You can’t?” He repeated.
“No.  I  can’t.  Being  an  Entaent  has  changed me.  I’m not  the  same

person I was then. Being a vampire has changed him… a lot. He’s one of
them now and I honestly feel no attraction for them. They act so immature
that they start to become that way. I don’t want to live with someone like
that.”

“So…”
“So... I’m home.” I smiled as he finally realize what I was saying, that I

was neither leaving nor joking. 
He appeared in front of me, hugging me tightly. “Welcome home.”
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“Is he still out there?” I asked. 
“Yeah. I think the neighbors are getting annoyed.” Grant chuckled. For

two nights Luke had been outside begging forgiveness. I told him to knock it
off and go home the first night, explained exactly why I wouldn’t be returning
in glorious detail the second night, threatened to call the cops when he was
still there after  another hour and used excessive profanity  for a while after
that. Finally I just ignored him. 

“Maybe  the neighbor  will  sic  his  dogs  on  him...”  I  muttered.  He
chuckled and dropped on the couch next to me.

“So he seriously thought you were cheating on him with me the whole
time?”

“Yeah. He came to the conclusion I went back to him out of pity.” I
sighed. Part of Luke’s attempt to get me back was swearing he would forgive
me for sleeping around.

“Idiot had no idea how lucky he was.” Grant grinned, flipping channels
until he reached one detailing the travels of the host through Africa. We had
started to make a game out of watching shows like this and trying to spot all
the Sidhe the humans were incapable of recognizing. “He doesn’t deserve
you, anyway.”

I looked at him silently out of the corner of my eye. I still wasn’t sure
how to react when he said things like that. Was it me or his wife he saw? Is
this a rebound thing or is he serious? For that matter, how did I feel about
him? That was the difficult one. I had spent as much time missing Grant when
I was with Luke as I  had missing Luke when I was with Grant.  Was I just
indecisive? At some point Grant had taken over the position of ‘best friend’ in
my mind. It was easy to talk with him and even our fights weren’t all that
bad. Yeah, I  hated them… but there was never that ‘don’t speak to each
other for a week and snipe each other verbally for another month after that’
thing that sometimes happened with Luke. Since being back I had noticed
how much more comfortable I was with him around. 

If you asked me if I loved him, I would have easily been able to say
‘no’. Love wouldn’t be the right word. What I felt was more than that… and
less. A kinship, I suppose. It was like being whole. The only discomfort was
the unrequited love aspect. I knew what he felt for me… or thought he did.
The portrait he made disappeared the day after I returned. Curiosity got the
best of me and I checked when he was out – it hung in his room across from
the bed. I wished I could ask him for the truth but it was the only thing I
wasn’t comfortable talking about. 

All those thoughts were circling my head as I looked from the TV to
him. I  felt  myself  sinking into the depression only hopeless uncertainty in
important matters can cause. Who was it he loved? I looked back to him and
he jumped as if shocked by electricity. He looked over at me in confusion.

“You haven’t figured it out yet?” He asked, smiling as I froze. “Your
mental shields are down, Miranda. You were projecting again.”
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I groaned in embarrassment, falling back into the couch and wishing I
could disappear into the cushion. Ahh, humiliation, my old friend. I thought I
left you behind in high school.

His hand resting lightly on my cheek brought my eyes open. He looked
down at me in silence for a moment, his eyes sparkling with amusement. “I
saw you in my wife.”

He waited for my mind to wrap around that and chuckled, sitting back
to watch the TV. I sat up again, though I was looking toward the TV, I couldn’t
focus. It felt like my brain had developed oblong wheels and was thumping
along at a wobbly snail pace as it digested this. It was me… me? But why? It
made no sense… I was just… me. 

When  I  glanced  over  at  him again,  he  was  staring  at  me.  Silently
observing my struggle to understand. “You don’t really see yourself.” He said
after a moment. “No one does. Everyone sees the worst in themselves and
even we are no exception. Where you see a flawed human in an unusual
position of power, I  see an incarnation of that-which-is who has somehow
fallen in to my life with an utter disregard for whether I deserve such a favor
or not. You are completely and utterly unique and whether you can see what
you are or not, I do.”

I started to speak, closed my mouth and hoped I wasn’t blushing. Had
he heard me again?

He chuckled and shook his head. “Sometimes your expressions are all
that is necessary to read your mind. That is part of your charm. You are so
very open sometimes.”

I was still trying to think of a response when we both tensed, ripples of
unease  struck  us  at  the  same  time.  Something  was  happening…  east.
Without another word we were in the car, him driving and me focusing. I was
a little more sensitive to the locations so I pointed as he drove. We were soon
on the edge of town, too near the border for comfort. It did not bode well that
whatever it was stayed near the safety of the forest. We could not pursue in
there without inciting a war of epic proportions.

We got out, walking the abandoned slums that made up this area. The
few residents were homeless – squatters. We were edging around a rusty car
that had been dragged out of one of the yards when he heard the laughter.
Laughter  that  made  me  shudder,  a  gulping  sound.  Gnomes.  I  saw  a
movement in the air and instinctively warded it  off,  a net dropped to the
ground nearby. 

“Trap.” I muttered.
“Guard.” He whispered, looking around. I’d been working on this lately

and closed my eyes, knelt, and clapped my hands together as if praying but
left a cupped space between them. I focused entirely on keeping a solid wall
around us, encircling around, above and below.  Nothing could penetrate. We
had drilled on this until none of Grant’s attacks could penetrate or weaken
the barrier. 

I have no idea how long it was before I felt the three taps in the center
of my back that signaled it was safe to release. When I looked around, the
ground was littered with thorns and a silence surrounded us. 

“They ran out of ammo and took off back into the forest. Just messing
with us.” He growled. 
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I started to make a comment about the dubious paternity of the little
monsters when a strain of music reached my ears. The sound was unlike
anything I had heard, both light and heavy. I had to hear it better and started
moving  toward  the  source.  I  think  Grant  might  have  called,  might  have
protested, might have tried to restrain me… but I couldn’t stop. I walked to
the edge of the forest, my toes on the faintly glowing line that was invisible to
humans, the line that marked the territory of the Sidhe. Sitting on a fallen log
nearby was the most beautiful person I had ever seen.

A man in elegant clothing of a style I had never seen. The colors rich,
scintillating as if woven from colored opals. His pale skin seemed almost to
glow in  the light  of  the full  moon as  his  fingers  traced complex patterns
effortlessly on a lute. His long hair was a shade of gold the sun would envy,
on one side it was tucked behind a slightly pointed ear. His narrow features
could have inspired any artist for years in their attempts to create something
that would become known as the definition of beauty. His eyes were no color
and  all  colors,  seeming  to  shift  and  sparkle.  My  heart  stopped  when  he
paused in playing, resuming only when he did, his song shifting to what might
have been a lullaby. 

“Miranda  Selwood.”  His  voice  was  the  wind,  light  and  cheerful,
caressing  simply  in  its  existence.  “I  had  heard  of  your  beauty  but  never
expected to see the tales were true.”

I  would  have killed to hear  him say that  one more time,  my heart
ached and  I  started  to  step  toward  him.  Something  held  me back  and  I
moaned in dismay. I had to get closer….

“I am here to make an offer.” His eyes held mine and I basked in the
colors. I started to step forward again and was suddenly on my back, far from
the  beautiful  man,  my  ears  ringing  and  my head  throbbing.  Grant  stood
between  the  man  and  me  glancing  back  at  me  only  once  with  brightly
glowing eyes.  

“Beware, Entaent.” The man spoke, his voice low but easily audible in
the stillness. “If you interfere with her choice the agreement will be void.”

“I am not going to interfere. She can choose as she will but she will do
so with a clear head.” I had never heard so much hatred in his voice. “Drop
that damned thing and make your proposal.”

I  pulled myself  to my feet,  looking from Grant to the man. Slowly I
walked forward to stand beside Grant, too scared to look in to his eyes. If
they were glowing as brightly as I thought they were…  

“I swear  by the First  Note that I  will  not muddle her thinking.” The
beautiful man turned a dazzling smile on me. “As I was saying, my dear,” He
began  strumming  gently  on  the  lute  again  and  the  forest  around  him
darkened until there was nothing left but the two of us. He glanced to my
side. “I am only making sure she is not influenced by you.”

I glanced to my side and saw nothing, of course Grant must still  be
there – only hidden from me. What was going on? I looked back up as he
began talking and even without that beautiful song he played a moment ago,
I felt a painful need to go to him, to touch the softly glowing skin.

“You deserve a better life than can be given to you here. I can give you
a life of bliss. A carefree eternity where all who see you will adore you. With
you by my side we shall find true happiness together. Come to me and I will
give you heaven.”
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I  wanted to… and the more I considered, the more clear the choice
was. “There really is only one wise choice, isn’t there?” I said quietly and the
man stopped playing, reaching a hand toward me.

“I’m sorry  Grant.”  I  whispered as the darkness faded, returning the
forest. “...You’re stuck with me.”

For  an instant  both of  them stood stunned,  then both acted in the
same instant. Grant clapped his hands over my ears and the man played a
series of sour notes. I heard the beginning of the first one and it made my
ears ring. A moment later I was pulled to the ground as Grant collapsed but
still  held  his  hands  to  my  ears.  Cursing  the  wasted  moments  I  focused
everything and, rather than punch at the man, I pulled him toward me. He
dropped at my feet, slightly over the glowing line of the boundary. Leaning
forward,  I  drew on  his  spirit,  draining  the  years  from his  life.  No  human
offered such a source and I wondered if it would ever end. At last I felt his
time diminishing, shrinking until I drained the last moment from him. When I
opened my eyes it was to see his face frozen in his final moments of disbelief
and terror. With the life gone from him, his skin was merely pale, his eyes
white with wide pupils. 

I pried Grant’s hands away from my ears and turned, fearing what I
would find. There are no words for my relief when I found he was unconscious
but alive. I wrapped my arms around him and returned us to the living room.
Not sure where mom was, I tried calling to her with my mind, putting every
bit of desperation in to it as I could. I had barely begun when she appeared,
her eyes wild in fear. 

“What’s  wrong?”  She  asked,  gripping  my arm.  I  pointed  mutely  to
Grant and she hurried to him. “Wait here.”

She disappeared and I went to sit beside him, lightly running a hand
through his hair in a soothing motion. It did nothing to steady his shallow,
uneven breathing. It felt like a long time, though later mom claimed it to be
less than five minutes,  before the room was filled with people,  all  asking
questions, impatient for answers.

“A pale man… pointed ears. Played a lute and… Grant… shielded me
from the sound.” It was the best I could do to describe what had happened.
More questions bombarded me as people changed stance, one man rushed
forward  and  concentrated  over  Grant  –  everyone  else  swarmed  over  the
house, standing guard at windows and doors while mom hovered over me.
Somehow she made me think of a mother bear guarding her cubs. 

“He crossed the boundary.” I said in one of the brief silences where
most of the questioners were taking a breath. “I killed him before he could do
the same to me.”

Every eye in the room turned to me, expressions showing everything
from confusion to disbelief. Mom was the first to speak. “You… did what?”

“I killed him.” I said, looking back to Grant. “Anything that can scare
Grant  as bad as that  man did… he had to be bad.  I’m sorry  if  it  caused
problems but at the time I couldn’t tell what was happening. Grant had his
hands over  my ears  and didn’t  let  go even when he went unconscious.  I
worried he was dead…”

“But… how?!” One of the men near the window asked. 
“I fed on him.”
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“What?” Came another voice somewhere behind me. Not angry, just
shocked.

“It was all I could think of. I just drained him until there was nothing
left.” I looked around, taking in the continued shocked expressions. “I didn’t
start some kind of war, did I? I didn’t mean to…”

“He was on our side of the lines and regardless of where he was, if he
attacked first and you did not cross the line, nothing can be done against us.”
I twisted to look at who spoke and caught those brilliant sapphire eyes again. 

“Hello, Grandmaster.” I said. “I did not cross the line, I pulled him to
our side. When I refused to go with him he got mad and did… whatever it was
that hurt Grant.”

“Then there is no reason to be concerned for the moment.” He walked
through the pathway made for him and knelt beside me, looking at Grant in
silence.

“Will he be okay?” I asked.
“Yes. It will take time, though. I believe we need to have a bit of a talk,

though. Come, they will care for him.” He slowly stood, pulling me up with
him. By the time we were in a full standing position we were in his study and
he motioned me to one of the chairs. He sat across from me, regarding me in
silence for some time. “Do you know what happened tonight?”

“Not really. Aside from being ambushed by a guy with pointy ears…”
He almost smiled. “That was a bardic assassin. If you were any other

species you would have been dead long before you were even aware he was
there. A few notes of music and that would be all. The most they can do with
us is to render us unconscious for a time.”

“So… why was he sent?” I asked uncomfortably. 
“There are  two answers to  that  question.  Most  of  us are  given the

same test at some point in our lives. An offer to live without pain or fear,
knowing only joy. Long ago we signed a treaty with the Sidhe stating that any
approached  in  such  a  way  must  be  allowed  to  make  the  choice  for
themselves. Regardless of all else, if the one in question chooses to go with,
they must  be allowed to go unimpeded. The life  offered is  both true and
false.” He sighed, leaning back in the seat and closing his eyes as he spoke.
“It is true you know only a deep happiness but it is caused by drugs that keep
you sedated and content.  Virtually unaware of the torture and humiliation
you  are  subjected  to.  Those  we  have  arranged  to  rescue  from  this  life
remember  it  fondly,  sometimes  openly  wishing  to  return.  A  few  even
remember the starvation, the removal of limbs, the laughter as they were
treated as an animal in front of the Sidhe royal court… but so strong were the
drugs that they actually enjoyed it all. That was why Grant was afraid. Now…
as to why the bard defied the laws and attacked you after your refusal….
That is a matter of concern. It means that there is someone who wants you
dead at all costs. They will start a war and sacrifice many lives in a desperate
attempt to see you killed or at least controlled. Had Grant not shielded you
from that attack you would both be unconscious and well on your way to the
hidden realm of the Sidhe.”

“Shit.” I muttered, quickly covering my mouth. “Sorry.”
He chuckled, apparently not offended by my profanity even though I

found it extremely embarrassing. “I echo the sentiments. We will be leaving
additional people in the area until this is settled. I don’t believe we will see
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another attack for a while, though. I have no doubt your performance will
cause second thoughts in anyone in a position to cause trouble for you.”

“Oh.”
“I take it you have no idea exactly what you did?” He laughed, shaking

his head. “Only in children… Ahh, Miranda… The earliest known natural death
of an elf was over one thousand years after his birth. Most live twice as long.
To drain  all  of  it  would  take most  of  our  kind  at  least  one  full  day.  You
managed it fast enough he was unable to defend himself. I imagine you must
feel quite strong right now.”

“Not really…” I  said. Physically I  couldn’t remember feeling better…
but my worry for Grant overshadowed it. 

“I see.” He nodded and I realized I was so scattered that my shields
were down again. Quickly I raised them. “I am glad you have come to feel so
strongly for him.”

“I’d  be  as  worried  about  anyone  who  saved  my  life  at  their  own
expense.” I said defensively but he only smiled. 

“You should go rest. It has been a long day and Grant will need your
help in recovering. Once they break the curse that holds him unconscious it
will take a few days for him to regain his hearing. I advise you to take this
chance to work on mental contact. I believe we all heard you calling for your
mother.”

“Oops…” I grimaced. “Sorry…”
“For  a  smaller  matter  I  might  be  annoyed.  What  happened tonight

deserves the awareness of anyone within shouting distance.” He chuckled.
“But  don’t  worry.  With  so  many  on  guard  it  is  unlikely  there  will  be  a
problem.”

“Alright.” I willed myself home, choosing to reappear in the corner of
my bedroom where I would be less likely to be in the way. A commotion in
the  room next  door  told  me Grant  had been moved to  his  room.  People
hovered, straightening covers, cleaning and generally trying to be useful. 

Everyone fell  silent as  I  entered.  “We have a privacy policy  in  this
house and I believe he would appreciate it if the only people in the room
would be the ones necessary. The man attempting to heal him and the guard.
I know he will be grateful to all of you for your concern but it does no good for
us to all be here.”

Slowly everyone filed out except the two mentioned and myself. The
man hovering over him stood with closed eyes, a hand resting on Grant’s
head. The guard watched out the window with intent focus, his green eyes
bright in the darkness. 

“Is that normal?” I asked, waiting a moment for him to realize I was
talking to him.

“What?” He asked distractedly.
“Do everyone’s eyes glow like that?”
He flashed me a  faint  smile.  “Yes.  It’s  not  the  same for  everyone,

though.  Different  emotions  for  different  people.  I’ve  been told  mine  glow
when I am being alert.” 

“Grant’s glow when he’s really upset… scared or angry. I wonder when
mine do…” I sat on the empty side of his bed, lightly resting my hand on his.

“When you’re being devious.” He said absently.
“What?!”
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“I’ve known your mother for a long time.” He laughed, a low rumble.
“She used to tell me how she could always tell when you were about to try
and sneak a cookie when she turned her back. When you were going to sneak
out to see your boyfriend.”

More  puzzle  pieces  snapped  in  to  place.  “She  knew  about  the
cookies?!” Somehow that made me feel warm – she had known and let me do
it anyway. “I always wondered how she was able to be waiting at the gate to
usher me back upstairs, too.”

“Remember that.” He said. “Once someone gets to know you, it’s a
dead giveaway.”

I stretched out next to Grant, watching his face, listening to the small,
ragged breaths. I didn’t know how long it would take, but I would be here
when he woke to thank him.
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I woke slowly, a whisper soft touch tracing a line along my jaw line.
When I realized someone was touching me my eyes flew open and Grant’s
smile widened. My relief expressed itself in a laugh. “Thank you.”

He pointed to his ear and shrugged. I had forgotten about that… deaf
for a few days. Since I didn’t feel like getting a piece of paper, I sat up and
hugged him tightly. A low laugh escaped him as he returned the hug.

~So what happened?~ His voice made me jump and it took a moment
to realize I had heard it in my mind. Strange… it sounded like he said it out
loud… It took a few tries but I managed to project specific thoughts to him.

~They didn’t fill you in?~
~Not yet~. He smiled. ~I just woke up. They don’t know yet.~
~Once again I managed to surprise everyone. I pulled him to our side

of the line and drained him of his life.~ I shrugged. ~I just did what I had to
do and everyone is acting like I’m some kind of phenomenon.~

~You are.~ His laugher echoed pleasantly through my mind.  ~Elves
live thousands of years… I would say I can’t believe you did it but I can.~ 

~Yeah, your father explained the situation to me. Apparently I have an
extremely dedicated enemy even though I haven’t done anything wrong.~ I
sighed, scooting up to lean back against the headboard. ~I don’t know what
to do about it. There are four guards in the house at all times now, all waiting
for  the next  attack.  Everyone knows it  will  happen since whoever  it  was
turned out to be desperate enough to insist the bard kill us if I refused the
offer.~ My eyes flicked back up to him. ~He said if you hadn’t covered my
ears we would both be trapped in the Sidhe realm.~

He nodded. ~I had no idea how you would get out of it but I couldn’t
stand the thought of you being taken there… Not after the stories I’ve heard.
I had hoped that if nothing else you would come back here where it was safe
and only one of us would have to go there.~

I punched him in the arm, furious at the insinuation.  ~You seriously
think I would just  leave you!? What the hell kind of partner would I be if I
ditched you at the first sign of real trouble!?~

He rubbed his arm thoughtfully. ~Point taken. In my defense, my only
thought was getting you to safety at whatever cost.~

~Well, we’re as safe as is possible to be and they say you’ll be able to
hear again in a few days.~ I sat back again. ~I swear there is nothing more
annoying than a worried mother. I’m not even allowed to go to the grocery
store with an escort. If I want anything I have to make a list, let them go get
it, inspect it, wash it, subject it to a few tests and only then am I allowed to
touch it.~ I raised an eyebrow at his laughter. ~What? You think I’m kidding?
Pray we remember to have them pick up toilet paper before we run out. That
will be a long, uncomfortable wait.~

~At  least  you  have  retained  a  sense  of  humor  through this  whole
thing.~ He said, standing and stretching.  ~Mine is completely gone. I may
have to add a couple of cream pies to the list in an attempt to get it back.~

~You wouldn’t dare!~ I laughed, shaking my head. 
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~What? You think I’m kidding?~  He grinned and raced me to the door.
He beat me to it but I had the vocal advantage. 

“DON’T LET HIM ADD ANYTHING TO THE LIST!” I followed close on his
heels  but  even though he was intercepted by worried friends and family,
when I checked the list  I had to cross out banana cream pie, coconut cream
pie, chocolate cream pie, and lemon meringue pie. It was hard to scratch out
only those items laughing as hard as I was.

“No fair!” I called. “No adding by proxy!”
“You’re taking this situation awfully lightly.” Mom said disapprovingly

from the table. I hadn’t even noticed her sitting there.
“I can’t walk around wringing my hands until this is settled. If you can’t

laugh  in  the  worst  of  times  and  lighten  the  burden,  what’s  the  point  of
laughter?”  I  dropped the pen and went  to  take the other  seat.  “Grant  is
awake and fine aside from the deafness thing. A few days and he’ll be just
plain fine. You can worry all you want, I’m going to take at least today to be
glad they were able to pull him out of that.”

She nodded, staring in the steam rising from her coffee cup. “I think
we should move all of this to my house.” She said at last. “It will be easier to
defend  when  the  time  comes.  Less  chance  for  human  involvement  and
casualty.”

“You’re  probably  right.”  I  said,  smiling  at  her  shocked  expression.
“What?  Just  because  you  can’t  remember  me  agreeing  with  anything
before… Have you said anything to the others?”

“Not yet. I’ve been considering what might happen and most scenarios
are less than desirable here. Even  that is supposing the vampires living all
around this house don’t get involved.” She scowled. “If I’d know there would
be so many I would never have moved you in here. I’ve been considering
asking  you  to  take  care  of  the  mansion  anyway.  I  won’t  be  there  much
anymore and it is technically the home designed for Entaent guardians.”

“As  much  as  I  like  it  here  we  may  end  up  agreeing  to  that.  The
mansion  may  be  a  bit  big  but  I’m  sure  you  have  an  absurd  number  of
protective spells on it.”

She nodded, still looking in to her coffee. 
“I’ll go get everyone else ready for the shift.” I stood, leaning over to

hug her. “If we all go at once there won’t be much to worry about.”
The guards were all relieved to hear the change of plans but Grant was

more uncertain when I told him of the potentially more permanent move. 
~The last big place I  lived in was a school.  Last thing I  want is an

institutional home.~ He grumbled.
~It’s  not  institutional.~ I  argued,  annoyed  at  his  quick  dismissal.

~You’ll see. If we get there and you hate it, I’ll let mom know we’re staying
here and we’ll  either pop up there to make sure the place hasn’t  burned
down or just talk her in to allowing the staff to remain, living there for free as
if it were their own house. ~

~Staff?~ He asked warily.
~Yeah. There are humans that live and work there. They are aware of

our nature. I  guess mom liked to take in some of the troublemakers with
nowhere else to go. They remained in the capacity of servants but they are
as much family as we are.~

~I’ll keep an open mind, then.~ He promised.
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The following hour was rushed as we packed a week worth of clothes
and each filled a second bag with movies and books. It was likely to be a long
wait. We made sure to have the guards take a long enough break to pick a
handful of movies as well – best to keep everyone happy. 

When we were finally ready,  we moved as a group to the house –
anyone  who  hadn’t  been  before  was  pulled  along.  Because  of  the
enchantments on the house, only mother could enter directly so we landed
on the wide front porch, me in the center of the group with everyone else
facing out. A tangy scent drifted on the wind and left me confused.

“You smell that?” I sniffed, smiling. “Apple…”
“Cider.” Mother said sourly and those in a fighting stance stood but no

one lost their tension as the looked around.
“What does that mean?” I frowned. Here I thought it was a good thing,

it smelled wonderful.
“It  means there is a momentary truce.” One of the guards said. “A

leprechaun is nearby.”
“What?” I asked blankly.
“They’re  tricksters.”  Mom  explained  patiently.  “One  of  the  many

agreements is that they keep that smell  around them and no one will  kill
anything. Don’t step on a bug, don’t pick a flower. They are shape shifters
and enjoy taking whatever form will most shock or annoy you. If the blood of
a leprechaun is spilled the rest swarm in for vengeance and as masters of
illusion, they will trap you in a nightmare. They are some of the few Sidhe
with the power to open a portal to the Sidhe realm and trap you inside as
well.”

“So… this  leprechaun  is  around  here  somewhere  pretending  to  be
something that will freak us out?”

“It could look like a vampire.” I heard a smugly amused voice nearby
and looked up to see Seph sauntering around the corner of the house. He
grinned at me for just a moment before a deep sadness entered his eyes.
“Hey, Miranda. I know Genia passed along the message but I wanted to come
in person as well.”

I pulled away from the restraining hands of the guards with Grant’s
help. Seph watched mom very closely. I could hear her carefully controlled
breathing as she held herself in check. “Genia said you wouldn’t come back.”

“I can’t go in to the city proper without a lot of trouble.” He admitted.
“But as long as I’m with him, I can buy a little time.”

I glanced in the direction he motioned and stifled a gasp as I became
aware of the ugliest, bug-eyed, wrinkly frog I’d ever seen. It looked too obese
to move and when it had my attention, the cavernous mouth opened and the
tongue lolled out, dropping to the wooden planks at its feet with a sickening
plop. It seemed pleased by my sound of revulsion, wiggling its toes at me.
“Oh.”

I turned and looked at the tense group around me, only Grant seeming
comfortable at all with the situation. “Listen, you said no one will attack with
the leprechaun here, right? Why don’t you guys go in and secure the house.
Grant can stay here to make sure nothing happens but Seph is a friend of
mine. There’s no reason to worry, alright?”

One of the guards looked from Seph to mom and nodded, pulling her in
with more force than should have been necessary. I knew what he wanted to
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talk about and I really didn’t want her to hear about it. When she was gone
he relaxed perceptibly. “I can’t tell you how sorry I am.” He said at last, his
expression forlorn as he perched on the wide wooden rail circling the porch.
“I didn’t want to but as my maker, he has a certain amount of power over
me. He compelled me. When I realized what he was going to do with the
information  I  got  out.  Genia  and some of  the  others  followed when they
realized what was going on, too. He went too far… way out of line.”

“It’s alright, Seph.” I smiled, though it was a little strained. “I wish you
didn’t feel quite so bad about it. In the end it did work out for the best. I think
Damien is probably furious with me. Instead of freaking out and breaking
down, I accepted his offer to return to Luke.”

“You did?” Seph stared at me, astounded.
“Yeah.  After  a  couple  weeks  around the  other  vampires  he  started

changing. Acting like the rest of them… like a punk. I could understand it
when he was out with them, but he started acting like  that  at home, too.
Finally he started cheating on me to get back at me for what he thought I was
doing. He found out I was ‘sneaking’ over to see Grant.” I almost laughed in
spite of myself. “I wasn’t cheating on him, though. Grant was teaching me
how to fight just in case Luke’s hunger got the best of him and he attacked
me.”

“So you dropped him.” Seph grinned.
“Yeah. I went back home. Luke’s been pestering me since then, trying

to get me to go back. He offered to forgive me for cheating on him. Refuses
to believe I’ve never been with Grant.”

“These are the days of our lives...” Croaked the frog and Seph laughed.
I wrinkled my nose at the creature.

“Don’t think that hasn’t crossed my mind.”
“Oh yeah… Miranda, Grant, this is Dilvaric. Great guy once you get to

know him. He volunteered to make sure I got in and out safely.”
“A pleasure to meet you.” I  smiled at the disgusting lump of green

flesh before looking back to the vampire. “Seph… I do have a question for
you.”

“Shoot.”
“You’ve been out among the Sidhe for a couple weeks now… Do you

know who is trying to kill me?”
“You had to ask.” He groaned. “Yeah… I know. I just don’t want to tell

you.”
“Why not?” I frowned, wondering just how bad this could be.
“Because as soon as you know there will be a whole mess of trouble

and a lot of fighting amongst the ranks.” I glanced over to take in Grant’s
grim look before Seph continued. “Of course if I don’t tell you it will be a lot
more trouble.”

“Since it’s unavoidable, just spit it out.” I advised.
He leaned back against the wide post interrupting the porch rail, his

head thumping resoundingly. “Oberon.”
The name sounded… Shakespearian. “Elaboration required for the new

girl.”
“Oberon,” Grant said, dismay in his voice. “It's the title of the King of

the Fairies. Most people think it’s his name but there have been half a dozen
Oberon’s since history was recorded. If he is the one… we’re in trouble.”
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“Yeah…” Seph said at last. “They’re pissed off about the Bright Bard
but it’s also got them freaked out. Oberon is throwing tantrums about some
prophecy but even the brave ones are hesitating to come after her.”

Grant nearly choked. “That was the Bright Bard?!”
“New girl.” I reminded them.
“The Bright one has never failed.” Seph said, grinning at me. “Until

now. Total Mountie type, you know? Always gets his man. When they found
him dead, half over the line, it rocked numerous boats and got mothers to
lock doors around the world.”

“He started it.” I said defensively. 
“I  was impressed as hell  when I  heard.” Seph laughed. “Got lots of

dirty looks when I cheered. Didn’t I hear something about Grant damn near
getting dragged back to the Fae realm?”

“Not really.” He said distastefully. “Miranda acted fast. My hearing is
just out…” 

I looked at him with the shocked realization that he had been listening
and  responding  freely.  He  looked  stunned  when  he  came  to  the  same
conclusion.

“Hope you don’t mind.” The frog croaked. “Just a little tampering.”
“Thank you again.” I smiled at the frog. It winked at me.
“Listen,”  Seph said,  suddenly  tense.  “We’ve  already  been here  too

long. I have to get going before all hell breaks loose. You guys are going to
need more than that little group in there by tomorrow. They’re breaking out
the big guns. Oberon is getting desperate and since no one will come after
her alone, it’ll be a group effort. The Master may be pissed off with a bad
case of wounded pride, but he will still honor the agreement. Call him here
and explain what’s going on. He’s never really liked Oberon so there’s a good
chance he’ll call everyone out of the woodwork to fight on your side. At the
very least you can trust him to stay out of it but he needs to know this is
going to go down. You got two days tops and if you’re seriously lucky, they
won’t come before nightfall.”

“Thanks, Seph.” I smiled. “You’ve done a lot to help me. I hope you will
be able to come back after the dust settles.”

“We’ll see. If nothing else the two of us will come visit.” He motioned
to the scrawny, toothless, mangy dog sitting next to him.

“Alright. Next time I may have to challenge your friend to make himself
beautiful, though.” I laughed. “The ugly aspect is extraordinarily well done,
though. I’ve no doubt he’s a true master of illusion.”

The dog wagged it’s tail, fur falling loose in clumps. With a low laugh,
Seph slid off the porch and disappeared around the house. The dog defied all
physics  and  hopped  the  rail  with  an  ease  that  body  could  have  never
managed  if  it  were  real  and  both  were  gone,  the  scent  of  apple  cider
dwindling.

“We’re in a lot of trouble, aren’t we?” I asked. Grant rested a hand on
my shoulder and squeezed.

“No time like the present.” I closed my eyes, focusing on Damien. We
need to talk – something serious has come up that affects us both. Meet me
at the Selwood estate as soon as you have a moment. Time is short.
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I sat on one of the old wicker chairs with a sigh. “We need to find out
what this prophesy is that has Oberon so worked up. Could you see what your
father knows?”

“Alright.” He sat in the vacant seat next to me and closed his eyes. He
was still in silent conference ten minutes later when Damien appeared at the
edge of the porch and cleared his throat to get my attention.

“Hi.”  I  stood,  walking  toward  him  but  keeping  enough  distance
between us to make sure he remembered I was still unhappy with him. “We
have a problem of epic proportions. Turns out Oberon put a hit on me and
since their best guy failed, they’re going to bring a full scale battle here in an
attempt to get rid of me.”

His expression hardened. “Oberon, hmm? How did you find out?”
“Seph came to warn me.” I raised an eyebrow as his nostrils flared

angrily.  “He’s already gone and you need to set all  that aside,  alright? If
you’re going to be mad at anyone it should be me, not him. I am really sorry
things went as badly as they did between us. I would much rather be your
friend than your enemy but if I have to settle for ‘grudging ally’ as seems to
be your current preference, I will deal with it.”

“So you aren’t angry?” He raised an eyebrow. 
“I wanted to throttle you the day you showed up with Luke but the

whole situation ended up being beneficial in the long run so I can let it go.
Just take care of him, alright? I may not love him as I once did but he’s still
been one of my best friends since I was a kid.”

He nodded. “I do apologize for my hasty actions. It is not often I am so
openly defied and I reacted badly. Perhaps I should have listened to Seph.”

“I hope that regardless of what happens, you will welcome him home.
He’s a good man and a credit to your family.”  I  smiled when he nodded.
“Now, the problem is that this place will be swarming with Sidhe some time in
the next couple days. My mother is here but if we have to, we’ll send her
away for your sake. We need for her to keep it straight who the bad guy is
and in all  honesty, if  things get as bad as Seph made them sound, we’re
going to need your help.”

“I will set guards. If the sun is down when the time comes, we will be
here.”

“This means a lot to me.” I smiled gratefully, though I still had no idea
how I would break it to mom. “Thank you.”

“It will be our honor to fight beside you.” He bowed and disappeared. 
I turned back to Grant, suddenly self-conscious again under his stare.

“What?”
“How  many  people  could  go  from  enemy  to  ally  in  less  than  ten

minutes  when  it  comes  to  vampires?”  He  chuckled  and  stood.  “The
Grandmaster is searching the old archives for the prophesy. It may take some
time, though. He swears that as of tomorrow someone will be putting all of it
on a computer for easier access.”

“Good. He can email me a copy.” I grinned. “Sounds like interesting
reading.”

“Some of it.” He followed me in to the house and paused, watching
mom pacing,  her  fists  clenched as  she muttered  under her  breath  about
vampires  on  her  lawn.  She  was  entirely  unaware  we  were  there  until  I
stepped in her path, placing my hands on her shoulders.
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“Mom.  Calm down.  It’s  alright.”  The  relief  in  her  eyes  was  a  real
concern under the circumstances. “But right now I need you to do two things
for me.”

“Anything, dear.” She smiled nervously.
“I need you to go get as many people as can comfortably fit in the

house here. I can’t remember how many guest rooms there are but we need
them full of people ready to fight. The attack will come most likely in the next
twenty four hours. Once you have them all prepared… I want you to stay at
Drake’s place until this is over.”

“What?” Her wide eyes registered only confusion. 
“The vampires will be acting as backup. We’re going to need all the

help we can get and as upset as you were just having a single one on the
property… Mom, I can’t expect you to go against years of hatred and in all
honesty, you scare the hell out of them. I know you will worry and I’ll check in
with you regularly if I have to… but for your sake… please don’t be here for
this.”

“What if  you need me?” She asked weakly,  tears  welling up in her
eyes. 

I pulled her in to a hug. “Mom… I’ll be okay. I’m going to need you
more after it’s over than during the fight and I really worry that you will lose
your head with so many vampires around. I want you to be somewhere safe
so you can come back afterward. Please… for me. I swear if things go wrong
and we need more help, I’ll call you back. But that’s why we’re going to fill
this house with Entaents. We’ll have our own army by the time this starts.
The Sidhe have more to fear than we do.”

“Alright.” She said reluctantly,  her voice pained. “I  will  take care of
Drake’s daughter while he and Emmie are here. Someone has to watch over
her.”

“Thank you.” I kissed her cheek. “Hurry, mom. The sooner we have this
place full,  the better.  Seph thinks they may come tonight but some time
tomorrow is most likely.”

With a brief nod, she disappeared.
“Copper hair, fire soul…” Grant’s voice came from behind me, I turned

to him and with no emotion he recited. 
“Copper hair, fire soul,
Death the gift she bears.
Awake and grown, reaped and sown,
Harvest time for pears.
Two to one, never parted,
By her hand the tie.
Bliss and pain, around again,
Now the immortal shall die.”

“That’s the prophecy?” I asked as life returned to him. It was seriously
creepy to see him acting more like a radio than a person.

“Yes.”
“What’s the bit about pears?” It was the one thing that just didn’t fit. 
“The current Oberon’s family name is derived from an old word for

‘pear’. That’s probably why he’s so upset. The talk of harvest means you’ll kill
him. As far as anyone can tell it talks about someone killing the Oberon and
uniting the Sidhe and the rest of the world.”
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“What about immortals dying?” I asked softly.
“Don’t know. Maybe it has to do with the Oberon considering himself to

be immortal.” He sighed at my lost expression and pulled me in to a hug.
“Don’t  worry  too much.  Prophecies are  often wrong or  full  of  superfluous
nonsense to make it more interesting. Let’s just focus on getting through this
fight and to hell with the damned prophecy.”

“What  prophesy?”  We looked up  as  a  smiling  woman  entered,  her
green eyes both frightened and excited. “Miranda? I’m Emmie. It’s so good to
meet you at last!”

I smiled and turned to shake her hand but she hugged me instead.
“Good to meet you, too.” I said with a laugh. “Drake spoke very highly of you
when I finally got a chance to talk to him.”

“I’m sure he exaggerated.” She laughed. 
“Where is he, anyway?”
“He’ll  be along shortly.  He had a few things to take care of  before

coming but wanted me to get here quick just in case.” She looked around
with interest. “This place is huge…”

“Never been before?” I  asked, honestly surprised mother had never
had them over. 

“No,  Drake’s  mother  has  always  come  to  visit  us.  I  think  mostly
because she worried he would cheat and go to meet you.” She laughed. 

“Well,  that certainly stopped him.” I  said sarcastically, grinning. That
was the end of our conversation as more people started entering and she
drifted off  to explore the house. By sunrise the house was full  and guard
shifts had been assigned.  A conference of  the guards ended with a small
room in  the  center  of  the  house,  once  an  office,  being  converted  into  a
temporary bedroom. They felt better knowing there were no windows around
me.  I  was  just  a  little  annoyed but  who was  I  to  argue about  the safety
precautions? Almost everyone was now paired off as their significant others
joined in. The few with children had either hired babysitters or left them with
the Grandmaster’s  staff.  Extra beds were brought  from some houses and
most rooms held two couples. There were no empty beds anywhere. The staff
was cooking a virtual banquet, keeping a buffet ready for those who wanted
to indulge in eating. They had not gotten to show off for a long time and
seemed to be enjoying it. They saw this as a dinner party, though all knew
the severity of the situation. When the fight began, the staff would go to the
basement and remain there until someone came to get them. 

It was all very organized and the only ones with nothing to do were
Grant and I. Of course Grant was given the job of guarding my person, which
meant a lot of sitting around doing nothing. I was told to keep away from
windows, pulled back any time I wandered too close to a place of potential
danger.  People  slept  and  stood  watch  in  shifts,  making  sure  everyone
remained well  rested. For those who were not tired and not guarding, our
stack of DVDs sat beside the TV in the central living room and one comedy
after another played to lighten the mood. 

Grant and I wandered from room to room, listening to conversations as
people caught up with each other and compared fighting techniques. From
what I gathered, this was the first time so many had been together since the
last annual costume ball. The awareness that things could go very badly was
unquestionable  but  there  was  no  reason  to  panic  quite  yet.  We  paused
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longest next to a small group discussing the fighting tactics of the Sidhe from
recorded battles. Everyone was relieved that not only did the Sidhe not know
how to kill us permanently, but there wasn’t time to do it properly even if
they did. There were too many of us. The primary concern was their sedating
poisons. The discussion was interrupted by a warning shout from the window
near the front door. 

Annoyed, I pushed past everyone to look out the window and my heart
stopped. I  had been worried before,  now I  didn’t  need a better look.  The
message was clear. A vase of beautiful flowers sat on the porch, a small card
tied to it with a ribbon. Nothing more.

“Don’t bring it in.” I said, my voice hoarse as I tried to speak through a
suddenly dry throat. “Someone go check the card.”

A woman volunteered, pausing as she reached the vase and checked it
for  some  kind  of  spell.  Finding  nothing  she  started  to  move  close  and
staggered  back,  moving  close  again  only  after  taking  a  deep breath  and
holding it. She pulled the card away and stepped back. She read the card and
dropped it next to the vase before returning. Everyone waited in silence for
her to explain what had happened.

“There are muddling herbs mixed with the flowers. We need to get
them out of here.” One man stepped up to the door, held out a hand and the
lot of it burst in to flames. He closed the door before the smoke could enter.
That done, she turned to me. “The note was for you. It said that the delivery
boy got lost on his way here and you could find him at the tree.”

I  heard  Emmie’s  terrified gasp  and I  felt  myself  go  cold.  They had
Drake. The tree had been one of my favorite places to play as a child. It was
an ancient oak with low branches that almost  touched the huge boulders
surrounding it. I spent so much of my childhood climbing in that tree, having
acorn wars with Luke… 

I looked outside and frowned, the sun was only beginning its climb.
“Can anyone here manipulate the weather?” Half a dozen hands raised and I
smiled faintly. “We need a really big storm.”
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~Damien, it’s time. I sent to him. They’re moving early and I know it’s

a bit nervous but we have people in the process of creating very thick cloud
cover. It’s a hell of a storm brewing and five people holding it in place. I will
understand  if  you  choose  not  to  risk  your  clan  this  way,  though.  We’re
moving out in a moment. There’s a field half a mile northeast of the Selwood
estate – in the field is a giant oak tree. That is where we will be.~

When I finished sending the message, I looked around at all the tense
faces and was suddenly very aware that I had somehow taken the role of the
leader with even the Grandmaster following my plan. I was too scared for
Drake to be nervous and there was no way I could just turn my back on the
brother I barely knew. 

Rather than take the time to make the long trek by foot,  everyone
joined hands and I focused on getting us all there in one hop. I wasn’t sure I
could do it but when I  opened my eyes we were at the edge of the field
looking toward the tree. Numerous people and creatures were lounging in
and around the tree,  some of  the boulders  had  been moved to  create  a
chair-like formation and a man sat in it, a thin golden chain trailing from his
hand to a collar around my brother’s throat. He sat peacefully at the man’s
feet with a jeweled goblet in his hands, eyes closed and a smile on his face. I
glanced up to see the clouds darkening, growing thicker in the chill breeze
that had sprung up. The last spots of blue were being enveloped and a dark
shadow fell over the field. 

At the Grandmaster’s silent signal we strode forward, moving slow as
three of the members of our small army kept a shield between us and the
Sidhe.  We stopped at  a  respectful  distance,  close  enough to  talk  but  far
enough to have time to defend in the event of a rush attack. 

“You are reasonable after all.” The man in the makeshift throne said.
His  long black hair  was traced with  gold  threads  and dangling gems.  His
clothes no doubt some kind of silk, the rich purple and gold shimmering in
the failing light. His ears were more noticeably pointed than the bard’s were
but his skin just as pale with the same faint luminescence. “I will give you
three chances to prove yourselves intelligent as well.”

“Release  him,  Oberon.  He  did  not  go  to  you  willingly.”  The
Grandmaster’s voice was harsh and cold.

“Grandmaster,” Oberon’s tone was almost mocking and a faint smile
touched the edge of his lips. “Instruct your people to release the girl to us
and all of our prisoners will be released in spite of their willing defection from
your ranks.”

“No.” 
“Very  well.”  Oberon  gestured  and  a  second  chain  appeared  in  his

hand,  this  leading  to  a  painfully  thin  woman  apparently  on  the  edge  of
starvation. She looked to Oberon with adoring eyes. I heard her thin voice
faintly plea for more. “Soon, perhaps. If the Grandmaster loves you enough to
cooperate, you may have more. If he does not… you will die.”

“Maria…” The Grandmaster’s whisper was so soft I could barely hear it.
A brief glance at Grant showed him to be in a similar state of pained shock.
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The Grandmaster took a slow, steadying breath and again shook his head.
“No.”

“What a pity. It seems he no longer cares for you, my dear.” Oberon
never took his eyes from the Grandmaster as he spoke. He relinquished the
chain to one of the men nearby and she was half-dragged a few feet away.
Two large beasts trundled forward, large fists clenched. They reminded me of
giant, grotesque minotaurs with hands the size of a small car. I wanted to
speak up, to argue that I wasn’t worth it… but Grant’s placed a hand on my
arm to remind me to keep silent. I watched as the beasts stood on either side
and four men in flowing white and gold robes stepped forward, faced her and
as one, fire leapt from their hands to create a flaming pillar over the body.
Her shriek was silenced as the fists of the beasts came down and when they
lifted, a fine powder was picked up by the wind. The watching Entaents stood
in stunned silence – somehow the Sidhe had discovered how to kill them. 

“Well. That was entertaining.” Oberon’s lip twitched in a tiny smile and
his eyes turn to me. “I do hope you will take me more seriously than he did.
You have one  chance. Surrender willingly or your brother dies.”

I swallowed, looking to my smiling brother. He would not think to fight.
He had a family, a life… he was my brother… I couldn’t let it happen. Slowly I
nodded, taking a step forward. Grant and the Grandmaster both grabbed my
arms to hold me back but it took surprisingly little effort to push them away
from me by imagining myself flicking two flies. This couldn’t be it… couldn’t
be the end of everything. Slowly an idea formed as I continued my steady
march forward. I heard the pleas from everyone behind me, begging me not
to go but there was no choice. 

When I was close enough to see the golden flecks in Oberon’s violet
eyes, I reached out, imagining myself grabbing my brother and pulling him,
flinging him behind me.  The chain slid  from Oberon’s  hand so fast  it  left
blood-streaked cuts along his fingers. The beasts rushed toward me but my
fury with Oberon and his methods was growing and everything seemed to
slow down. I warded them away, throwing them into the forest as I continued
my approach. There was a trace of fear in those violet eyes now and I heard
chaos break out around me. I saw only Oberon, his fear giving way to focus
as he gave orders silently. I came against his own shield and paused.

“Until today I knew nothing of a prophecy.” I said as I pushed against
his shield, forcing him to direct more and more attention to keeping it  in
place. “I had no knowledge of you and no reason to wish you ill but you have
threatened my family and I will  not tolerate that. I  would have let it slide
when you sent the Bright Bard after me… but not this. I will see you dead this
night.”

With a surge of  effort,  I  pushed his  shield one last  time and felt  it
break. Within seconds my hand was around his throat, my will holding him
down. 

“You may wish to change your mind.” He said, attempting to sound
calm. “Your husband is surrounded by my fire mages. If anything happens to
me, they will kill him.”

“You lie.” I hissed, knowing the others would be protecting him. 
“See for yourself.” His knowing smile made me hesitate but I was not

willing to look away from him for even a moment.  Grant – he says you are
surrounded and will die if I do not release him. Is this true?
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He’s bluffing. I’m fine. His voice was faint in my mind. Kind of busy
here. Kill the bastard and the battle will stop.

“You do not deserve to be Oberon.” I snarled and began drawing his
life. I could feel the strength of his spirit around him and opened the channel
as wide as possible, pulling as much in to myself as possible. Within seconds I
was able to let go of him and when I turned I saw the pillar of fire amid the
crowded field.  Without hesitation I  willed myself  there,  dropping in to the
shielding stance as I reappeared. It was just in time as the shield shuddered
under the impact of the beasts’ fists. 

“OBERON!” My voice boomed over the field,  enhanced by my will.
“CALL OFF YOUR ARMY BEFORE YOU SUFFER THE SAME FATE AS
YOUR PREDECESSOR!”

A moment later a silence fell as both sides separated, watching each
other with a safe distance between them. There were many wounded people
who littered the field between, unable to move out of the way. I didn’t dare
look down,  I  couldn’t  bear  to  see… Releasing the shield,  I  walked to  the
center of  the open field.  A tall,  man with golden hair  and pale blue eyes
walked forward to meet me. 

“You will  return to your forests.”  I  said quietly,  making an effort  to
keep my voice steady. “This will end here and now. I don’t care what the
prophecy said, I do not wish any of you ill. I will protect my family but nothing
more. There is no reason for you to allow a grudge.”

“You are right.” He said after a moment. “The anger of old has done
nothing but cause pain. My father could never let go of the old ways long
enough to see that the world has changed. I propose we start over.”

“Agreed.  Shall  we  meet  again  at  the  next  full  moon?  By  then  our
wounded will be healed and we will have had time to review the history that
has led to this.” I gestured to the field.

“Agreed.” With a slight bow, both sides retrieved their wounded and
people started disappearing. After taking a deep breath I turned to the crowd
around Grant. The Grandmaster moved to stand in my way.

“Don’t.” He said gently. “He is alive and will recover… but there is no
need for you to see him like this.”

My  fears  confirmed,  the  extent  of  the  situation  spanning  from the
assassination attempt to the agreement to end the fighting came crashing
down over me. I fell into darkness.

When I woke it was in a dark room and there was the sound of arguing
just outside the door. It was too muffled to make out and very annoying so I
went to see what was going on. Mother stood with her back to me, snarling at
Seph. “I let you in here. Isn’t that enough? You can see her when she wakes
up.”

“Fine.” He grinned. “Good morning, Miranda. How you feeling?”
“Alive.” I said, wrapping an arm around mom’s shoulder. “I’m alright,

mom. Thank you.”
She turned, her eyes filled with concern. “Are you sure?”
I nodded. “Where’s Grant?”
“You really shouldn’t…” She started. 
“Mom. Don’t make me search the house room by room.” I rubbed my

forehead, too tired to deal with this. 
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“Three doors down.” She said grudgingly.
“They  say  he’s  doing  better.”  Seph  said,  falling  in  beside  me  as  I

walked. “Man, that was a hell of a fight. We got there just as it all got really
nasty. I think we’re the only ones that had any deaths, though. Everyone else
is virtually immortal and heals without needing blood.”

“Is Genia alright?” I asked, frowning. 
“Hurt pretty bad but recovering. Damien’s dead, though.” He said after

a moment.  “One of  those elves tried to get you while you were draining
Oberon. Got between you and him. Took the elf down but not without paying
the price.”

“Oh.” And here comes the guilt... I sighed, pausing outside the door.
“I’m terrified of what I will see in there.”

“It’ll be alright.” He reassured me. “We’ll bring all the food he needs.
Oh yeah, I got promoted to Master so my clan is your clan. We take care of
our own.”

“Thank you.” I whispered as I gathered my courage and pushed the
door  open.  The  room  was  dark  but  busy  as  those  skilled  in  healing
surrounded  the  bed.  When  they  became  aware  of  me  there  was  an
uncomfortable silence.

“Do you know how to ease pain?” One asked. When I shook my head
he touched my arm and I suddenly did know. “Keep that up. It’s all we can do
for now.”

With that, they filed out of the room to leave me alone with Grant. I
approached the bed slowly, forcing myself to keep breathing. I couldn’t stop
tears  from flowing as I  looked down at  Grant,  existing in a state that no
human  could  survive.  A  thin  layer  of  twisted  skin  covered  his  bones,  his
breath low and shallow but even. I continued the pain easing treatment. 

~Miranda?~ His voice was so very distant in my mind… little more
than a whisper.

~Yes.~
~I  thought  that  was  you.  Bet  I  look  terrible… sorry  about  that.~ I

couldn’t believe he was so passive about it.
~Why did you lie to me?~ I wasn’t sure whether to be sad or angry. I

settled on both.
~There wasn’t time.~ He responded at last. ~You had to do what was

necessary and if I had told the truth you would have let him go.~
~I would have found another way.~ I protested. 
~It doesn’t matter.  What’s done is done. I just hope the pain stops

soon… you are making more of a difference than all those others combined.~
His laughter was soft and barely audible. How I wished I could hear it right
now. I closed my eyes, trying to imagine what I would have done if I  had
taken  just  a  moment  longer…  if  I  really  lost  him.  I  couldn’t  believe  the
amount of  anguish that  welled up at  the thought,  even knowing it  didn’t
happen.

~What’s wrong?~ He asked.
~Coming to terms with a few harsh facts.~ I said
~Such as?~ He prompted. 
I couldn’t respond. Not even mentally as the words formed in the back

of my mind. In a moment of inspiration it occurred to me that I could take life
from others… perhaps I could give it as well. Carefully I leaned forward, my
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mouth hovering just above his as I pushed my energy in to him. I had gotten
to where I could feel the amount of energy around people but this was the
first  time I  had felt  my own. It  was an ocean spreading around me and I
funneled it down to Grant. After a moment I felt his lips, soft and warm again,
touch mine. I  was afraid to open my eyes but my hand encountered only
smooth skin when I lightly touched his cheek. When I felt his energy swelling
large enough to rival  mine I  pulled away and looked in to those beautiful
eyes. “I love you.”

“I love you, too.” He said, pulling me in to another kiss. When he finally
released me I did a double take. His eyes were glowing a rich blue. “Grant?
What does it mean when the blue is glowing?”

Slowly  a  wide  smile  spread  across  his  face  and  he  reached  out,
stroking my cheek without looking away from my eyes. “Unlike the green,
blue  is  always  the  same.  It  only  glows  when  looking  at  the  object  of
unconditional love.”
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